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INTRODUCTION 
 

Like most people, I want more from life. I 

want peace of mind, to be happy, to 

have money and success – but also to 

know that I am living true to my purpose 

and serving the world in a positive way. 

 

What do you want from your life? Can 

you imagine an abundant life, a happy 

life, one in which you are fulfilled in all 

ways? Having loving relationships, 

having fun, doing work you enjoy, 

growing as a person, being healthy physically, mentally, emotionally, 

financially, and spiritually? 

 

Growing spiritually, by the way, doesn’t mean withdrawing from the 

world and knowing only meditation and prayer. Although spirituality 

can be experienced in many different ways, to me it means being fully 

engaged in the spirit of Life, knowing your purpose, being one with 

the Divine, and sharing in the Abundance of an intelligent Universe. It 

is participation in Life’s adventures. 
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Does that appeal to you? At some level it must because a part of you 

– your soul or higher self – is part of the Divine Intelligence of the 

Universe. It wants you to live life well and experience all good things. 

 

This book is about finding personal success, experiencing an 

abundance of all good things, being happy, knowing what makes you 

happy and why, and about awakening. My knowledge of these things 

came out of my own personal voyage of discovery into personal and 

spiritual growth, an exploration that led me to new states of being.  

 

If you will let me, I want to share my story with you.  

 

I am not a spiritual guru and, until now, have not been a teacher or 

counselor, spiritual or otherwise. I am a seeker like you – someone 

who wants to know about my purpose in the scheme of things, how 

the Universe works, what divine spirit is, and how I can have a 

happier, more successful life. For the past 20 years, I have been an 

avid explorer and student of spirituality. I have been interested in 

personal development and self-improvement much longer than that.  

 

One of the concepts I have studied for many years is that of 

wholeness – which is core to what I want to teach you – but I have 

awakened to the experience and true power of wholeness only in the 

last few years. Similarly, I was first introduced to the Law of Attraction 

by Brian Tracy many years ago, but I have only come to understand it 

and able to use it reliably more recently. 
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I was guided to wholeness by a Universe that wants us to experience 

wholeness. Whatever “wholeness” means to you now, you will be 

amazed by what it really means and how a focus on wholeness can 

expand your life and your results in life. It will open your eyes, and I 

believe it will change your life. But it requires awakening to that which 

is greater than yourself. (Awakening, by the way, goes in steps and 

stages – even awakening a little bit is progress in the right direction.) 

 

Understanding wholeness begins with understanding what it means 

to be whole. The word “whole” is closely related to the words “hale”, 

meaning healthy and strong, and “holy”, meaning connected to God. 

Both related aspects, as it turns out, are important to experiencing 

wholeness which is the state or quality of being whole. 

 

Wholeness means being whole – integrated, healthy, and at the level 

of consciousness one with all of Life, with the world as a whole, and 

with the creative Universe as a whole. 

 

When you are whole you are one with the living and creative 

Universe and experiencing its abundance, unity, peace, and the 

joy of being alive. That is something that all persons should want to 

be and have in their lives. Now that I have experienced it, I want it not 

only for myself but for every person on the planet. For the grandeur of 

it is in the shared experience and in its divine unity. 

 

Life is the context of wholeness. Life is the flowing, physical 

expression of Universe (God), in all its diverse forms, including you 
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and your Higher Self. You and I are part of the whole of Life; we are 

made of its energy and spirit; and we are never separate from it. 

When we go within (through awareness, thought, and spiritual 

connection), we gain access to not only the inner aspects of Life but 

also the outer aspects, for the physical realm is tied to the spiritual 

realm. 

 

When you are one with your Higher Self and learn to trust and use 

your inherent power, you can operate at higher states of awareness, 

function with less effort, and feel secure within its loving wholeness. 

And as you expand your experience of wholeness, you can 

consciously work with the Universe to direct and create your life 

through your thoughts, choices, and actions.  

 

The more awakened you are to Wholeness, the more simply you 

can co-create your desires with the Universe/God because you 

eliminate more of the barriers between you and God. Open 

yourself up to the Divine, and let your dreams and grand 

adventures come into existence by knowing that God is your 

ultimate Partner – pure consciousness waiting at your 

command. 

 

Wholeness is the most healthy, holistic, and powerful state of being 

that humans can experience – and that is true in all aspects of life, 

spiritual and practical.  
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In reading this book and applying what it teaches, you will learn to 

experience wholeness and use its power. You will learn to create the 

life you desire. 

 

This book is designed to teach you to “grow spiritually” – which really 

means becoming one with the intelligence and creative power of the 

Universe. AND very importantly, it will teach you techniques that will 

shortcut the process and begin to change your life experiences much 

more quickly than happened for me. 

 

My life has changed greatly in how I experience life itself – I am much 

happier and filled with love and the fullness of life most of the time, 

not just some of the time. This 

can happen for you too. 

 

One thing I believe strongly 

about spiritual growth based on 

what happened for me… 

Through spiritual change 

within, we can change both our inner world and our outer world 

in positive, creative, and constructive ways. 

 

Spiritual development is the basis for all development for it is the 

expansion of human consciousness – whether individually or 

collectively. As we humans become more conscious and more 

aligned with universal consciousness, we are able to serve the 
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betterment of ourselves, others, groups, nations, and the world as a 

whole. Awakening to wholeness is good for you, me, and the world! 

 

Let me say this about the very practical side of learning to live more 

consciously. I have a long career in information technology and 

project management. Information technology, of course, has enabled 

everything that is happening with the Internet and people connecting 

to people. Project management is critical everywhere to all business 

innovation because all new business capabilities are implemented 

through projects. So, I have had the firsthand opportunity to apply 

what I have learned about wholeness and spirituality in business as 

well as in my personal life.  

 

From firsthand experience I know that the “spiritual choices” I talk 

about in this book do apply to individuals, teams, organizations, 

businesses, schools, and governments, and they enable all to be 

more successful. I know because I have seen the difference they 

make in myself and others, personally, in business, and in 

organizations. It makes a very positive difference to effectiveness, 

making work joyful, and the bottom line. 

 

This book offers an introduction to basic spiritual choices and the 

concepts of wholeness, flow, and one consciousness. It is about 

choices that are both spiritual and practical in real everyday life. It is 

meant to give the reader key insights into how to live life successfully 

by making choices that are aligned with the fundamental laws of life.  
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My book is meant to be a fairly fast read and used as a handy 

resource that you might read and reread, as a whole or a chapter at a 

time, when you are seeking to have more wholeness, joy, and 

abundance in your life. It is divided into four parts.  

 

Part 1 is my story about spiritual exploration, and it summarizes my 

discovery of core principles that help us understand how the Universe 

works and how to interact with it in living a successful and joyful life. I 

introduce three fundamental principles and four key areas of spiritual 

knowledge that are the basis for the rest of the book. 

 

Part 2 is a spiritual tool box you can use immediately for conscious 

living, describing seven spiritual choices applicable to daily life and 

how to put those choices to use for your own personal success and 

happiness. The seven spiritual choices have changed my life in a big 

way, and they are exceedingly practical. 

 

Part 3 is about the Law of Wholeness, which gives you great 

information on applying wholeness to your spiritual growth as well as 

your everyday life. You will want to pay special attention to the 

chapters on the Process of Conscious Creation, the process of 

manifesting based on the law of wholeness, and Co-creating 

Changes in Your Life.  

 

In Part 4, I tell you more about the changes that have occurred in my 

life, how you can learn to expand the experience of wholeness in your 

own life, and how that can lead to spiritual awakening. And finally, 
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based on everything that comes before in the book, I summarize how 

to live consciously, creatively, and abundantly – which is my recipe 

for personal success and happiness. 

 

In the course of this book you will learn about success in life, not just 

in the limited context of earning a certain amount of money this year 

or accomplishing some goal or achieving recognition for something 

you did. Those things might be noteworthy and good but may, 

nevertheless, leave you dissatisfied and unhappy if they are not in 

line with your own internal measures of what success means to you.  

 

Success in the truest and broadest sense means to have the 

things and qualities in your life which bring you fulfillment and 

the experience of a good life… good health, purpose in life, 

energy and time to do the things you love, money and prosperity 

to enjoy life, good relationships with family, friends, and co-

workers, accomplishment - and money, yes - but also frequent 

laughter, joy, peace of mind, and great satisfaction in your 

service to others.  

 

Whether your life is a success can only truly be judged by you and 

what you know to be true for you. But this book will hopefully give you 

some new ways to think about what spirituality, success, and 

happiness really are. 

 

*** 
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One last point in the way of introduction… I discuss wholeness 

throughout this book, but you can think of it as a synonym for 

success, or more correctly, wholeness is the way of being that leads 

to true success and to a state of being that is healthy and whole and 

connected to Life itself.  

 

So my purpose is to share with you what I have learned about 

spiritual growth and about the principles of wholeness because I 

sincerely believe these things will help you create a life of wholeness 

and abundance. The deeper you go into wholeness, and use the 

techniques I teach (such as seven spiritual choices), the more you 

will learn to tap into the natural flow and abundance of the Universe.  

 

One night a few years ago, I awoke with the following message 

burning in my mind, and I quickly got up and wrote it down. It is a gift 

from the Universe – a pearl of its wisdom that I treasure, one that has 

made a huge difference to me and my success so far and, in fact has 

changed my life in many wonderful ways. Because it is the same as 

the central message of this book, I share it with you here gladly: 

 

Bring wholeness to everything you do, and 

you will be rewarded with abundance, 

inspiration, and joy. 
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If you take away only one thing from this book, make it this nugget of 

divine wisdom. To “bring wholeness to everything you do” means to 

bring the wholeness and creative energies of the Universe and the 

Whole of Life to the here and now of daily life – in your attitudes 

about life, and especially in your service to yourself, others, and the 

world around you.  

 

Wholeness includes the recognition that the greater whole is much 

greater than one’s self – but in all ways we are part of that 

wholeness.  

 

“Wholeness” describes and is a way of being in the world – a way of 

being that draws on the power of Life, embraces Life with gusto, and 

allows each of us to live consciously, creatively, and abundantly. And, 

when we take that approach, we can live with abundance and joy. 

Moreover, if we humans can learn to embrace Life collectively – that 

is, not separately but together – the greater consciousness, 

intelligence, and creative power of the whole of mankind will grow 

and produce hugely beneficial results and greater joy in life for us all. 
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PART 1 – Spiritual Exploration and Discovery 
 

So let me tell you part of my story… 

 

My spiritual exploration began in earnest in 1993. I remember the 

unusual event that triggered my searching for answers very well. 

 

Before that event, I was not tuned in to spirituality all that much. I was 

raised as a Roman Catholic, and my family was religious and 

attended church weekly. The priests that I knew were pastors at the 

local church and obviously cared about the welfare of their church 

members. They taught stories from the Bible and teachings of the 

church – the catechism and the “thou shalts” and “shalt nots”. 

 

But, in my opinion, Catholicism is very much about ritual and church 

dogma and does not teach true spirituality – which I define as coming 

know God directly. Other Christian denominations instead of ritual 

focus on the Bible and church dogma, but likewise do not teach 

followers how to know God directly, and I believe that is 

correspondingly true of most other religions (substituting the specific 

scriptures of each particular religion, of course).  

 

That’s not to say that members of a religion can’t learn to know God 

directly on their own, but teaching members how to accomplish that is 
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not the focus of most religions (to my knowledge and in my own 

experience). The primary focus instead is on the reading or study of 

scriptures. 

 

I do not mean to disparage any of the major or minor religions of the 

world. They all serve a purpose or they would not exist. But I do 

believe that there is a difference between spirituality and religion… I 

have observed that religions are highly organized and focus on the 

“trappings” of the religion – the going to church/mosque/temple, the 

scripture, the services, the teachings of what beliefs are sacred and 

acceptable, and the rules to be followed. Spirituality on the other 

hand is personal, unorganized, and focuses on questions and 

searching for answers, and especially on the desire and getting to 

know God personally and directly by going within. 

 

When I went to college, which was at an outstanding university of 

science and engineering, I took on the mindset of science and 

engineering. In my freshman year, I happened to encounter a book 

that influenced me to think of the universe as naturally unfolding – a 

mechanical view of the universe perhaps but not completely without 

spirit or soul. But at the time I did not think in terms of God or 

spirituality. I became an atheist, a non-believer, at that time because I 

was looking for something simpler and more basic than organized 

religion. In retrospect, I would say that my higher self (soul) stepped 

in and helped me break free of confining beliefs. 
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Then, many years later, came the event which was a huge turning 

point in my life. (By the way, turning points in life are important. Two 

other big turning points in mine were meeting the woman who 

became my wife and subsequently the day we were married. And, in 

case you’re wondering, yes I’m still happily married after 40+ years.)  

 

One day at lunch hour, I decided to go to a nearby bookstore to 

browse the books. I picked up a book that had an interesting title and 

opened it to a random page. And there on that page jumping out at 

me was my name. Nothing gets your attention quite as much as 

seeing (or hearing) your name unexpectedly. It was a jolt! 

 

The book quoted extensively an article that I had written and 

published in a software magazine. But I did not know that I was 

mentioned in this book, and I was stunned and felt that it was more 

than just a coincidence.  

 

I felt that the Universe was trying to get my attention, although I didn’t 

understand why or what it meant. This was doubly emphasized when 

the next day I decided to go back and buy the book, but the book was 

no longer out on display. It had been taken to a back room to be 

shipped back to the publisher. In other words, I went to the bookstore 

to see my name mentioned in that book on the last day that it 

probably could have been possible for me to see it. 

 

One thing I was certain of was that this what not a simple coincidence 

as many people would say. I believed then, and still do, that an 
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intelligent Universe (or my Higher Self) was indeed trying to get my 

attention. And I believe that the message was something like this: 

 

“Wake up. You need to know that there is much more to the 

Universe than you comprehend. And you have a purpose that 

you have not yet realized.” 

 

What would you do in that situation? Would you look for answers as I 

did? I’m certainly glad that I did for it changed my life. And I would 

encourage you to do the same. 

 

 

My Spiritual Search 

 

So I set out to find answers that would help me understand that 

experience and what it meant. I sought to learn all I could about an 

intelligent Universe – a Universe that took an interest in me, one little 

person, and had reached out to me in a way I could not ignore. I 

especially wanted to discover the reason or 

purpose that the Universe would have in 

getting my attention in such an interesting 

way. What was the meaning behind it? 

 

I began to study spirituality and anything 

that might answer my questions with such 

an intensity, almost a ferocity, that it 
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probably would surprise a typical college student. Over the next 10 

years, I read hundreds of books and listened to dozens of audio 

programs. I joined the Institute of Noetic Science to receive their 

publications, and I subscribed to other periodical publications, such 

as What is Enlightment? and the Science of Mind newsletter, as well 

as several email newsletters that I thought might offer answers. 

 

The range of topics that I studied was very broad – ranging from 

spirituality in every form, human behavior, general systems theory, 

life sciences, psychology, philosophy, paranormal and psychic 

phenomena, and anything related to the Universe, God, meaning of 

life, universal laws, purpose, consciousness, and collective 

consciousness. I am telling you this to help you appreciate that I was 

consumed with a need to find answers about the intelligence behind 

the scenes, an intelligence that I was not previously aware of. 

 

To this day, I continue to study spirituality and human consciousness 

because I find it extremely interesting, and I believe there is always 

more to learn. And I now understand that learning about the 

Universe, and our part in it, needs to be experiential and not just 

conceptual. That was one of the most important lessons I learned and 

continue to apply. 

 

*** 

 

One night during this time, I awoke with a very strong message in my 

mind, and I knew it was the Universe telling me my purpose. I was to 
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“create wholeness in myself and in the world”. It was clearly a calling. 

And I knew that I was to create wholeness in the world by writing and 

teaching about wholeness. 

 

Now at the time, I think I had just encountered the concept of 

wholeness. I had an idea, just a glimmer, of what it meant. But I knew 

instinctively that greater wholeness in myself would be a very good 

thing, and I knew instinctively that greater wholeness in the world 

would be an even better thing.  

 

Ultimately I also I knew that I would never truly understand wholeness 

until I fully experienced wholeness in myself. But at that point in time I 

had no real idea how one should go about developing wholeness in 

oneself. I only knew that I had a great deal to learn. 

 

*** 

 

So I continued my exploration… I discovered that there is surprisingly 

little in the literature on the subject of wholeness. Three books that 

include the word “wholeness” in their titles are worthy of mention, 

particularly because they represent the scope of wholeness and take 

very contrasting approaches. I describe them here because they 

provided me with not just information but a framework for thinking 

about wholeness, consciousness, and human experience. 

 

 The Wholeness Principle: Dynamics of Unity Within Science, 

Religion & Society by Anna F. Lemkow – A very comprehensive 
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treatment of wholeness, covering a broad spectrum of topics. It 

is a classic treatment of the concepts and rational assessment 

of wholeness within broad systems (such as society and 

theories of life), but it does not address the personal and 

experiential aspects of wholeness. 

 Seeking Wholeness: Insights into the Mystery of Experience by 

Roland Evans – This book is the opposite of Lemkow’s book in 

that it looks at experience, self, process, and some of the 

personal and experiential aspects of wholeness, but does not 

address wholeness in the context of broader systems at all. But 

getting to know and think about the experiential aspects of 

being whole was a very important discovery for me since I 

came more from a physical science and systems background. 

 Wholeness and the Implicate Order by David Bohm – Bohm’s 

book, in complete contrast to the first two books, approaches 

wholeness from the perspectives of both quantum theory and 

philosophy. Bohm was a physicist, and pointing out that 

relativity and quantum theories look on the universe as an 

undivided whole, he proposed that adding concepts of an 

implicate (unseen) order and holomovement to the explicate 

(seen) order of matter would add capabilities for greater 

understanding and application. He even outlined the case for 

including consciousness in the implicate order. 

 

Although none of the above books were exactly what I expected to 

find, they helped me begin to understand the breadth and potential 
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depth of wholeness and its relationships to spirituality and personal 

experience. 

 

In my research I also found many other books on related topics that 

provided additional viewpoints and insights. The following are just a 

few examples of the many books I read and studied. I could easily 

mention many more, but these (above and below) are worth noting 

because they illustrate the spectrum of wholeness and spirituality, 

and they gave me specific knowledge in some areas, and influenced 

my thinking in others.  

 

 The Ghost in the Machine by Arthur Koestler – This book had a 

great impact on me. In it, Koestler introduced the term “holon” 

for an entity that is both a whole and a part (of which a common 

example is a cell that is a whole in itself but is also a part of a 

larger plant or animal). He explained that holons are always 

part of a hierarchical order of entities, and holons have a self-

assertive tendency as a whole and an integrative tendency as a 

part of larger whole. He also explained the role of social holons 

in describing hierarchy (or holarchy) of individuals within social 

organizations of humans, insects, and animals. These concepts 

turn out to be very important in understanding the many 

aspects of wholeness within world and Universe. 

 The Self-Aware Universe: How Consciousness Creates the 

Material World by Amit Goswami – Based on his knowledge as 

a quantum physicist, Goswami describes how consciousness 

plays the central role in quantum physics. He presents a 
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philosophy which puts universal consciousness as primary and, 

in so doing, resolves the paradoxes which arise in quantum 

physics when matter is considered primary. This idea of 

consciousness as primary was an important concept which I 

had previously encountered only in spiritual philosophy, but 

here it was explaining mysteries in physics, and subsequently I 

found it in other very different contexts, such as life sciences, 

systems theory, and psychology. 

 From Gaia to Selfish Genes: Selected Writings in the Life 

Sciences edited by Connie Barlow – This wonderful book offers 

a diverse set of articles from scientists and researchers in many 

different fields. But these writings represent man’s attempts to 

make sense of nature, human beings, consciousness, and how 

life and environment interact and evolve as whole systems. In 

exploring wholeness, it is invaluable to turn to nature and see 

its inherent holistic qualities. 

 Soul Mission, Life Vision: Recognize Your True Gifts and Make 

Your Mark in the World by Alan Seale – This book is an in-

depth manual for exploring life, one’s purpose, and spirituality in 

a highly structured way. It does not explore “wholeness” and 

consciousness as direct topics, but it is strong on personal and 

experiential approaches to spirituality. 

 

Hopefully, the above descriptions of 7 books will give you a glimpse 

into my spiritual exploration and maybe at the same time give you 

some ideas for yours. Choosing to grow personally and spiritually is 

one of the greatest gifts you can give yourself. 
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*** 

 

Out of my research, and from a synthesis of information and ideas 

from many different sources, I eventually began to see that there are 

four key areas of spiritual (and practical) knowledge that are 

critically important because they govern how we relate to and interact 

with the Universe – and thus they are not only foundational, they are 

powerful and life changing. They are: 

 

 Three Fundamental Principles 

 Conscious Choice Making 

 The Law of Wholeness 

 Conscious Creation (Partnering with God) 

 

These principles are basic and universal, although they are not widely 

known. But you can understand and apply them within the framework 

of your existing personal or religious beliefs. 

 

Three Fundamental Principles 

 

There are three underlying and 

basic concepts about the 

Universe which are central to 

understanding how the Universe 

works. These three basic 

principles are different aspects, 
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expressions, or qualities of the Universe as it is. They are very much 

interrelated and inter-dependent, but the three principles provide a 

useful starting point for thinking about the nature of the Universe. 

 

The first principle (One Consciousness) is the most fundamental and 

most important. It is understood by the most advanced spiritual 

masters – and Jesus and Buddha knew it intimately – but it is not 

proclaimed far and wide so that all should know. Instead, this is a 

truth that you have to dig for – and when you find it, it is world 

shattering and, probably for many, mind shattering. Once truly 

comprehended, it explains many things. 

 

One Consciousness — There is one universal consciousness 

from which the Universe arises. All mind and spirit, including 

mind and spirit of human beings, are part of this One 

Consciousness.  

 

The one consciousness is the Essence of Being, divinely 

aware, all knowing, eternal, creative, the source of all things, 

and the energy that drives all of Life. Religions refer to this 

creative source of universe and life as God. Most teachers of 

spirituality (that is, of knowing God directly) understand and 

teach this today. Many scientists, especially quantum physicists 

and some life scientists, also understand that universal 

consciousness, at some level, is the causal source of life and 

consciousness (rather than an emergent property of complex 

matter as materialists think). 
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The more we learn about One Consciousness – such as the 

way physical constants are perfectly chosen to allow life to 

develop and be sustained, the sophisticated and ongoing 

evolution of Life, and especially just how powerful human 

capabilities can be when aligned with the Source of Life – the 

more we can comprehend and say with assurance that it has 

infinite intelligence, love, creativity, and spiritual energy. 

 

The second fundamental principle (Wholeness) is somewhat more 

widely known in a general way, but is still poorly understood. Yet it is 

also vitally important to understanding how the Universe works, and it 

is only fully known by going within One Consciousness, which is the 

essence of Being that creates all of existence and all of Life. 

 

Wholeness — The Universe, Life, God, time, space, matter, 

energy, and all things (living and non-living) are part of one 

wholeness because they all arise from and exist within One 

Universal Consciousness. In other words, all things and all 

beings are one with and part of God.  

 

Many, and perhaps most, major religions and spiritual teachers 

agree on this principle at a core esoteric level, but they vary 

hugely in how they express it theologically and, especially, how 

they base their outward teachings and rules to the religion's 

followers. Our day-to-day external experience tells us that we 

are separate from each other and from God, not one with each 
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other and God. But you must look within to find the Wholeness 

of Life and divinity in all things. 

 

It takes spiritual development and awakening to discover the 

wholeness underneath the surface of life. And, unfortunately, 

most religions tend not to guide the average follower towards 

an awakening that would enable a true understanding. 

 

Wholeness is not just that all of existence is one whole, it is a 

spiritual and integrative force, based in one consciousness, that 

is at work in the Universe and ever present. It is expansive, 

creative, abundant, aware, and ALIVE in every meaning of the 

word. It is what drives holons to serve the greater wholes of 

which they are part and it is what drives us human beings to 

seek out the experience of oneness with God. 

 

The third fundamental principle (Flow) is probably the most obvious 

and understandable because it is the most visible of the three central 

concepts. But it is no less important than the first two because it is 

what powers life – and enables the magic of Life – through pure 

potentiality manifesting into physical reality, form, energy, and flow 

that can be perceived by consciousness through the senses. 

 

Flow — The Universe and Life are not static, not mechanical, 

not random (although there is definitely chaos) – rather, they 

comprise a flow. We commonly refer to the "flow of life" and the 

“flow of time”, but most people do not understand that flow is a 
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fundamental and powerful characteristic of Life and of the 

Universe itself.  

 

The process of manifesting the physical Universe creates this 

flow, but you could say that it actually arises from the flow of 

universal consciousness itself. Life, in its broadest sense, is a 

visible and observable flow, a process, a dynamic and physical 

unfolding of something that is not in itself visible – being (which 

is pure consciousness).  

 

Flow is creation. Without flow, the Universe and Life could not 

exist, for it is flow that creates the physical realm of time, space, 

and matter and allows for change, living beings, and evolution 

of the Universe itself. And it is flow that enables the one 

universal consciousness, through sentient beings like our 

selves, to experience the unfolding of human life in its infinite 

variations. 

 

Flow is expressed through physical actions, experienced 

through awareness, and directed through conscious choices. In 

much of this book, I talk about thoughts and choices, but 

ultimately, it is our actions that make the greatest difference, 

especially if guided by wise choices. Actions are thoughts 

expressed physically. We can think about many things we 

would like to have or do in our lives or in the world, but it is our 

choices and actions that create the flow of our life and the 
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results we experience. And it is our collective choices and 

actions that create the world as we know it. 

 

We are part of the One Consciousness, Wholeness, and Flow. They 

are key forces and critical qualities of Life – qualities that make Life 

so powerful and creative, so infinitely intelligent, so full of possibilities, 

and the matrix of all existence and all experience. The more we can 

come to know these core aspects of being, the more effectively we 

can use them in the spiritual and practical aspects of life. 

 

But the basic problem is that our minds (and egos) get in the way and 

govern us through a whole collection of beliefs – conscious, 

unconscious, and subconscious. Our beliefs about the world – for 

example, that we are separate from the source of Life, or that we 

have little power or creativity – block us from experiencing the true 

nature of the Universe and ourselves.  

 

In Part 2, I will introduce you to seven spiritual choices which will help 

you awaken to the universal wholeness and flow that are inherently 

there for us to know and experience but which we tend to block 

through self-imposed beliefs. When we change our beliefs and 

eliminate the blockages in our consciousness (or more often, in our 

sub-conscious), we begin to experience the natural wholeness and 

abundance which are there waiting for us.  
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Conscious Choice Making 

 

In the living of life, I found that there is another fundamental and 

important lesson about the spiritual nature of the Universe and how it 

works, and it is that our thoughts and choices interact directly with 

universal consciousness. 

 

One of the influences in my life was The Seven Spiritual Laws of 

Success by Deepak Chopra. I quote Chopra’s book often because he 

wrote about seven universally fundamental (i.e., spiritual) laws of life, 

and he also emphasized conscious choice making and its importance 

in bringing about success in the life of any individual.  

 

I have learned personally just how critical it is to make wise choices – 

our results in life are a direct reflection of our choices and how clear 

we are about them. Making good choices is crucial to the quality of 

your life and whether you are successful by any standards, but 

especially by your own standards. I have learned that your choices, 

or in other words your intentions, must reflect what you most value 

and desire to come into your life. 

 

Unfortunately, most of the choices we make are made unconsciously 

– out of habit, or without full awareness of the situation, or without 

attention to our intuitive sense of rightness or wrongness of the 

choice. Conscious choice making, on the other hand, is powerful 

because it moves us decisively towards that which we desire, and in 
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this creative, intelligent, and responsive Universe, it simultaneously 

pulls that which we desire towards us.  

 

But the power of conscious choice making is directly related to the 

commitment you put into it. In other words, a passing thought is not 

as powerful (in its ability to create a result) as an intention. And an 

intention lightly made is not as powerful as a commitment which has 

life-changing potential in creating what you want. 

 

You must develop the skill of conscious choice making – 

because it is simply the most potent skill you can have in 

bringing success into your life. 

 

 

The Law of Wholeness 

 

In my spiritual research, I discovered that there is a universal Law of 

Wholeness, which integrates and expands on the three fundamental 

principles, and I would like to introduce you to it here. Let me begin 

by giving you a summary version of the law: 

 

The Universe and all things (living and non-living) are part of 

one wholeness because they arise from and exist within one 

universal consciousness. The more we personally and 

collectively align and bond with the one consciousness, the 
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more we will experience the qualities of wholeness – oneness, 

healthy functioning, abundance, freedom, love, and joy 

 

One Consciousness is where our individual consciousness comes 

from. It has infinite intelligence and it is the source of the whole 

physical universe. You can align yourself with one consciousness by 

intending to experience firsthand its characteristics – openness, 

expansiveness, oneness, being healthy in all aspects, abundance, 

potentiality for change, creativity, freedom, love, joy, and wholeness. 

When you choose those things, and more importantly feel them and 

trust them as inherent to One Consciousness, you automatically 

move towards them. 

 

But there is much more to the law of wholeness than this simple 

summary because there is structure, relationships, flow, potentiality, 

fullness, creative power, cause and effect, and the dynamics of Life 

which arise within the conscious, whole, and flowing Universe. 

 

To give you a feeling for the scope and importance of the Law of 

Wholeness, let me touch on just four important aspects relating to 

how the law applies to Life. There are actually many more, which can 

be considered sub-laws or related principles that exist because of the 

fundamental principles of the Universe and Life – One 

Consciousness, Wholeness, and Flow. 
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Universal consciousness and physical reality are one 

whole. Everything is within and part of One Universal 

Consciousness. And one consciousness is within everything. 

 

Universal consciousness is the primary and fundamental 

source of existence. Everything in the universe arises from 

thought. Thought creates. Your thoughts create because 

universal consciousness responds to your thoughts (especially 

intentions) and works to bring them into your experience. 

 

Wholeness is at the level of consciousness, and physically 

it is at the quantum level – so it is invisible – we cannot 

easily see wholeness and may not believe we are part of it. 

But never-the-less, it is real, and it is a real factor or force that 

is always at work in our lives. When we align our thoughts and 

intentions (which are mental and therefore also invisible) with 

One Consciousness and trust it, we will begin to experience 

qualities of wholeness, such as unity, love, abundance, and 

natural flow. 

 

Wholeness does not mean uniformity – there is structure, 

diversity, and relationships within the wholeness, and it is 

hierarchical. Consciousness and physical reality have depth. 

And, importantly, as Arthur Koestler explained in The Ghost in 

the Machine, wholes/holons always have two driving aspects – 

self-assertive (for the individual self) and integrative (with the 

greater wholes we are part of). If we align our thoughts and 
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intentions with all levels of consciousness and existence, we 

can impact the whole of existence (up, down, and across the 

holarchy). This requires a shift in consciousness from self-

centeredness to love of the whole. 

 

In Part 3, I will discuss the Law of Wholeness and its applicability to 

our lives in much greater depth. The more aware we become of what 

wholeness is and means, and the more we actually apply the Law of 

Wholeness in our daily life, the more we can experience it and fully 

participate in the grand adventures of Life. 

 
 
 

Conscious Creation (Partnering with God) 

 

The most amazing of the four areas of spiritual knowledge – the 

process of conscious creation – was the last that I eventually came to 

understand. It explains why the Law of Attraction, Law of Creation, 

manifesting, and techniques like Ho’oponopono exist and how they 

work.  

 

It is actually succinctly stated above, but I will repeat it here: 

 

Everything in the universe arises from thought. Thought 

creates. Your thoughts create because universal 

consciousness responds to your thoughts (especially clear 

intentions) and works to bring them into your experience. 
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If you study the preceding paragraph carefully, you will see that it has 

tremendous implication for living consciously, creatively, and 

abundantly. It says that, through your thoughts, you can create your 

experiences and bring things and events to you in your life. And you 

can see why I emphasize partnering with God, because it is about a 

co-creative process.  

 

This is very important and powerful information for the living of life, 

and we will cover it more fully in Part 3. But in summary, it says that 

by using your inner resources, available to you through the 

wholeness of One Consciousness, you can gain access to and 

control over your physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual world and 

your experience of life as a whole. 

 

If you want to achieve your dreams and awaken to the wholeness of 

Life, begin by re-reading the last few paragraphs. And we are here on 

Earth to enjoy and grow in the experience of Life. Always put 

happiness first among your intentions, for One Consciousness wants 

to experience your happiness and joy with you. 

 

Also, I could say that Conscious Creation is actually conscious choice 

making fully expressed, but there are very practical reasons to begin 

with conscious choice making at a more basic level. That is what I do 

in Part 2 when you will begin to apply the seven spiritual choices to 

your everyday life. Then, when you have practiced conscious choice 

making not theoretically but in your daily life, you can graduate to 
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conscious creation in Part 3 when you will learn much more about the 

Law of Wholeness and how to apply it.  

 

Still, even though it is conscious choice making fully developed, I 

consider Conscious Creation (Partnering with God) to be so important 

and valuable that I have listed it as my fourth key area of spiritual 

knowledge. It transcends ordinary conscious choice making and 

becomes something much greater. From a philosophic point of view 

in fact, it could be argued that it is why we exist – to partner with God 

in the creation and experiencing of life. 

 

One further thing to notice about this idea of Conscious Creation is 

that it calls out our personal power to create, in partnership with and 

depending on, the Universe/God. But we must master our thoughts 

and direct them in alignment with our desires, our purpose, and the 

flow of our life. And, there is a progression of skill and knowledge that 

must be attained. 

 

So let’s advance to the next level beyond the three fundamental 

principles and the four key areas of spiritual knowledge. Part 2 will 

introduce you to the Seven Spiritual Choices for Success.
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PART 2 – Seven Spiritual Choices for SuccessTM 
 

Between 2007 and 2012, I developed a pattern of entering deep 

meditative states that are ideal for contemplation while on my regular 

morning walks with my dog. In case you haven’t experienced this 

capability, it is possible to be in a meditative state while having your 

eyes open and while doing simple and repetitive activities, such as 

taking a shower or walking.  

 

And it came to me unbidden during my morning walks to focus on 

“seven spiritual choices” which I should develop into my spiritual 

practice (while also being applicable to normal life at home and at 

work). The number seven seemed important, perhaps for alliterative 

reasons, and probably also because I often contemplated on the 

Seven Spiritual Laws of Success by Deepak Chopra.  

 

The “spiritual choices”, it seemed obvious to me, needed to include 

awareness and love, but I felt free to figure out what the others 

should be. So I was somewhat surprised in my process of thinking 

about spiritual choices that the choice of Life came to me (from 

Universal Consciousness) as very important, and in fact, so much so 

that it became my first spiritual choice. I soon realized that everything 

we experience is in life and through life – so embracing Life must be 
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our first choice. (And as I came to understand later, Life is the full 

expression of One Consciousness, Wholeness, and Flow.) 

 

What I subsequently learned over the intervening years is that 

conscious choice making, and especially in relation to the spiritual 

choices, needs to become a habit in your life. As it became a habit in 

my life, I began to fully awaken to life and to achieve greater success. 

Why? Because these are choices that allow you to open up to 

wonderful new possibilities and to experience greater wholeness and 

happiness in your life. 

I discovered that the more strongly you commit to the seven 

spiritual choices and hold them as intentions that you want to 

bring into your reality, and the clearer you are about what they 

mean for you and about the results you expect to experience, 

the more quickly you will experience those things in your life. 

And one reason that is true is that strong intentions, commitment, and 

clarity lead to matching and appropriate actions. 

I came to think of the seven choices as the “seven spiritual choices 

for success”. But I could equally well call them the “seven spiritual 

choices for life” because they allow you to experience life more fully. 

The seven choices are based on my own experience and on the 

guidance of many of the world’s best and most respected teachers 

and spiritual masters. These seven choices have made a positive and 

powerful difference to me and how I experience my life. I sincerely 

believe they will do the same for you. 
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The seven spiritual choices for success are: 

 The choice of Life 

 The choice of Awareness   

 The choice of Freedom 

 The choice of Love 

 The choice of Expression and Creation 

 The choice of Knowing 

 The choice of Wholeness 

 

Each of the seven choices has a chapter devoted to explaining that 

choice. The name of the choice may sound passive, but it is about 

holding an intention to fully engage in the process of that choice. 

Process when invoked is active. So, for example when you choose 

Life, you choose to fully engage in the process of Life and by so 

doing you embrace life and you take life-embracing actions. When 

you choose Awareness, you choose to fully engage in the process of 

being aware of what you are experiencing in life, and in turn, 

awareness leads you to live and act in a more aware state.  

 

Engaging in the process is active and ongoing and much more 

empowering that simply affirming that you are alive or aware. And the 

same applies to all seven choices. The processes of Life, Awareness, 

and so on, are all within universal consciousness, and when you 

engage in the process, you align yourself more fully with universal 

consciousness. 
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By the way, I have found that when you make these choices (or hold 

any intention), the most powerful way to do so is to hold your 

intention in your heart. Your heart is your point of holistic connection 

to the Universe. You will feel your desire for the result more strongly, 

with gratitude in advance, and you will feel it with greater love for 

yourself and the world around you. This is powerful because, if your 

heart is open and accepting, you immediately feel the interaction with 

a willing and supportive Universe. 

 

Now, you might ask why do I emphasize spiritual rather than practical 

choices? The word “spiritual” relates directly to the Spirit within us 

and to the essence of what is – that is, to the nature of the Universe, 

its laws, and how life really works. Once you come to know the 

meaning and truth in the preceding statement – which you must 

discover for yourself through insight – you will realize that spiritual is 

the ultimate in practical.  

 

All of the principles I talk about and teach in this book are applicable 

to your daily life and your personal success. It is about spiritual 

knowledge, yes – focusing on your personal thoughts and states of 

consciousness and how you relate to the infinite intelligence and 

world around you. But it is not about you in a monastery but rather 

you in real life. 
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The seven spiritual choices are the ways in which you develop as a 

being and through which you create your life. They are the vital 

choices that you make every day and in every moment of your life. 

 

These seven choices are spiritual choices because they are 

fundamental and causal choices that align directly with the creative 

process through which life unfolds in the universe.  

 

By the way, my seven spiritual choices are those which I think are the 

most important choices for success, but that does NOT mean that 

they exclude other choices. For example, the choice of Life naturally 

includes the choices of flow, interaction, expansiveness, and 

abundance. The choice of Freedom naturally includes the choice of 

least effort. The choice of Love naturally includes the choices of 

acceptance, forgiveness, and gratitude. And so on.  

 

You are free, of course, to choose anything your heart desires… But 

always choose happiness first. Always choose health. Always choose 

an abundance of all good things, including money. But go beyond 

those things and choose miracles of all sorts: wholeness for the 

world, a new job, a brand new car, enlightenment, divine grace, and 

especially love, laughter, and joy. Then trust in the Universe and 

Wholeness of Life to help you bring those things into your life! 
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The Choice of Life 

 

The first spiritual choice for success, the Choice of Life, is based on 

the very context in which success has meaning – Life. We are human 

beings, living creatures of incredible complexity, who experience the 

vast, dynamic, and powerful flow of life all around us. Life on the 

grandest scale is the Universe unfolding from pure potentiality, 

expanding, 

taking form, 

changing and 

evolving, and 

providing the 

stage for human 

life. On the 

personal scale, your life is likewise unfolding from pure potentiality, 

taking form, changing and evolving, and is experienced by you 

firsthand. 

 

The first purpose of your life is to experience life – its joys and 

sorrows, light and darkness, pleasures and pains, likes and 

dislikes, love and hate, unity and separation, wholeness and 

fragmentation, and ultimately, the wonder of being human. This 

purpose is shared by all humans. 
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The second purpose of your life is your own unique purpose that you 

came here for – which is your destiny in serving others. This book 

does not go extensively into how to discover your true purpose in life, 

but there are many good books available on that topic. One book that 

I can recommend, although it is broader than just finding your 

purpose, is Soul Mission, Life Vision by Alan Seale, and it was 

mentioned in Part 1 in my descriptions of ten books. 

 

But let me say that you will naturally feel yourself pulled to your 

purpose… It is what you think about, are drawn to do, want to do, 

even love to do, and have a strong instinctive calling to do. It is not 

something you talk yourself into through lots of conceptual analysis. It 

is something you know is right for you.  

 

It is not something that you have to do, but something that you want 

to do because it has great meaning for you. It might evolve and take 

different forms at different stages of your life but there will be some 

core aspect that carries through all those stages. 

 

Thus, to choose Life means consciously choosing to embrace both 

the potentiality (what might be) and the unfolding (what is real now), 

and to participate actively in the process of living creatively. It is 

empowering, yet it demands that we be an active part of something 

much greater than ourselves. Life has the power of growth, change, 

transformation, and renewal, and we must learn to align ourselves 

and our desires with this creative power and express it in our own 

lives. Life is flowing around us and within us, and we are most 
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powerful and creative when we are one with and participating fully in 

the flow of Life. 

 

Most of us believe that a vast majority of the events in our lives are 

outside of our direct control. But those individuals who are most 

successful make the conscious choice to take responsibility for their 

lives – to not just live life haphazardly but instead to create the life 

they desire. Successful people, in other words, take control – not of 

other people, but of themselves and their thoughts, choices, and 

actions. Since you are reading this book, I can assume that you too 

are seeking to live your life more consciously and successfully. 

 

In terms of spirituality, the most enlightened spiritual teachings tell us 

that we are truly the creators of our lives, whether we realize it or not, 

and we can participate in life on a higher plane if we learn to align 

with the field of all possibilities. Unfortunately, most of us create the 

life we have without even knowing it.  

 

But we can create the life we dream of if we learn to partner with the 

universe, with the field of pure potentiality, the field of creation. We 

must learn to live life consciously, fully engaging in the process of co-

creation.  

 

The unfolding of Life in the material universe of objects occurs 

within the all-embracing context of wholeness. Wholeness is the 

divine oneness of a Universe arising from one consciousness.  
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The Universe, in spite of appearances to the contrary, is one great 

Whole, arising out of universal consciousness, with all objects (large 

and small) interconnected at the quantum level, and not just existing, 

but interacting and evolving. This complex process of Life and 

evolution occurs at all levels – in parts and the whole – and in body, 

mind, and spirit.  

 

The physicist David Bohm, in his book Wholeness and the Implicate 

Order, wrote about his idea that the fundamental nature of the 

universe is that it is one undivided whole and it is flowing.  He 

called it a “holomovement” to reflect those two characteristics, and he 

argued that the holomovement must exist in two different orders or 

states of being – implicate and explicate. The “implicate” order is 

unseen, and I believe that is in pure universal consciousness and the 

flow of energy it creates, including the quantum field from which 

matter emerges. The “explicate” order is what can be seen – the 

physical, manifest universe. 

 

Note that I write “universe” when I am referring to the physical, 

material universe that we understand conceptually as being made up 

of stars, planets, galaxies, and empty space. But I write “Universe” to 

refer to the living, conscious Universe that is infinitely intelligent, 

creative, evolving, contains conscious beings (who are self aware 

and experience the flow of life), and is responsible for the universal 

laws, such as the laws of attraction and cause and effect, as well as 

the physical laws, such as gravity.  
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We human beings consist of body, mind, and spirit, and so does the 

Universe as a whole. In fact, the universal laws apply because we are 

a microcosm of the whole Universe. 

 

Life and Universe are imbued with Wholeness. Qualities of 

wholeness are: unity, one consciousness, infinite intelligence, 

creation, life, evolution, infinite possibilities and organizing power, 

abundance, knowledge, natural healthiness, interrelatedness, 

integration, peace, and divine joy. The world around us is part of this 

Wholeness, and individuals are part of this Wholeness too. Deep 

within the structure and flow of Life, we are all one. 

 

But in human consciousness, we see separation of physical objects 

and not the quantum connections, and we have been taught about 

separateness throughout our lives. We have not been taught about 

wholeness. Most of us unknowingly choose fragmentation and 

separation instead of wholeness – and so we create conflict, lack, 

and suffering.   

 

If you want to create the life you desire easily and wisely, you must 

come to know and align yourself with Wholeness, for it is wholeness 

that you (and all human beings) desire most of all in our experience 

of life.  

 

Wholeness is a state of completeness and ever-present unity of 

Life as it flows from moment to moment. The sense of peace 

combined with innate power that wholeness offers comes from 
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knowing and being one with the Universe at the level we call spirit 

(which is part of universal consciousness, and often called the Divine 

because it outside of and beyond the ordinary material world). 

 

To choose Life is to choose to be healthy in body, mind, and spirit. 

Choosing life is the single most important thing you can do to 

restore and maintain health. When you choose life, and ask life to 

expand within you and around you, you ask the Infinite Intelligence 

that is the core of life, and the creator of human bodies, to guide you 

and assist you in being healthy. 

 

In fact, when you choose Life you are choosing to be abundant in all 

good things: health, happiness, purpose, enjoyable livelihood, money, 

time, creativity, great relationships, and peace of mind, and so on. 

That is because Life, in its truest nature, is divine wholeness 

expressing itself joyfully. 

 

When we fully align with Wholeness, we can live a life that is 

meaningful, fulfilling, and rewarding… and that’s because we are one 

with Life itself, with the Universe, with the highest Self, and with God. 

(Note that these terms are in many ways synonymous. I frequently 

use the terms Universe or Infinite Intelligence or Divine because so 

many people respond to the term God with fear and other specific 

constrictive ideas and emotions due to their religious teachings.) 

 

There are other lessons to be learned and choices to be made before 

most of us can fully align with Wholeness (covered in the other 
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chapters). But as we increasingly align and merge with Wholeness, 

we will begin to experience wholeness in our lives and the abundance 

of all good things. 

 

For myself, I reaffirm my conscious choice of Life every morning 

during my walking meditation, and in the years I have been doing 

this, I have experienced improved health and energy, and greater 

focus on being healthy. In that time, I have become a vegetarian. I 

love my vegetarian diet and believe that it is a healthier way of eating. 

 

Right before I started consciously choosing Life daily, in my annual 

blood test exam, I had a fairly low white blood cell count for no 

apparent reason, although it may have been due to a virus or 

depressed immune system. But, as I said, I began choosing Life 

every morning during my walk. By the time the specialists worked 

through their exams, doing more tests over a period of several 

months, my WBC count returned to a fully normal range. I attribute 

this to the powerful, healing message that choosing Life sends to 

one’s mind and body. 

 

But I also feel more empowered and powerful in my connection to life 

generally. I feel more fully alive, and I know I am attracting more 

wholeness and abundance into my life day after day. I am happy and 

enjoying life more and more because I see myself as filled with my 

true and natural purpose – to actively participate in life and to serve 

others through my study of wholeness and through my writing. 
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*** 

 

How can you make the Choice of Life in your own life?  

 

First, we can summarize the Choice of Life as a decision and 

commitment. Commit to embrace life and engage in it fully and 

creatively. Let this commitment be your guide to living your life. Then 

trust in the conscious Universe to respond to your commitment. 

 

The most powerful way is to meditate daily in two parts: first going 

deeply into silence to align with the higher Self, and then following 

that by a period of contemplative mediation. During the contemplative 

meditation, consciously choose Life in both the fullest sense (the 

grand unfolding and the process of creation) and in the personal 

sense of living and creating your own life.  

 

Know that you are part of the grand unfolding of Life. Get out in 

nature, or if you can’t, at least imagine your favorite park or other 

place in a natural setting – the trees, flowers, birds, and the sun and 

sky. Enjoy (or imagine) breathing the fresh air. 

 

Imagine living the life you desire. Imagine creating it slowly and 

steadily from the point where you are right now to the point where 

your dream is fulfilled. Imagine being totally clear about your purpose 

in life and then living true to that purpose. In your meditation, feel the 

experience of having created the life you intend to live – the feeling 

will help anchor the desired intention within you. 
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In moments during the day, choose to embrace life, to be alive and 

participate fully in life in an engaged way, and to consciously create 

the life you desire. By making these choices consciously, clearly, and 

strongly with feeling, you begin to reprogram your past conditioning 

(typically based on a mechanical view of the universe, separation, 

and scarcity) and in its place, you can steadily program new beliefs 

(based on consciousness as causal force in the Universe, oneness, 

and natural abundance) into your being and your life.  

 

Repeating the affirmations “I choose Life, wholeness, and wellbeing” 

or “I am alive, one with the flow of Life” can be a powerful reminder, 

but don’t just think the words – you must feel the meaning and the 

emotions behind the words, and the more strongly you feel the 

intention (desire) and what it means the more rapidly that you will 

experience wholeness and the change it brings.  

 

Stop and become aware of the flow of Life, of the flow of your life. 

Accept it as it is in this moment and embrace it. 

 

Your thoughts, desires, words, and actions are the tools with which 

you create your life, so learn to use them wisely and constructively, 

always aligned with Wholeness.  

 

Spend time in nature for it is the manifestation and grand expression 

of life. Communing with nature will bring you more in tune with the 

unfolding of Life and will reconnect you with the living Earth. 
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Study and apply the other spiritual choices in this book. They all build 

on the first choice of Life, and they give you powerful ways for how to 

create and live life – through growing awareness, freedom, love, 

expression, creation, integration, and wholeness. Learning to live 

these choices is a developmental process that takes you through a 

spiral of stages towards the ultimate goal of becoming fully one with 

the creative and abundant Self.  

 

Your degree of results – in terms of awareness, freedom, love, 

creation, etc. – will grow over time and become much more 

powerful than when you first began. So expect to take these 

choices and resulting skills to new depths as you develop and 

integrate them into your being. 
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The Choice of Awareness 

 

The second spiritual choice for success is the Choice of Awareness. 

Awareness is a fundamental requirement for you to fully experience 

and appreciate life. It means becoming more aware of life around you 

(people, things, and events) and 

becoming more aware of life within 

you (thoughts, physical feelings, and 

emotions). 

 

The choice of awareness also builds 

on the law of cause and effect which 

states that certain actions or 

conditions (the causes) lead to certain results (the effects). The law is 

often described by the expression, “What you sow is what you reap”.  

 

To learn from the law of cause and effect, you must be aware of 

actions and results; and to apply the law, you must be aware of the 

choices you make.  

 

Almost everything you do has consequences, either expected or 

unexpected, and ranging from trivial and unimportant to very 

significant in your life. Even thoughts are causes, and they can 

produce positive or negative effects in your being and in your body. 
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So being aware is an important choice for achieving wholeness and 

success. 

 

Unfortunately, many or even most of our choices are made 

unconsciously, usually out of habit or lack of attention. But 

unconscious choices may not produce the results you expect or 

desire. Taking control of your actions requires that you make your 

choices consciously and with awareness of cause and effect.  

 

For example, many people say that they will be happy if X, Y, and Z 

happens – which is a dependency on factors outside of yourself, 

factors which you may have little control over. But that approach to 

happiness reflects a lack of awareness… Happiness is a state of 

being within the person; and therefore, the cause of your happiness is 

your choice to be happy.  

 

You can choose to be happy by choosing to interpret life differently – 

by choosing to stop judging yourself and your conditions based on 

factors outside of yourself, and instead by deciding to simply be 

happy in who you are inside. It is a choice that can be made at any 

time – you can choose to be happy right now. 

 

You can practice awareness at many levels, but the most common 

are 1) awareness of self and 2) awareness of others and the world 

around you. You do that by paying attention to what you are 

experiencing within and what you are experiencing of the world. 
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Awareness of self includes awareness of body, mind, and spirit. Body 

awareness means being aware of your body, its posture, tensions, 

sensations, and health conditions. Mind awareness includes 

awareness of emotions, moods, feelings, and especially your 

thoughts and choices. Spirit awareness is somewhat more abstract 

and relates especially to awareness of your sense of purpose, 

meaning, and satisfaction in your life at the highest or deepest levels.  

 

Awareness of the world around you is based heavily on your five 

senses, but also on your intuition, and on your skill and experience in 

interpreting the emotions and level of awareness of others. 

 

Learn to develop and use awareness to guide you in creating the life 

you desire. It is especially helpful to develop an inner awareness of 

rightness or wrongness in making conscious choices. How can you 

do that? The wholeness of Life has given you a simple and reliable 

way: pay attention to your body – usually in either the heart or solar 

plexus area – when thinking about the choice. A sense of comfort or 

rightness tells you the choice is right; a sense of discomfort or 

wrongness signals that the choice is wrong. 

 

A very important kind of awareness is present moment 

awareness which allows you to be fully present in the now, in 

each moment as it occurs. “Being present” means that you are fully 

aware of the flow of life through you and around you right now, and 

that you choose to be fully present in your body in this moment. You 

are not thinking about your memories and feelings from the past. You 
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are not thinking about possibilities for the future, or what you might 

do, or would do, or have to do. 

 

Instead your awareness is directed to the now, and you become both 

the witness who observes and the active choice maker who 

participates and takes action in partnership with the intelligent, 

dynamic Universe to co-create your life. 

 

Present moment awareness lets you experience life in the only way 

that it can truly be experienced – in the now. It requires you to let go 

of thoughts, as you have learned if you are a meditator, and to simply 

be here now and witness that which is. In so doing, you become “the 

eyes of the Universe looking at itself”. Through you, the Universe 

witnesses life as it unfolds. More than that, through you the Universe 

experiences life as it is unfolding. 

 

In present moment awareness, your state of awareness and 

beingness expands and deepens and opens you to new possibilities.  

And what you are aware of is what you are experiencing moment 

to moment. 

 

An even more important kind of awareness that comes from being in 

the now is awareness of the wholeness of life. It is not simply 

conceptual, it is awareness that is holistic, expansive, integrative, 

encompassing, belief-altering, mind-shifting, and allowing of new (and 

grand) possibilities. It is experiential and empowering in this very 

moment.  
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In this state of awareness, you feel the wholeness and flow of life, 

you feel its power, and you know that you are one with its unity and 

its infinite capacity to hold all that exists within it and simultaneously 

create and manage the flow of life from moment to moment. 

 

Awareness of wholeness is something that you must evolve into over 

time – at least, that’s how it was for me. But you begin by opening to 

Life and to wholeness, whatever you understand or envision those 

things to be, in the present moment. Choose to be alive in the 

moment and to be Life itself unfolding – feel it, experience it now. 

 

In this state of consciousness, you become more deeply aware of 

your oneness with the world around you. When it comes, this state of 

awareness often initially only exists for short periods and is often 

described as “oceanic”.  

 

For me, choosing renewed awareness every day has increased my 

awareness of the flow of life around me and in me, and especially it 

has made it easy for me to become quiet and aware of the now. 

When you become aware of the present, each moment seems 

expansive, fuller, and richer. You realize that each moment is one of 

pure potentiality in which you can direct the Universe – or actually the 

power within that you share with the Universe – to create that which 

you desire. It is magical. 
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And by choosing awareness, I have experienced greater clarity of my 

own and others’ emotions, greater awareness of what others are 

thinking, and an easier ability to align with and influence others who I 

am working with on business teams, or otherwise interacting with, 

such as family, friends, co-workers, and people I meet socially.  

 

If you choose, you can move into an awareness of wholeness in life. 

You can come into a sense, not just of unity, but of being a part of 

something much greater and grander than yourself. In my 

experience, moving into an awareness of oneness changes how you 

relate to all people, things, and events. My perception of life and 

interpretation of the world around me continues to change as I learn 

to “experience” wholeness more fully. And it is much more intricate 

and intelligent and responsive to individual and collective 

consciousness than I ever could have imagined in the past. 

 

*** 

 

How can you make the Choice of Awareness in your own life?  

 

The Choice of Awareness is a decision and commitment to 

experience life actively and consciously and to act wisely within that 

awareness. You can only do this by becoming aware of your 

experience of life as you live it. (Without awareness, you are not 

awake and therefore not fully alive in each moment.) Then trust in the 

conscious Universe to respond to your commitment. 
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In daily contemplative meditation, be aware of what you are 

experiencing, and remind yourself to be aware of your self (body, 

mind, and spirit) and of the world around you. And remind yourself to 

be present in the now. 

 

Choose to be aware of the flow of life from moment to moment. Use 

the reminder of “Be here now” to bring your self to full awareness in 

the present and to full presence in your human beingness. Start by 

being more aware of your body. After you become more attentive to 

your body, increase your awareness of your thoughts and emotions.  

 

Thoughts are powerful and affect how you feel. If you notice that you 

are feeling negative and disempowered, shift to thoughts that fill you 

with well being – thoughts of love and gratitude, and engagement in 

Life, are always good choices.  

 

In making choices, pay attention to your sense of rightness with 

each choice. Ask your heart if the choice is right for you, for others 

who might be affected, and even for the world as a whole (if the 

choice is a big one). The heart is connected holistically to the 

Universe and can instantly detect rightness or wrongness. Learn to 

trust your heart. 

 

Stop spending time in activities that do not reinforce or guide you 

towards the life you desire – such as in watching the news on TV, 

reading the negative news stories in the paper, or watching violent or 

otherwise negative TV shows about dysfunctional families, 
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dysfunctional organizations, and dysfunctional people. Those things 

tend to reinforce violence and dysfunction.  

 

Stop wasting time on meaningless phone calls, tweets, and texting 

that do not improve you and others. And stop the negative judgment 

of what is wrong around you, wrong with others, and wrong with the 

world. Instead, become aware of what is right in the world and start 

constructing a better world and better life for yourself and others. 

 

Begin by bringing into your daily awareness the activities, sources of 

information, and people that will help you become more in harmony 

with Wholeness and how to create wholeness in your life (i.e., health, 

happiness, abundance, good relationships, and other forms of 

success). When you look for such sources of inspiration and 

guidance, such as in books, audio programs, TV programs, and 

websites, you will be especially drawn to the ones that are most right 

for you at that time. Again, make your choices of what to pay 

attention to through the wisdom of the heart.  

 

Finally, attempt to become more aware of the wholeness of the 

Universe and of Life all around you. This takes time, but when you 

make the conscious choice to become aware and open to it, your 

world will expand and you will expand. That is, your state of 

conscious awareness and being will expand.
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The Choice of Freedom 

 

The third spiritual choice for success, the Choice of Freedom, is 

about breaking free of negative and self-limiting beliefs that keep us 

from growing and moving in the direction of our desires, such as for 

wholeness and abundance. 

 

The choice of freedom builds on the Laws of Least Effort and 

Detachment. The Law of Least Effort observes that “nature’s 

intelligence functions with effortless ease, with carefreeness, 

harmony, and love”, and that “when we learn this lesson from nature, 

we easily fulfill our desires”. The Law of Detachment states that “the 

way to acquire anything in the universe is to relinquish our 

attachment to it”, and “Detachment comes from an inner knowingness 

that we are a pattern of behavior of a higher intelligence.”  

 

Both spiritual laws just mentioned tell us that we can trust in the 

higher intelligence (the Universe, God, Life, Self) to help us achieve 

our desires. The more we align ourselves with the higher intelligence, 
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and the more we know it and trust it moment to moment, the more 

easily we will create that which we desire. Complete freedom comes 

from complete alignment. 

 

Choosing freedom, consciously and with purpose, is choosing 

to know our Self and our natural powers of living. It is making 

the choice to drop negative beliefs and fears that result in self-

imposed limitations and blockages to action, and choosing 

instead to be free to create the life we desire. 

 

By choosing to be free consciously, clearly, and strongly (with 

feeling), you begin to undo your past conditioning – about scarcity, 

separation, limitation, and difficulty – and to adopt new beliefs about 

your potential and the results you expect – in other words, about 

abundance, wholeness, empowerment, and least effort. 

 

This choice is very important because our past programming that we 

have acquired through a whole lifetime – from parents, schools, 

teachers, religion, the media, and so on – determines our beliefs 

about what we can do, are capable of doing, should do, and what we 

can expect to be, do, or have as a result.  Beliefs are an extremely 

powerful kind of conditioning, and negative and limiting beliefs must 

in most cases be changed or overcome to allow ourselves to create 

the results, and the life, we wish to have. 

 

What I have experienced in choosing Freedom each and every day, 

and especially freedom from self-limiting beliefs, is less effort when I 
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focus on my goals and an easier and more natural flow to life. I used 

to have many blockages that were negative beliefs about money and 

about how things, such as attracting money, had to be hard. But, I 

have erased those beliefs, sometimes with help*, and life has 

become more of an adventure – more fun, inspiring, and fulfilling. 

 

* Note that many of our beliefs are in our subconscious, and we may 

not be consciously aware of them. When I have encountered lack of 

progress in moving towards my goals, I have found it necessary to 

stop and explore what the blockage (belief) is that might be stopping 

me. If it is not immediately obvious to me, I have learned it can be 

very helpful to turn to hypnosis, such as with clearing audios (to clear 

blockages through hypnotic suggestion), guided analysis, or guided 

meditations/visualizations. Subliminal hypnosis recordings have 

worked especially well for me. 

 

In order to achieve true freedom, you must also beware of the 

dangers of ego and of attachments. Ego is a mental program 

intended to protect you, but it often misleads you about yourself and 

others, and because it can hold self-centered and misguided beliefs 

(about being separate from and not needing the higher Self, for 

example), it tends to block you from knowing the higher Self and the 

power of Wholeness. It therefore thwarts you in creating the life you 

desire. In your choices, always move to reduce ego in your life and to 

increase wholeness and oneness with Life instead.  
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Attachments, such as to money, people, and things, or to specific 

outcomes from your actions, also pose limitations. As Chopra 

explained in The Seven Spiritual Laws, attachments imply “doubt and 

distrust in nature’s intelligence and in its infinite organizing power”.  

 

When desiring to create something in your life – in other words, 

something that you wish to be, do, or have – being attached to the 

outcome (in its specifics) causes you to be closed to other 

possibilities and, by so doing, you place limitations on the co-creative 

process. Likewise, being overly attached to money prevents you from 

allowing money to flow, and this also is a limitation on co-creation 

with the highest Self. In your desires for your life, hold the intention 

but remain detached from the outcome; this will align and open you to 

the infinite organizing power of Life. 

 

Beliefs, fears, attachments, ego, and other self limiting programs are 

blocks that close us off to life’s possibilities. Freedom requires being 

open to Life and to the Infinite Intelligence behind it. Choose 

freedom, openness, and going into the creative, intentional flow of 

Life towards the things and wondrous emotions you desire. 

 

*** 

 

How can you make the Choice of Freedom in your own life?  

 

The Choice of Freedom is a decision and commitment to live life true 

to self and free of limitations, especially those that are not real. You 
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can do this by becoming free of limiting beliefs and acquiring in their 

place beliefs about wholeness and abundance. Even better is to learn 

to become one with Universe and to know and live directly in 

wholeness, abundance, and the co-creative process. But always trust 

in the conscious Universe to respond to your commitment. 

 

In daily contemplative meditation, intend freedom – reaffirm the 

choice to be free. Feel the sense of freedom and the power that it 

gives you.  Know that, when you are in alignment or union with the 

highest Self, you are naturally a powerful being who can create the 

life you desire with least effort. 

 

Freedom and least effort go hand in hand. Creating with least effort is 

possible because the Universe is “designed” to respond to human 

thoughts and intentions. It will organize, orchestrate, and bring into 

your reality that what you think about – especially what you 

concentrate on, visualize, and desire with strong emotion. Visualize 

what you want to bring into your life and then simply turn it over to the 

Universe with trust and gratitude.  

 

Occasionally during the day, when you feel small, tied down, and less 

than powerful, choose freedom. Bring the sense of freedom that you 

have in meditation into your moment-to-moment awareness. That 

sense of freedom will influence your choices and actions and will 

empower you.  
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Of course, you must be aware that other people are programmed by 

beliefs and influenced by rules based on those beliefs, so make your 

choices with that knowledge. Use your feelings of rightness and 

wrongness – in your heart, not your head – and, because the heart is 

totally holistic in its knowing, you will choose wisely. 

 

Learn detachment and allow the Universe (the highest Self) to 

exercise its infinite organizing power. Be open to possibilities. Let go 

of thoughts and feelings and go into the flow of Life. Trust the 

Universe (God) to guide you toward your greatest desires. 

 

Work on reducing ego in your daily life and interactions with others, 

and especially through prayer or meditation. As you learn to be one 

with the highest Self, and choose wholeness more and more, you will 

eventually allow ego to diminish. 

 

Remind yourself to “be free now”. Visualize yourself cutting the bonds 

that hold you back, wiping the negative beliefs and programs that 

control you, and cleaning away the accumulated debris that blocks 

the white light of your spirit from shining through. And remember that 

freedom is one of the keys to greater happiness. 

 

Finally, pay attention to recurring blockages that do not seem to be 

being resolved or getting smaller – in those cases, you might turn to 

other techniques, such as hypnosis/clearing audios or guided 

meditations. 
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The Choice of Love 

 

The fourth spiritual choice for success is the Choice of Love. Love is 

acceptance of and appreciation for an object of our attention – one’s 

self, another person, the 

feeling of joy or peace, or 

perhaps even something as 

large as the Universe or Life 

or God. 

 

The choice of love is based 

on the Law of Giving and Receiving and the Law of Least Effort. The 

Law of Giving and Receiving says that “everything in the universe 

operates through dynamic exchange” and “giving and receiving are 

different aspects of the flow of energy in the universe”. The Law of 

Least Effort says that “Least effort is expended when our actions are 

motivated by love, because nature is held together by the energy of 

love”.  

 

These two spiritual laws are the reason that love is considered to be 

the “spiritual” emotion and the primary force in spirituality. But let me 

restate these laws somewhat differently to clarify the potency of love: 
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 Love is consciously engaging in the flow of life. It is both 

the feeling and the action. Love is being in the flow, and 

love is the flow. From the standpoint of flow, love is relational, 

transformative, and creative – that is why love is so powerful 

and magical. 

 

Love is about connecting and interacting with the “objects” in 

life – people, things, and events. In these relationships, you 

give and receive in the interactions. Giving is about contributing 

to the life of the receiver. Receiving is about having your life 

contributed to by the giver. It is a mutually beneficial exchange. 

But looked at from a higher viewpoint, it is synergistic and 

beneficial for the larger whole comprised of both giver and 

receiver.  

 

 Love is consciously embracing Life. It is both the feeling 

and the action. Love is complete acceptance of the object 

of love. Love is life, and love is wholeness which holds life 

together. From the standpoint of relationships, love is holistic, 

connective, nourishing, responsive, creative, and enabling – 

that is why love is so sought after (although it is often sought 

after in selfish and limited ways). Love nurtures life. 

 

This means embracing life within the context of your attention, 

whether it is between two people, or loving yourself, or loving 

the highest Self (God). Love is also relational in another way. 

When we embrace life, we take a very strong and empowered 
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position relative to life and relative to anything being 

encountered in life. That is what is meant by the statement 

“Love is the opposite of fear”. It comes from a great position of 

strength and power. We have the power, if we only realize it, of 

the whole Universe to draw on. 

 

Love is creative, active not passive, integrative not 

divisive, and healing not destructive. This is why you want to 

choose love always in the living of your life. If you are aligned 

with Love, you are aligned with Wholeness – which will bring 

you love in return, an abundance of all good things, and 

fulfillment in life. 

 

One point of clarification that might surprise some people… I said that 

love is both the feeling and the action of embracing life. The more 

common definition might be “acceptance, appreciation, and caring for 

another”. But love is more than acceptance and appreciation – in a 

sense, it is the sum of all emotions because all feelings are involved 

when fully embracing life.  

 

But love is actually an expanded kind of awareness and being in 

which we embrace the fullness of life and all its emotions, even 

though we will always choose the positive emotions and all good 

things in our loving intentions.  

 

Dr. David Hawkins, the well known physician and researcher in the 

field of consciousness studies, described love this way: 
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"Love is misunderstood to be an emotion; actually, it is a state 

of awareness, a way of being in the world, a way of seeing 

oneself and others." 

 

When you choose love, you choose to become part of a greater 

whole – whether that is you and another person, or you and the 

whole of Life – to be aware of the whole as something greater than its 

parts, and to nurture the whole because it will nurture you and make 

you more than you were before (separately). 

 

Choose to love yourself always and to love Life always. When you 

do, you accept yourself as you are in this moment, and you accept 

your life as it is right now. And those things bring happiness to you 

and, indirectly, to those around you. Being happy is the basis of living 

a great life – it empowers you to create wholeness within yourself and 

all around you – and it all begins with love. 

 

Hopefully, these explanations help explain why love is so 

powerful – it is all embracing and, within that embrace, within 

that awareness, we choose without hesitation all good things for 

our self and the object of our love. 

 

Personally, my spiritual practice for many years has included focusing 

on holding love in my heart and sharing unconditional love with others 

(although, I must admit, I’m not able to always do so as well and 

continuously as I would wish). But when I began to expand my 
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thinking about and feeling Love in a bigger context – in terms of the 

wholeness and the flow of life – I found it let me feel even more 

powerful and empowered in my interactions with life and with other 

people.  

 

My relationship with my wife has improved and become more loving 

again (after years of being in a bit of a rut). My relationships with 

other people have become more natural and engaging, more 

personal, and more rewarding – and giving and receiving has 

become easier and more spontaneous.  

 

Love is very much tied to the flow of life. When I choose to love Life 

itself, it opens doors that were closed before, and I have greater 

power than I ever had before to walk through those doors and choose 

new directions, new paths, and to know that I am supported by the 

Universe as I go exploring in Life. 

 

*** 

 

How can you make the Choice of Love in your own life?  

 

The Choice of Love is a decision and commitment to consciously 

embrace life and engage in the flow of life, in all of its relationships. 

Commit yourself, then trust in the conscious Universe to respond to 

your commitment. 
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In daily contemplative meditation, intend to experience love, and 

choose love in your relationships to work, people, things, events, and 

life as a whole. Love is very empowering and connects you to your 

purpose, people, things, events, and wholeness of life. Love helps 

you tap into the shared intelligence, insights, knowledge, creativity, 

and capabilities of the whole (at multiple levels).  

 

So, in your meditation, feel the potential and the sense of power that 

love gives you. Also feel the delicious feeling of being loved that 

anyone who has been in love knows – the feeling of acceptance, 

connection, being appreciated, and the joy it brings. But being loving 

is equally rewarding – when you accept, appreciate, care about, and 

serve others (the world outside of yourself), you open to the flow of 

Life and you grow in consciousness and in oneness with Self. 

 

Acceptance is a key aspect of love. Accept the Universe as it is 

right now, even as you intend for things to be different in the 

future. This will help you align with the Universe. 

 

In moments during the day, choose love – feeling loved and being a 

source of love. Bring the sense of integrative power that you had in 

meditation into your awareness. Tap into that remembered sense of 

power, connection, and acceptance and use it in whatever you are 

doing. Your creativity and productivity will soar, and this can be 

especially true when interacting with other people. 
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Be with family and friends often – in person or in spirit, and let them 

know that you accept and appreciate them. Share the living of your 

life with them, and let them share the living of their life with you. 

Thank them for being who they are and for the gifts of their kinship or 

friendship. 

 

If there are conflicts with other people (or with your own thoughts or 

feelings), choose love in those moments… Love will help you come 

from the most constructive and healing place in difficult interactions. 

And feel love for all people; love truly felt has a healing power that is 

magical and works in surprising ways.  

 

If fear comes up for you – such as fear of making a mistake, ridicule, 

loss of your job, loss of a love relationship, speaking in public, 

inability to do what is expected, or failure in any form – replace it with 

love: the experience within yourself right now, love for yourself, love 

of Life, love of accomplishment, and the love of feeling good about 

yourself.  

 

Choose love for it is empowering and the antidote to fear. And 

love accepts and allows. Love will supersede fear, allowing you 

to become liberated in the flow of Life. 

 

Have compassion for those less fortunate than you, and do what you 

can to help them even if it is only to send them a silent prayer and to 

intend that the Universe bring them that which they need. 
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Remember gratitude… Be grateful for all that you have in your life, 

even those negative people and things that just happen to teach you 

lessons about life. Choose gratitude, and your Higher Self will give 

you guidance and more good things to truly be thankful for. 

 

And finally, choose to be loving of Life and all those who are part of it. 
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The Choice of Expression and Creation 

 

The fifth spiritual choice for success, the Choice of Expression and 

Creation, is about the how you choose to live your life. In the living of 

life, we express who we are and who we want to be by how we live, 

and everything we do is driven by what we desire to be, do, or have. 

And those two things – expression and 

creation – are tightly interrelated, and 

that is why they form one spiritual 

choice. In living life, you create your life, 

express who you are, and (hopefully) 

serve the world in some way. 

 

The choice of expression and creation is 

based on the Law of Intention and 

Desire and the Law of Detachment from 

The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success. 

The Law of Intention and Desire, says that “our intentions and 

desires, when released in the field of pure potentiality, have infinite 

organizing power” and “The quality of intention on the object of 

attention orchestrates an infinity of details to bring about the intended 

outcome”. The Law of Detachment says that “the way to acquire 

anything in the universe is to relinquish our attachment to it”. 
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The spiritual laws of Attraction and Creation tell us that we can create 

or manifest that which we desire in life by releasing our intentions in 

the field of pure potentiality and by trusting that field of creation and 

abundance to bring about the intended outcome. These spiritual laws 

were the basis and central theme of the book, The Secret, and the 

movie of the same name.  

 

I think it is helpful to think more broadly in terms of the choice of 

creation and expression. So, what do we mean by expression? 

Various spiritual teachers and writers have discussed expression, but 

they always seem to focus on either communication or artistic 

expression. Communication and art are very important aspects of 

expression; but, looked at holistically, expression means “to 

express one’s self through the very living of one’s life”.  

 

Expression is a potent word. How do we express what we think 

about, what we care about? We express those things – meaning put 

them out in the world – through our words and our actions. And the 

sum of our words and actions is the living of our life.  

 

Rather than just living life however it happens from day to day, the 

more truly spiritual way is to express your true self through living a life 

that is true to your purpose and to what has meaning for you. Lived 

that way, life and your expression of life have profound meaning, not 

just to you but to the world. 
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And what do we mean by creation? When we create (manifest) our 

desired result, we have an intention to produce some effect in our life, 

and then, by taking some action or actions, we bring that intention 

into being in the form of some result, some change. The intention 

may be to be a certain way, such as to be kinder or more successful. 

Or the intention may be to do something, such as to get a drink of 

water or climb a mountain. Or the intention may be to have 

something, such as to have more money or to have a love 

relationship with another person.  

 

But intention is not enough – creation requires that we take 

appropriate actions in order to produce intended results.  

 

When we produce results, they may not always match our intentions 

or true desires. We are interacting with a complex Universe, and 

many factors come into play when we act to create what we want. 

And to live creatively, we must be creative…  

 

How do we do that? 

 

First, we must know our self and our true desires. Too often, we think 

we want something because someone said we should want it, or for 

other invalid reasons – such as not having really thought about it and 

therefore not knowing what we truly desire. Knowing what we desire 

comes from paying attention to our own thoughts and feelings, 

exploring those desires, and making choices. 
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Second, we must be open to an intelligent, holistic, and creative 

Universe – allowing it to create results that might not only match our 

intentions, but might even be better for us than we pictured. We are 

always in a learning process in life, and sometimes we need 

situations that help us learn valuable lessons that will lead us to 

greater success in achieving our desires.  

 

Sometimes we think we want one thing, such as a lover who matches 

some list of requirements (e.g., be good looking and wealthy), but 

deep inside we may want something more fundamental (e.g., true 

and lasting love). Often, it is also wise to trust in the highest Self and 

be open to uncertainty, and to be flexible enough to appreciate what 

the highest Self brings us. 

 

Third, we must envision what we want the result to be, feel our 

desire, and feel the feelings we want to have when the intended 

result is produced. The bigger the 

creation, the more important it is to 

communicate to the field of pure 

potentiality through clear 

visualization of the end result and 

strong feelings about the quality of 

our desire. 

 

Then, we must surrender to the process of creation. When we 

surrender to the process (or to God if you will), we must trust in the 

process and in the results. Surrender implies detachment to the 
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specific outcome and faith that the Universe is bringing that which we 

visualized to us through the flow of life.  

 

Big desires often require the organization of an infinite number of 

events, and that may take a great amount of time to be brought into 

being. But the intelligent living Universe also uses synchronicity to 

assist us in creating what we desire. It can bring immediate 

opportunities that we may not have thought of and ideas that will help 

us produce what we want. When those events occur, we must be 

paying attention and take appropriate action – such as contacting the 

person we thought of, studying an idea that came to mind, exploring 

the job possibility, reading the book that was loaned to us, responding 

to the ad that caught our attention so strongly, etc. 

 

When we release an intention to the field of creation, another 

way to demonstrate your trust in the process is by being 

genuinely grateful for what you are co-creating with the 

Universe. Be grateful before you know the results and for as long as 

it takes. Just as gratitude strengthens the bond between two people, 

gratitude strengthens your bond with Life and with the higher creative 

intelligence. 

 

The choice of expression and creation becomes its most potent and 

powerful when it is done in service to others or for the world. By 

“service”, I do not mean for free or without reward, but I mean in line 

with your purpose in life and with the desire to provide the greatest 
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good or value to your customers or beneficiaries of your service 

(those who receive the value of what you do). 

 

I reaffirm my choice of expression and creation every day, and it has 

changed my life. I now know that I am a creator of my life, but I have 

a partner in the Universe. I can manifest things and situations that I 

thought were impossible in the past. I find it easier to express myself 

to others, in business or otherwise, and to talk about myself, my 

views, what I want, or what I think needs to be done. 

 

As a result, I now view life as much more of a “grand adventure” that 

is to be created and experienced, and recreated and experienced 

anew. Thus, in my life, there has been a wonderful shift to living in the 

flow of Life and in the flow of creation. I have become more of an 

“adventurer”. What kind of adventures can you imagine for yourself? 

 

I have discovered that being in the flow of life is a great place to be. It 

is easier, even effortless, compared to not even knowing that life was 

flowing right past me before. It takes me where I need to go, and it 

brings to me the people whose help I need and the things I desire. It 

is like I was blind before, and now I’ve taken the blindfold off and I 

see that the Universe has been there holding out a helping hand all 

along. But I first had to choose Life (in all its power) and choose to 

participate in life’s flow through expression and creation. 
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Understand that the flow of Life is the flow of Creation. 

Manifesting the life you desire is all about being “in the flow” of 

Life – not separate from it. 

 

*** 

 

How can you make the Choice of Expression and Creation in your 

own life?  

 

The Choice of Expression and Creation is a decision and 

commitment to express your true self in the living of life and to create 

the life you truly desire and the things and results that go with it. 

Commit yourself, then trust in the conscious Universe to respond to 

your commitment. 

 

In daily contemplative meditation, intend to be true to your purpose 

and serve the world with your unique talents. Choose to express your 

true self and create the life you desire – perhaps reaching its most 

complete form in the future, but beginning with your choice today, 

even if expressed in the smallest of steps.  

 

Explore your true self and your true desires if need be. If you have 

doubts, don’t be hasty in making your choice. You do not want to 

create a life that is not true to yourself. Visualize the life you truly 

desire, feel it, let it expand within you. Validate the feelings within 

yourself… Does the vision match what your true self needs? Do you 

have a strong feeling of rightness about it? 
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During the day, when you think about what you desire, remember to 

express your true self and to be creative. Be open to possibilities, and 

be aware of the moment to moment flow of events (and of the 

information and energy that surrounds those events). Pay attention to 

synchronicity. Surrender to the process, trust in your highest Self, and 

be grateful for the results you are co-creating with the Universe.  

 

But when it comes to manifesting, here are the keys:  

 clarity and visualization (of the end results you desire),  

 strong feelings (of desire for the end results),  

 faith (in the creative power and infinite intelligence of the 

Creative Universe),  

 oneness (with the flow of Life, the field of creation), 

 gratitude (for the end result that is coming into your life), and 

 appropriate action (to move you towards your desired results). 

 

Expression of self can be in the everyday living of life, it can be 

artistic, or it can be expressed in big ways, as in climbing Mount 

Everest or quietly walking with awe and respect through ruins such as 

at Machu Picchu or Stonehenge. Likewise, the act of creation can be 

in the everyday small things, or in the large and grand things, or it can 

be anywhere in between. 

 

Your thoughts, desires, words, and actions are the tools with which 

you create your life. The Universe arises from one consciousness in a 
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process that is responsive and co-creative to thoughts. The law of 

attraction says that what you think about most of the time will be 

attracted into your life.  

 

But thoughts are at the lowest power level of the creative process. 

Intentions have more creative power, especially if combined with 

strong desire and visualization of results. Words, written or spoken, 

are thoughts brought into physical being and have even more 

creative power – again especially if combined with strong desire and 

visualization of results.  

 

Actions speak far more powerfully than words. When you take action, 

you put the full force of the co-creative process to work. The Universe 

will join you in taking the right actions and in actions behind the 

scenes and far beyond what you might even imagine. 

 

Let Life guide you in what’s right for you. Listen to your higher 

intelligence – its message of inspiration will have a strong feeling of 

rightness and will contain the energy for you to take action. Action 

based on inspiration is the strongest way in which you can express 

yourself and create your life. Learn to be open to inspiration from your 

higher Self and to receive its message whether it comes to you 

spontaneously and unexpectedly or when you actively seek it out. 

Then when inspiration does strike, act on it as promptly as you can. 
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The Choice of Knowing 

 

The sixth spiritual choice for success is the Choice of Knowing.  

This choice is about seeking to know about yourself and the 

Universe. It is about seeking 

to know the truth and to open 

more to one’s own intuition 

and receive information and 

insight from the Universe. 

 

The Universe is one 

consciousness with infinite 

intelligence that is manifesting 

space, time, energy, and 

matter in forms that have 

evolved out of nothingness 

and chaos into living and self-

conscious beings. In so 

doing, it allowed Self to 

experience what it could not experience before: other (not self), 

change, relationships, the creative experience, emotions, negative 

(bad) as well as positive (good), learning, evolution, the many as well 

as one, and communion (which is much different than simple unity).  
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Knowing means to tap into the universal field of intelligence 

and, as an individual being (self), learn from the universal being 

(Self) that some have called the collective consciousness. It 

means to ask for and receive understanding, insight, appreciation of 

awesome aspects of being (such as beauty, creativity, and 

willpower), and especially to appreciate what knowing means to you. 

 

But knowing is only one element of that which arises from this sixth 

spiritual choice. I could alternately have called this the “Choice of 

Integration” or the “Choice of Transcendence” because to come to a 

“knowing” or clarity that something is true requires accepting an 

intuitive insight or fact, integrating it into our conceptual or mental 

framework, and in some cases, transcending an older conceptual 

structure or paradigm. Doing so results in the transcendence of what 

we had previously understood (the old mental model) to a new, 

higher level understanding (the new mental model). 

 

Students of holism and integral human development will recognize 

that “to integrate and transcend” are key processes for how systems, 

including humans, adapt and evolve. Integration and transcendence, 

together, are steps in development that enable the evolution of self – 

whether we simply want to be a better person, or we want to grow 

spiritually, or we seek to fulfill our highest purpose.  

 

When we discover that we are spiritual beings and that we have a 

purpose to experience life and serve mankind (small or large) in the 

process, it is exhilarating and often demands a shift in 
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consciousness. Moreover, even the highest Self is evolving because 

the Universe and Life are ever changing and adapting. The choice of 

integration and transcendence helps us evolve to fulfill our personal 

destiny and to participate in the greater evolution of Self. 

 

So, one of the most important areas of knowing in our life is that of 

knowing our purpose. In The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success, 

Chopra described the Law of Dharma or Purpose in Life, and stated 

“Everyone has a purpose in life – a unique gift or special talent to give 

to others, and for every unique talent and expression of that talent, 

there are also unique needs”.  

 

Yet, Chopra painted our Purpose of Life in even larger terms, saying: 

“The Law of Dharma implies more than seeking work that we love; it 

implies our unique destiny, our place in the cosmic plan. It implies a 

shift in consciousness that begins when we align ourselves with our 

highest vision, and then become the manifestation of that vision.” 

 

But most of us are human beings who are fragmented in various 

ways and degrees. We consist of body, mind, and spirit, and those 

parts of us are often disconnected from and out of balance with each 

other.  

 

Before a shift of consciousness (or knowing) can occur, it often 

means that we must first integrate the parts of our self and resolve 

the differing mental models of a spiritual concept into an integrated 
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whole for it to take on new, higher level meaning. The solution to 

fragmentation is always wholeness which always involves integration. 

 

Integration means to bring together and unite the parts of one’s 

self into an integrated and balanced whole. What are some ways 

to bring about integration of self? 

 

Begin by being open and having the intention to be an integrated 

human being. An integrated human being is a whole human being – 

healthy in body, mind, and spirit, growing in knowledge and wisdom, 

being of service to others, and attracting an abundance of good 

things – so it is certainly the most desirable form of being in this 

world.  

 

When body, mind, and spirit are healthy and integrated into one 

whole, it makes life easier, and brings us into a more natural flow of 

life. And the integration of spirit into our being, which is typically our 

greatest weakness as ego-dominated humans, connects us to the 

wholeness and abundance of Life. 

 

Grounding and alignment are also important ways of promoting 

integration. To be grounded in the reality of human life means to have 

balance in our various aspects so that we are stable human beings. If 

we get totally lost in our thoughts or emotions, or even in spirit, and 

neglect the other aspects of ourselves, we lose stability. Grounding 

and alignment involves the doing of exercises involving mind and 
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body to bring our thoughts, emotions, or spirit into our body, and to 

ground our being to the solidity, energy, and protection of the earth.  

 

For many of us, it can be useful, especially with the guidance of a 

skilled therapist, to explore emotional wounds from the past and other 

imbalances or problems and to visualize healing of the wounds, or to 

employ other healing techniques. One of the most powerful healing 

techniques of all is to forgive ourselves and others who have 

hurt us.  

 

Forgiveness can be hard in many cases and requires a certain level 

of spiritual development to be reached, which is one reason the 

assistance of a therapist or teacher can be helpful. Sending spiritual 

love to one’s self and to others who have hurt us or whom we have 

hurt is another power healing technique. But forgiveness is really all 

about letting go – letting go of the negative thoughts and feelings you 

are holding on to so that you can instead choose happiness, new 

ways of being, and positive new things in your life. 

 

Whether we know it or not, we are beings of energy. Our body, mind, 

and spirit are all formed of energy. Therefore, physical exercises and 

energy exercises, such as chakra exercises, are very helpful in the 

development, integration, and balancing of our energies in body, 

mind, and spirit. There are many teachers and books that provide 

useful instruction on these topics. 
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Transcendence means to transcend to a higher stage of being. What 

are some ways to bring about transcendence of self? The classic 

ways of seeking transcendence are through meditation, 

contemplation, and prayer. Note that transcendence is not exactly the 

same as enlightenment, as the term is often used, although the terms 

are somewhat related. Spiritual development takes us through 

multiple stages of being, and transcendence occurs when new 

knowledge and capabilities have been sufficiently integrated into our 

being to allow us to jump to the next level.  

 

Meditation is going into silence and achieving a state of peace, 

receptivity, and flow with our higher Self. Contemplation is thinking 

about a spiritual topic, such as awareness or love. It is most effective 

when done in an open and meditative state. Visualization – mentally 

envisioning a new level of development or a new way of being – is 

another technique that can be especially helpful in achieving change. 

All of these techniques, combined with study and practice, can and 

should be used together. 

 

How do we know when we have transcended from one level of being 

to another? When that occurs, we will experience new insights and 

knowings about the nature of the Universe, life, and spirit, and new 

abilities for applying that knowledge. We may experience a 

heightened sense of intuition. Moments of satori that do not last 

indicate that we may be approaching a new breakthrough, but 

“transcendence” occurs when we stay at the new level of integrated 

knowledge or ability. When that happens, we now know and 
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understand more about our self and our relationship to the Universe 

and its infinite intelligence and creative power. 

 

Ultimate transcendence can be said to occur when we transcend fully 

from the small self to the Self of one consciousness. This is how the 

term is often used in spiritual texts, 

 

In my own personal experience, once I began to choose Knowing, I 

have come to know and trust my intuition more and more. I never 

considered myself to be intuitive before, but now I have a greater 

sense of “knowing” in many everyday things or in bigger things where 

I ask the Universe for guidance. In the everyday things, for example, I 

am often amazed at how I know, long before it happens, where 

drivers in cars ahead of me in traffic in front of me are going to turn. It 

just comes to me, and as long as I don’t try to force it, I am almost 

always right. Similarly, I have much stronger and more frequent 

intuitive knowings about other things in my daily life, including work, 

about choices I should make and actions I need to take. 

 

But the bigger “knowing” has been about my purpose, and how to 

fulfill my purpose, and what things are truly important to me, such as 

happiness, love, meaning, and spiritual growth. I have had much 

more frequent satori moments – coming clear about how the 

Universe works and my relationship to the Universe and Life.  

 

The synchronicities also come much more frequently now when I am 

seeking guidance in what products I need to create, or how to build a 
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web business, or how to solve some technical issue. The answers 

come – but I’ve also learned to be more in tune and on the lookout for 

them, since they can come surprisingly fast and in any form that 

might be overlooked if I am not paying attention.  

 

*** 

 

How can you make the Choice of Knowing in your own life?  

 

The Choice of Knowing is a decision and commitment to know 

yourself and know Life, to live life as an integrated human being, and 

to evolve to fulfill your destiny. Commit yourself, then trust in the 

conscious Universe to respond to your commitment. 

 

Practice daily meditation, and be open and receptive to knowing, 

integration, and transcendence. Add contemplation of specific areas 

of development and integration such as grounding, healing, energy, 

balance, love, and gratitude. 

 

Occasionally repeat the affirmations “My intuition and knowing grow 

daily” or “I am becoming more and more integrated in body, mind, 

and spirit” – but always with strong intent and feeling. Choose to 

know in ways that tap into universal consciousness and that will serve 

you and the world around you. 
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In moments during the day, if you feel stressed or tired or low in 

energy, practice grounding, opening the chakras, alignment of 

energy, being grateful, and sending love to yourself and others.  

 

Doing physical exercise of any type can help enormously to promote 

and balance energy and emotions, as can playfulness, humor, 

laughter, chanting, singing, playing games, making music, and 

dancing. When you are grounded and mentally relaxed and in the 

flow of life energy, you open to the Universe and to knowing. 

 

Remember to embrace life, enjoy life, and let your spirit soar.
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The Choice of Wholeness 

 

The seventh spiritual choice for success is the Choice of Wholeness. 

Wholeness means being whole – integrated, healthy, and at the 

level of consciousness one with the Universe, with the world 

and all human beings, and with the flow and creative process of 

Life. When you are whole you are truly integrated with the living 

and creative Universe.  

 

Wholeness is also the process that maintains the existence of the 

Universe and the unfolding of Life, so to be “whole” is to partake in 

this process by nurturing healthiness 

and oneness in the world around us. 

 

The choice of wholeness is based in 

part on the Law of Pure Potentiality. 

About this law, Chopra said: “Our 

physical body, the physical universe 

– everything in the material world – 

comes from the same place: a field of 

silent, unmoving awareness from 

which anything is possible. There is 

no separation between this field of energy and our spiritual essence, 

our self. The field is our own Self.”  To me, this is a description of the 

oneness aspect of the Universe and with highest Self. 
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The first six spiritual choices discuss elements of wholeness and how 

to align with wholeness. In this seventh spiritual choice, the goal is to 

become more complete in the process that will let you live more 

consciously, creatively, and abundantly. By practicing these spiritual 

choices, you can also come to know the growing experience of 

oneness with Life and with God. This is the spiritual process known 

as awakening. 

 

Wholeness is dynamic and life nurturing… It is the very process of 

maintaining healthiness (or healing) by becoming healthier, more 

integrated, more alive, and more successful at living.  

 

Wholeness is inseparable from Life and, in fact, wholeness relates to 

all life choices and all spiritual choices. The unfolding of the Universe 

and the unfolding of Life occur within the wholeness of One 

Consciousness. That means that everything within the Universe and 

within Life is part of a great Whole. Everything in the Universe comes 

from the silent awareness that is its source, and this source is our 

own Self. Most religions call this source “God”. 

 

Although it could be argued that the choice of Life is the most 

fundamental of the seven choices, and the choice of Love most 

connects us to the flow of Life, the choice of Wholeness is ultimately 

the most important and yet the least understood. It relates to success 

in life at all levels – in every day life, in business, in relationships of 
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every kind (including those among nations), in ecology and living 

things, and in spiritual growth and spiritual life. 

 

The Choice of Wholeness requires that we continue to expand 

our love and knowledge about ourselves and about wholeness, 

and then share it with others around us.  

 

In this book, Wholeness, Life, Self (or highest Self), and the Source 

are often used as synonyms for God and for the living Universe, 

because together they are a great whole of divineness.  

 

The word usage is important here:  Creator and created are not 

separate in reality (in spite of appearances); they are one; they are 

one whole. And yet, the manifold forms and individuation within 

wholeness – which express the separation of creator and created at a 

physical level – allow the Self (Universal Being) to experience Life as 

self (individual being) with grand diversity and variety. 

 

The qualities of wholeness are: unity, oneness, one consciousness, 

infinite intelligence, creation, life, evolution, abundance, healthiness in 

all aspects, least effort, infinite organizing power, knowledge, inter-

relatedness, integral being, joy, and peace. Wholeness is a fullness… 

It is full of the potentiality and creativity of pure consciousness, and 

through the flow of Life, it holds infinite possibilities. The world around 

us, all individual beings, and all things are part of this wholeness. 
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At a much deeper level than what we can see visibly and what we 

think we know about the world, we are all one. 

 

In the chapter on the Choice of Life, I said this: We human beings 

consist of body, mind, and spirit, and so does the Universe as a 

whole. In fact, the universal laws apply because we are a microcosm 

of the whole Universe.  

 

We individual human beings are individual consciousness within 

universal consciousness. We are part of the Universal Being, but 

more importantly, we share the same essence, embodied in the 

universal principles of consciousness, flow of life, and wholeness.  

 

“Microcosm” is an aspect of wholeness – it means that the function 

and essential nature of the Universe carry down in scale to us. And it 

is true because consciousness (not space, time, and matter) is 

primary. We are part of the universal being, and the universal being is 

in us. Its attributes and capabilities are within us, scaled by the 

relationship of universal to individual.  

 

But the problem is that our individual beliefs, which come from well-

intended but misguided parents, teachers, and others, get in the way 

and prevent us from knowing the immediate truth of wholeness. 

 

Which brings me to the law of wholeness, which is a summary 

statement about the causes and effects of wholeness. It describes 

how we humans can and should relate to the Universe even if our 
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beliefs blind us to the larger knowing. I introduced the Law of 

Wholeness in Part 1. Here, I will give two additional versions of the 

law, one spiritual and one practical. 

The spiritual version of the Law of Wholeness can be stated as:  

The more you align and bond your individual consciousness 

with Universal Consciousness, the more you will share in and 

experience its qualities of unity, expansiveness, abundance, 

effortless function, knowing, limitless creation, and divine being. 

 

The practical version of the Law of Wholeness says:  

The more you develop and support the healthy being and 

functioning of your self and the social units and environment of 

which you are part, the more you will benefit by feeling good, 

producing effective results from your activities, and having 

harmonious and productive relationships.  

 

(Examples of social units are marriage or couplehood, family, 

team, organization, business, community, nation, and 

mankind.) 

 

In your practical day-to-day life, you benefit immediately to the degree 

you practice the practical version of the Law of Wholeness. When you 

look to the success (i.e., healthy functioning) of the larger wholes 

(social units and systems) around you, you will experience even 

greater success than if you just focus on you. 
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As part of the practical version of the Law of Wholeness, it is helpful 

to expand on our relationships to social and environmental systems, 

as discussed in the next two sections. 

 

Wholeness within the Ecology of Life  

 
Think about the relationship of wholes to greater or lesser wholes in 

the case of living things and ecological systems… A living thing, such 

as a plant or animal, is a “whole” being, and that living thing consists 

of cells which are also whole living beings. Cells consist of smaller 

living and non-living entities, which consist in turn of molecules, which 

consist of atoms, which consist of sub-atomic particles, which consist 

ultimately of quanta (which is a term referring to the smallest known 

physical entities). 

 

An ecological system is a whole system consisting of living things 

(animals, plants, fungi) and non-living things (air, water, soil) 

interrelating in a complex and dynamic network of physical and 

chemical relationships. Ecological systems (such as a swamp, for 

example) exist in relationships to smaller and larger ecological 

systems. But the largest ecological system immediately known to us 

is the planet Earth and its biosphere which includes all living things. 

 

Living wholes and ecological wholes, as these descriptions indicate, 

are formed by hierarchies of physical objects and their relationships. 

The science of wholes, or holism, refers to these wholes, regardless 

of size or nature, as “holons”, a term coined by Arthur Koestler. But 
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here I will use the term “wholes”. A hierarchy of wholes (or holons) is 

called a holarchy. 

 

A human being is directly affected by the quality of his life-sustaining 

relationships to the ecological systems inside and outside his or her 

physical body. And every group of humans is likewise affected by the 

quality of its relationships to the ecological systems of which it is part, 

and ultimately of the Earth and its biosphere. Therefore, it is in the 

best interest of every person to make efforts to improve the 

“wholeness” (healthiness) of those ecological systems. 

 

This also applies down the ecological hierarchy as well as up. It is in 

the best interest of a whole at any level to strengthen or otherwise 

improve the “wholeness” of any living systems or entities that are 

higher or lower in the hierarchy. Mankind is therefore best served by 

a “healthy” Earth and all ecological systems that make up the Earth’s 

biosphere. Weakness (i.e., lack of health in the ecological systems) 

within the hierarchy weakens the whole. 

 

Because physical wholeness directly impacts our ability to live life in 

all other aspects – mentally, economically, creatively/culturally, and 

so on – it affects our individual and collective success (quality of life), 

and it is in our individual and collective best interests to support 

ecological wholeness (healthiness) in every way possible. 
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I am not saying this to make a political statement, but rather to state 

that wholeness has many components and aspects, and all must be 

understood at some level and included in our approach to Life. 

 

 

Wholeness within Social Holarchies  

 
Think about the relationship of wholes to greater wholes in the case 

of human beings… A person is a “whole” being, and that person may 

be part of many greater social wholes that form a hierarchy of 

relationships.  

 

For example, a person may be part of a family that is part of 

neighborhood that is part of a larger community that is part of a nation 

that is part of the whole of mankind. The same person may also be 

part of a larger extended family, part of a business organization, part 

of a church that is part of an organized religion, etc. The point is that 

individual humans participate in a vast network of hierarchical 

relationships. 

 

A person is directly affected by the quality of his or her relationships. 

Every group of humans making up a social whole is likewise affected 

by the quality of its relationships to social groups higher in the 

hierarchy. It is in the best interest of every person to make efforts to 

improve the “wholeness” of any human social group to which they 

belong. It makes perfect sense for a person to work to make their 

marriage partnership, nuclear family, extended family, neighborhood, 
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community, nation, and mankind better, stronger, more egalitarian, 

and healthier in every way. 

 

This also applies down the hierarchy as well as up. It is in the best 

interest of a whole at any level to strengthen or otherwise improve the 

“wholeness” of any human social groups which are lower in the 

hierarchy. Mankind is therefore best served by “healthy” nations, 

communities, families, and individuals. Weakness (i.e., lack of health, 

whether physical, mental, economic, or cultural) within the hierarchy 

weakens the whole. 

 

This likewise applies down the holarchy within persons as well. A 

person consists of body, mind, and spirit. A person is strong if body, 

mind, and spirit are all strong. A person is weakened if any aspect – 

his mind, for example, lacks in health – even if his body is strong. A 

person’s body consists of cells and body systems (skeletal, 

circulatory, etc.). A person is strong if all her cells and body systems 

are strong, but a person is weakened if some cells or some body 

systems are not completely healthy.  

 

As you come to understand wholeness within human holarchies, 

you will see that it is wise to value, support, and increase 

wholeness at all levels of existence. Promote the wholeness 

(health) of yourself, of your parts (body, cells, mind, etc.), and of 

social wholes/groups (family, neighborhood, larger community, 

employing business, etc.) to which you belong as far as you can 

practically reach. To whatever degree you can promote the 
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wholeness of mankind, do that as well, even if only in your intentions 

and prayers.  

 

Here is real world example of what wholeness should and can be like 

in business… This is a quote from Bernard Tyson, Chairman and 

CEO of Kaiser Permanente directed to the company’s employees: 

 

Kaiser Permanente is part of the broader health ecosystem, 

and we have an obligation to play a leading role in 

strengthening that system to help deliver better health for all. 

 

Can you imagine what the world would be like if individuals, 

organizations, schools, businesses, and governments were all 

working creatively to improve wholeness throughout the world? The 

creativity freed up and used for wholeness would surely be mind 

boggling and astonishingly good, beneficial, and powerful. 

 

*** 

 

Having built on practical aspects of the Law of Wholeness, in this 

next section, I come back to the spiritual version. When it comes to 

true success in your life, you benefit to the degree that you practice 

the practical and spiritual versions of the Law of Wholeness. 
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The Whole of Life within You 

 
In this section, we come to an aspect of wholeness that is not 

discussed often, and there is not a science or terminology around it 

(at least to my knowledge). But it is very real, and knowledge of it will 

support you in your commitment to the choice of Wholeness. 

 

Think for a moment about being a part of the greater flow of life. It 

seems natural and easy to understand, right? You are within the flow. 

But have you ever thought about the whole of life being within you, 

flowing within you, expanding within you if you allow it? Probably not.  

 

We are used to seeing our selves from the perspective of the body, 

and our body is a part of a much larger physical world and universe 

unfolding all around us. But from the perspective of consciousness, 

the whole of life is within you even though you might be aware of only 

the tiniest fraction of it. And that is because all consciousness, 

individual, collective, and unitive, is part of One Consciousness. 

 

The nature of Wholeness in the Universe is holographic, which 

means that each part, in some way, contains the whole. It is 

holographic because there is One Consciousness, outside of space 

and time, and it is the source of the non-material Universe (i.e., mind 

and spirit), the material universe, and in fact, the very fabric of space-

time itself. Consciousness is primary. Consciousness contains the 

universe, and consciousness is within everything in the Universe.  
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We humans are part of the One Consciousness that is the essence of 

being. This means that we are part of wholeness and part of the 

holographic nature of the Universe. This nature is expressed in the 

four lines below that I call the Mandala of Wholeness. Choose to 

experience what these statements really mean about you and to you 

as you read them. 

 

Mandala of Wholeness 

I am in the Universe, and the Universe is within me. 

I am in the world, and the world is within me. 

I am in the Flow of Life, and the Flow of Life is within me. 

I am in Divine Being, and Divine Being is within me. 

 

 

Understanding and applying this principle that the whole of life is 

within you is simultaneously very humbling and very empowering. It 

can profoundly change not only your relationship to the 

Universe, but can also allow you to know and experience the 

Universe much more directly and personally. You are the creator 

of your life in more ways than you know. 

 

You are also a healer if you choose to be. You can have a positive 

impact on any person by directing your intentions to that other person 

inside of you (or within your consciousness, if you will). Think of the 

person as inside of you rather than outside of you.  
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Everything in the world (and the Universe, in fact) is within 

consciousness. Your positive intentions directed to that person within 

you will have an effect on the outer person because consciousness is 

not only the source of life, but the force of life – it is active and 

creative.  

 

That is why prayer directed to the healing of distant persons can have 

a positive result, if it is directed inward through your shared 

“beingness” with the receiver. Choose to be a healer by using this 

knowledge. 

 

Are negative intentions supported (acted on and brought into reality) 

in this creative Universe? I have read many spiritual books that say 

no. But my ultimate answer is that wholeness is wholeness. As 

discussed in the previous sections, it is always in your own best 

interest to work to strengthen wholeness in the collective 

consciousness and in the physical world, not weaken it.  

 

Weakening the whole or any part of the whole can and will negatively 

affect you, even if in small or negligible ways. If you are truly making 

the choice of wholeness, you will choose wholeness by acting in a 

loving, healing, holistic way that supports the whole simply because 

you are part of the whole, not somehow separate. 

 

This also explains why you must be concerned and care about others 

in the world, including the billions of people you do not even know 

anything about – because the whole of the world is within you. The 
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instant you accept this reality and take responsibility for it, you 

become much more powerful. In that instant, you accept that you 

are one with Wholeness, that you are a creator and healer, and 

that you are one with the Universe and one with its abundance.  

 

Imagine the impact on the world if increasing numbers of people set 

their intentions on healing the world that is within them! 

 

Through this knowledge of wholeness, you can live in oneness with 

Life and can create the life you desire. In so doing, you can fulfill not 

only your dreams, but also your destiny. 

 

Every morning, I recite the Mandala of Wholeness to myself in my 

morning meditation which always includes reaffirming the seven 

spiritual choices. Every day, I choose wholeness many times during 

the day, and it has had a profound effect in my life – in all aspects of 

my life. It has made the living of life much more effortless and 

fulfilling. I believe I am living much more true to myself, to who I am, 

and to my purpose in being here (as a spiritual being in a human life). 

 

A greater understanding of wholeness has changed how I perceive 

the world and life as it unfolds every day. Life is full of potential, 

possibilities, opportunities, and wonder if we can open to seeing 

those possibilities instead of just the difficulties. And I would say that I 

am much more in love with life now than I have ever been – at a 

much deeper level than even when I was fresh out of college and in 

love with the woman who became my wife and life partner. 
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A greater understanding of wholeness has greatly increased the ease 

in which I am able to manifest things I desire in my life. Choosing 

wholeness is now fully part of my “manifesting process” – it connects 

me with the Universe and the process of creation which is part of the 

flow of life.  

 

Manifesting brought me a new job when I needed a new job. It 

brought me money when I needed money. It brought me ideas and 

inspirations for products, how to develop them, and how to market 

them. It brought the people and information I need to teach/inform me 

how to make my business goals a reality. And it has brought me the 

focus that I need to take the actions that help set the manifesting 

process in motion.  

 

*** 

 

How can you make the Choice of Wholeness in your own life?  

 

The Choice of Wholeness is a decision and commitment to be whole 

and to live in oneness with the Universe/One Consciousness/God 

and to create a life of wholeness and abundance. Commit yourself, 

then trust in the conscious Universe to respond to your commitment. 

 

In daily contemplative meditation, go deeply into the silence, feel the 

peace and wholeness of One Consciousness, and trust it fully. 
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Surrender to it and come to know that you are one consciousness, 

the source energy of the Universe.  

 

Then, when you return to a more conscious state, recite the Mandala 

of Wholeness. As you say each line, feel the experience of the inner 

and outer relationships, and sense the truth of the statements. As you 

go deeper into the experience of the lines, you will go deeper into the 

meaning and the mystery of wholeness. 

 

A key aspect of wholeness is oneness. If the Universe is in you, you 

are one with the Universe. In some mysterious way, you are the 

Universe. The very essence of the Universe is that it is one 

consciousness – a single consciousness that contains the universe 

and, in fact, is the Universe.  

 

The essence of you is that you are a part of that one, universal 

consciousness that we could call “divine”. 

 

In moments during the day, if you feel less than whole, recall a line 

from the Mandala of Wholeness, recite it, and feel its power in that 

moment. Or affirm to yourself “I choose wholeness now”, or “I am 

whole”, or “I am one with the Universe” (or “I am one with God”) or 

simply say the word “wholeness” – but always say the words with 

total belief and feeling. Feel the strength and power that is 

wholeness. Feel the wholeness (especially the healing and 

empowerment and sense of well being) that comes from the truth in 

those statements. 
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How can you “bring wholeness” to everything you do? 

 Be one with the world and with the God essence within you 

 Care about body, mind, and spirit in self and others 

 Be full of unconditional love for the world, and be a giver and 

receiver in the flow of Life 

 Accept and appreciate everything in life, for the divine is within 

everything and everyone 

 Nurture the experiences of oneness, being of service to others, 

sharing knowledge, and creating life together 

 Surrender to Wholeness which is the source of all creation and 

trust in its infinite intelligence and creativity 

 

Finally, below is a special prayer of wholeness for you and for the 

world. Read it often; it provides additional teachings about 

wholeness, but it also helps tie the seven spiritual choices together 

and summarize them.  

 

As you read it, pay attention to each verse and feel that verse’s 

lesson for you. Each time you read it, you will feel a deeper sense of 

meaning within each verse if you are present in each moment of its 

instruction. Apply its teachings, and you will indeed create your life of 

wholeness and abundance. 
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Even though I wrote the Prayer for Wholeness many years (well over 

a decade) ago, I am still moved profoundly when I reread it. Actually, 

I would say that it was written through me, not by me.  

 

It is truly my intention for the reading of this prayer to attract greater 

wholeness to you and to bring you not just a happier moment or a 

better day, but to bring well being, purpose, and oneness into your 

life. 

 

Prayer for Wholeness 

 

Create wholeness in yourself and in your life… for the purpose of 

the Universe itself is to create ever expanding wholeness. By creating 

wholeness in yourself, you align yourself with the Universe and seek 

to fulfill the purpose of your being. 

 

Build your path on love and knowledge… for your love is how you 

create wholeness and make it manifest, and your knowledge is a 

measure of the lessons you have learned in the process. Both love 

and knowledge must be fully felt in the heart, not the head. 

 

Love yourself completely and unconditionally because the 

Universe loves you completely and unconditionally… but know 

that the Universe wants you to take responsibility for creating 

wholeness in your own life and for learning the necessary lessons 

along the way. Two guidelines to learning about life are: the wisdom 
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of teachers and others can often help us avoid the pitfalls, and it is 

wise to pay attention to our inner sense of rightness in all choices. 

 

Love others and all things, especially those close to you, 

completely and unconditionally… because the Universe loves all 

things completely, unconditionally, and equally, and always works to 

expand wholeness through evolution, interconnectedness, and 

oneness. Extend your love to the Earth, for it is the extension of your 

physical body, and it is the home of an amazing array of the 

Universe’s most wonderful creatures, of which we humans are only 

one part. 

 

Accept and appreciate yourself and others, and expect good 

things to come to all… for acceptance, appreciation, and positive 

expectations are keys to creating wholeness through love and 

knowledge. Through acceptance and appreciation you learn about 

yourself and the world and learn to accept it as it is, and through 

positive expectations you tap into the abundance and potential of a 

Universe that is always in the process of continuous creation. 

 

Open your heart and mind to the Universe around you, and 

strive to live in its natural flow… for openness and full participation 

in life are also keys to creating wholeness through love and 

knowledge. Openness creates the room for growth, but only by living 

naturally and wisely in that openness can you learn, grow, and 

become the person you seek to become. 
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Forgive yourself and others easily, and give of yourself, your 

love, and your knowledge readily… for forgiveness and sharing are 

the final keys to creating wholeness through love and knowledge. 

Forgiveness is an aspect of unconditional love and admits that you 

and others, and the Universe itself, are still learning how to create 

wholeness in each human life. Know that the Universe is unfolding as 

it should, and new levels of wholeness will be attained through 

learning, sharing, and evolving by all of us together. 
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PART 3 – The Law of Wholeness User’s GuideTM 
 

After developing the Seven Spiritual Choices for Success and 

building my spiritual practice and way of life around them, I realized 

the additional importance of the Law of Wholeness and subsequently 

studied it and wrote this Law of Wholeness “user’s guide” to help 

myself, and now my readers, to better understand it. 

 

In this part of Awakening to Wholeness, I expand on the Law of 

Wholeness as I have presented it in earlier sections of the book. My 

purpose is to provide you with more information for understanding 

and applying the Law of Wholeness, which includes the process of 

“Conscious Creation” as a central aspect, and which I also include as 

a key area of spiritual knowledge (subtitled “Partnering with God”). 

 

Let me begin by addressing how Universal Consciousness relates to 

individual human beings… 
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How Universal Consciousness Relates to Individuality 

 

Initially, the idea of One Universal Consciousness can be hard to 

understand. We have our own individual consciousness with our own 

thoughts and feelings. How can those be part of a “universal” 

consciousness? If universal consciousness exists, why don’t we have 

a stronger sense of a bigger, more powerful consciousness around 

us? And how can an 

individual being be part of a 

Universal Being? 

 

Think of universal 

consciousness as the 

primary Life Force of the 

universe. Its domain is consciousness. It is not physical. It exists 

outside of space and time. It is pure intelligence, and it has the power 

to have thoughts, including thoughts of what could be. And, more 

than that, it has the power to create physical reality (space, time, 

energy, and matter) within itself, and that is what allows thoughts to 

become things in the physical realm.  

 

We, as individual beings, are individuated consciousness within the 

larger universal consciousness. Various teachings have used the 

analogies of waves within an ocean or eddies or whirlpools within a 
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river. But those are very rough and limited analogies, for eddies come 

and go, and we are eternal (even though our physical bodies are 

temporary) because universal consciousness is eternal. 

 

But what is clear to me is that Universal Consciousness chose to 

create individual consciousnesses within Itself in order to experience 

life. Experience is relative, and Life is dynamic. It requires subjects 

and objects to act and interact. Otherwise, nothing would happen to 

be experienced. 

 

But individual consciousness is still part of universal consciousness. 

And, thus, the experiences of intelligent beings such as ourselves – in 

the form of thoughts, reactions, and feelings – are directly 

experienced by Universal Consciousness itself. 

 

Which brings me to the question of why don’t we have a stronger 

sense of universal consciousness and the thoughts of other 

individuals who are also obviously a part of the greater whole?  

 

I think the answer is obvious… If we did, we would be overwhelmed 

by a flood of thoughts and feelings originating from all individuals in 

the universe. And so, we are protected by a separation of 

consciousness into conscious, subconscious, and super-conscious 

states that allow us to filter, limit, and select the information which we 

recognize and react to – and that is important to our individual 

existence and to our ability to experience our own life. 
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But we do have access to universal knowledge and to the 

consciousness and experience of other individuals, and even of the 

collective consciousness as a whole, through intuition and 

extrasensory means. For that, we must obviously learn to interpret 

the subconscious and intuitive signals and messages that attract our 

attention.  And that, unfortunately, is not something we are taught at 

school. 

 

And we do have access to knowing that we are part of the greater 

wholeness of One Consciousness, and that is accomplished only by 

going to a meditative state where the mind is quiet. Then we can 

know we are part of the great I AM, and we can sense the presence 

of the divine and open to it. It is then that we are most able to 

communicate our intentions to One Consciousness, and to receive 

inspiration and guidance. 

 

The chapter on the Choice of Knowing touched on this briefly, but to 

expand your intuition, psychic capability and inner knowing, you must 

choose to expand your intuition, psychic capability, and inner 

knowing, and of course you must pay attention to the new knowing 

that you receive and learn to interpret and use the knowing 

appropriately. 

 

We also have individual personalities, which consist of individual 

preferences, looks, habits, styles, and ways of expressing ourselves. 

Just as our existence allows Universal Consciousness to experience 

Life through us individuals, personality allows the Universe to 
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experience aspects of life such as diversity, individual taste, and well, 

the personality of individualism.  

 

So share your personality with God enthusiastically! She will enjoy 

the experience of you experiencing life. (And if you think that God 

must be referred to as “He”, you don’t yet understand the breadth and 

depth of universal Wholeness.) 
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The Process of Conscious Creation 

 

We, as individual conscious beings, create our experience of life 

through our thoughts and feelings, and through our interpretation of 

what we experience. Thoughts are active and creative just as actions 

are active and creative, but to a lesser degree. Most of us don’t 

understand this 

because we don’t get 

silent and go within to 

observe what is 

happening. 

 

When we do get silent 

and observe, we 

recognize that we have a thought and it is gone. But if we hold a 

thought and especially if we hold it as an intention, it changes our 

state of being.  

 

The intention of love, for example, creates the state and feelings of 

love – which are expansive, receptive, and bonding. The state and 

feelings are in our being (that is, in our consciousness), in our body, 

and will even expand into the environment around us. Remember 

consciousness is primary, and the physical realm exists within 

universal consciousness, not outside it or separate from it.  
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If we hold thoughts of anger, they create the state and feelings of 

anger – which are constrictive and closed, and filled with displeasure 

or hostility, and sometimes rage – and that state and those feelings 

will expand into our body and physical space around us.  

 

All thoughts that are held long enough, and especially intentions, are 

expressed in physical form – beginning with emotions and feelings in 

the body, progressing to verbal expression of the thoughts, and then 

physical movements or behaviors. If we continue to hold intentions 

about desired results, we will be motivated to take actions that lead to 

toward producing the intended results.  

 

Life exists to allow us to experience, and we direct our 

experience through our thoughts and intentions and 

interpretations. If we interpret something as “good”, we want more 

of that experience; but if we interpret it as “bad”, we will try to avoid it. 

 

Why don’t we know this? Why don’t we realize that thoughts have the 

power to create, and that we ourselves create our lives as we go 

along? The answer is simply that we have not paid attention to the 

true causes and effects of our life. We think that life is the result of 

circumstances outside of ourselves, but it is more about what is 

inside. We need to be taught that this is important, that this is what is 

real. 

 

When we expand this to the larger picture of Life, we must of course 

take into account the collective process of all individuals. The 
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thoughts and intentions of individuals are creating their individual 

experiences, but there are complex interactions with collective results 

and a collective experience.  

 

But remember that all individual beings are within universal 

consciousness, and know that the creative process extends to the 

whole. So that if you hold the intention of having a particular result 

come into your experience, the Universe (specifically universal 

consciousness) will begin to correlate actions and events to help you 

produce the result you intend. Your intention can affect and even 

direct the actions of others, unknown by you and without those others 

who are involved being consciously aware of you and your intention. 

And this creative process is guided by the universal intelligence. 

 

Clear intentions strongly held are more likely to produce the intended 

results than unclear intentions or intentions weakly held or intentions 

that are changed (or especially reversed). But clear intentions 

strongly held will produce the desired results, although it can take 

time. You may need to learn new things, and sometimes even other 

people may need to learn new things or make the right things happen 

in a sequence that takes time. Still, the more strongly you intend the 

result to exist NOW, the more rapidly the result will come into 

existence. 

 

Yes, you could say this is spooky. But this has been widely observed, 

even if it is not commonly known or well understood by most people. 

This process of creation by intention is often referred to as 
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synchronicity, the law of attraction, and other names – especially 

manifesting or manifestation. But it becomes understandable once 

you know about universal consciousness and how it works with you 

to bring your thoughts and intentions into your experience as 

confirmed by the Law of Wholeness. 

 

Expressing intentions through words and actions moves the creative 

process forward towards results and is more obviously a part of the 

process of conscious creation. But it is an important part – action is 

the way we most obviously create. What might be less obvious is that 

universal consciousness supports the creative process in many 

subtle ways, involving potentially many players taking many different 

actions, but the actions of the person directly involved (the intender 

who desires the results) will usually have the most impact. 

 

Stated simply, the process of conscious creation is this: universal 

consciousness responds to your thoughts and intentions and 

attempts to bring them into your experience – which explains the 

expressions “thoughts become things” and “what you think about you 

become”. 

 

In universal wholeness, we participate fully in the creative process. At 

its most basic, wholeness is defined as the state of being “whole”. 

When we are whole we are functioning perfectly as creative beings in 

the natural flow of Life. 
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So if you want to take your life in a certain direction, experiencing 

more of certain things (and less of others), than you must control your 

thoughts and especially your choices and intentions. 

 

Unfortunately, if we stop and assess our behavior in life, many of us 

would have to admit we are creatures of habit and that we act out of 

habit without stopping consciously to declare our choices and 

intentions to the Universe. We make many and even most choices, 

and proceed to do things, without stopping to think about them or get 

clear about what is most important or most desirable to us.  And that 

might be why we often get results that are not consistent and not 

quite what we really wanted. 

 

Focusing on the seven spiritual choices in the daily flow of life, for 

example, allows us to broadly direct our thoughts and intentions by 

choosing to: 

 

 Embrace life 

 Be aware of what we are experiencing 

 Be free of self-imposed limitations 

 Love others and love life 

 Express feelings, take action, create 

 Know truth and share in universal intelligence 

 Be whole as an individual being and part of universal being 
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These seven “spiritual” choices are really focusing on seven basic 

aspects of life in which paying attention and declaring our intentions 

can make a huge impact on our experience, our success, and our 

happiness. But just thinking about these aspects is not enough. 

Making the choices (i.e., holding the intentions) and taking 

action, especially inspired action, are critical in bringing desired 

change into your life. 

 

But it comes down to conscious choice making – becoming 

consciously aware of our thinking and making our choices clear, and 

by that, I mean getting clear about our intentions for what we want. 

We can only hold something in our mind as an intention if we are 

clear about what we desire to experience. 

 

And when we do so, especially if we hold the visualization in our mind 

and the feeling of the intended outcome – and more importantly the 

feeling of being the producer and experiencer of the intended 

outcome while trusting in the Universe to help you – Universal 

Consciousness will attempt to bring our intention into our experience. 
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A Deeper Look into the Law of Wholeness 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a broader explanation of the 

Law of Wholeness, to take you more deeply into how it works as a 

natural function of the Universe, to help you better understand how 

you relate to it, and the law’s 

implications for living as a 

physical (and spiritual) being 

in this world.  

 

The Law of Wholeness is a 

universal law that applies to 

both the physical and 

spiritual realms because the two are tightly bound together. The Law 

of Wholeness, when fully explored, goes far beyond such universal 

principles as the Law of Attraction and the Law of Creation.  

 

The law, by its nature, is about the whole of existence, holistic 

consciousness, inclusiveness, healthiness in all aspects, and unity at 

all levels (such as physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual). 

Wholeness leads to peace, joy, cooperation and collaboration where 

the opposite of wholeness–fragmentation and separation– leads to 

dissatisfaction, suffering, and conflict at all levels. 
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Applying the law of wholeness can help individuals move much more 

rapidly to successful and fulfilling lives. It can help organizations, 

businesses, and social groups such as communities, states, and 

nations to likewise be more successful and provide more unity, 

abundance, and satisfaction to their constituents and those served.  

 

So wholeness as a concept generally, and the Law of Wholeness 

which is a way of thinking about wholeness, are worth being studied 

and paid attention to, as I have for many years now. 

 

Wholeness is the quality of being whole as a human being – healthy 

in body, mind, and spirit, integrated and balanced, and serving one’s 

purpose.  But we are also parts of greater “wholes” (families, 

organizations, communities, economies, cultures, ecosystems, the 

Earth, and the living Universe), and when they are healthy and 

serving their purpose, our wholeness grows even stronger. 

 

In fact, “wholeness” is the natural state of Universal Consciousness 

and of the living Universe in which universal consciousness manifests 

the physical realm of space, time, energy, and matter. Underlying 

everything that we can see in the universe, there is infinite 

intelligence and spiritual energy which are the very essence of 

existence, and especially the essence of all Life.  

 

And, you will have to trust me in this if you have not yet clearly seen it 

for yourself, but the nature of the unseen infinite intelligence and 

spiritual energy that we would call Divinity is creative, responsive to 
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our desires, and designed to give us those things we would call 

“success” if we only choose them as individuals and collectively as 

mankind.  

 

In taking a closer look at the Law of Wholeness, let’s begin by going 

back to several versions of the law that I presented in earlier parts of 

the book. 

 

Summary Version of the Law of Wholeness 

 

The Universe and all things (living and non-living) are part of 

one wholeness because they arise from and exist within one 

universal consciousness. The more we personally and 

collectively align and bond with the one consciousness, the 

more we will experience the qualities of wholeness – unity, 

healthy functioning, abundance, freedom, love, and joy. 

 

This is a good summary version of the law. The first sentence is 

descriptive, and could perhaps be put even more simply as: “All of 

existence—spirit, thought, energy, matter—is one whole.” Or, put 

another way: “God is everywhere and in everything.”  

 

All of these descriptions are true and equivalent because of the three 

fundamental principles (or truths) of One Consciousness, Wholeness, 

and Flow. Do not forget about “flow”, for flow is the vital principle of 

Life, aliveness, action, and creation. The Universe/God is alive and 

creative, thus allowing you to be alive and creative. 
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The second sentence in the summary version states how we can 

relate to and experience the wholeness of Universe or God – by 

aligning and bonding our individual consciousness with universal 

consciousness. We do that by choosing to become more one with the 

Greater Being of which we are part – and that really means opening 

to the oneness that already is.  

 

We are part of One Consciousness. We have never been separate 

from it except in our erroneous thoughts and beliefs. As we become 

more aware that we are part of Infinite Being, and as we come to trust 

it fully, we naturally experience more of the attributes of our 

intelligent, creative, holistic, and abundant Self. 

 

The Law of Wholeness is stating that at a fundamental level the 

Universe itself is conscious; it is creative; it is holistic; and it is 

abundant. It is a universal law about how the Universe works as 

observed by spiritual masters who have paid close attention to the 

deeper nature of one consciousness and to the causes and effects of 

how human beings interact with the Universe. 

 

But the law can be stated in many different ways, each emphasizing 

different aspect of universal wholeness. You may remember that in 

the chapter on the Choice of Wholeness, I also gave “spiritual” and 

“practical” versions of the Law of Wholeness. Let me repeat them 

here because these are helpful ways of stating how we as individuals 

can relate to wholeness. 
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Spiritual Version of the Law of Wholeness 

 

The more you align and bond your individual consciousness 

with Universal Consciousness, the more you will share in and 

experience its qualities of unity, expansiveness, abundance, 

effortless function, knowing, limitless creation, and divine being. 

 

When I say “the more you will share in and experience its qualities of 

unity, expansiveness, abundance, effortless function, knowing, 

limitless creation, and divine being”, I want to be clear that I mean 

exactly what those words say – you are at your core a divine and 

infinite being, and even though you are immersed in the less-than-

perfect context of human life, you can experience those qualities of 

divineness by “tuning” your thoughts to your Infinite Self. And as you 

become more attuned and skilled, and more accepting of yourself 

(and divine Self), you will experience those qualities to a greater 

extent. 

 

Practical Version of the Law of Wholeness 

 

The more you develop and support the healthy being and 

functioning of yourself and the social units and environment of 

which you are part, the more you will benefit by feeling good, 

producing effective results from your activities, and having 

harmonious and productive relationships. 
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(Examples of social units are marriage, family, team, 

organization, business, community, nation, and mankind.) 

 

This version of the law is more about how to be successful (in the full 

meaning of the word) in the world on an everyday basis. Think of it 

this way: The more you promote the healthy functioning of your 

marriage, family, business, community, nation, and mankind, the 

more you will experience the benefits of those things in your life. 

Perhaps you’ve never stopped to think about it this way, but when 

you examine it, you will clearly see that it is absolutely true. 

 

Whichever of these versions of the Law of Wholeness you prefer, you 

will benefit to the degree you think about it and practice it in your day 

to day life. The more you intend to be integrated and balanced, the 

more you will experience what it is to be healthy and whole. And 

when you support and strengthen the healthy functioning of the larger 

wholes (social units and environmental systems) around you, you will 

experience even greater success and happiness than if you just focus 

on you. 

 

*** 

 

The Universe is holarchical – organized as wholes within wholes 

(from sub-atomic particles to human beings to the entire Universe) – 

so it is complex and operates at many different levels and in realms 

of both matter and consciousness (or spirit). Therefore, the Law of 
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Wholeness has many different aspects and can be stated and applied 

at different levels and while focusing on different facets of wholeness.  

 

I have found that there is always more to learn about the Law of 

Wholeness and its inner workings, and so will you. But here in this 

chapter I will briefly discuss some of the related wholeness principles 

or sub-laws and how they can be applied.  

 

You are Individuated Consciousness 

 

Universal consciousness is individuated such that individual 

consciousness exists within the whole. This allows the 

existence of individual spiritual and physical beings. 

 

You are a spiritual being who has taken physical human form in order 

to experience life in the physical realm where you (the subject or 

participant) can interact with objects (other people and things) in the 

world around you. In your everyday experience, you believe that you 

cannot know others’ thoughts and others cannot know your thoughts. 

You believe the illusion of separation, and you believe the world and 

conditions in your life were created independently of you. 

 

BUT, individuation of consciousness is what allows you as an 

individual being with individual consciousness to be part of the one 

universal consciousness and at the same time be able to experience 

life as a unique individual with your own thoughts and sense of being 

an individual. You are a distinct person, yet you are part of the whole. 
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Through consciousness, you can connect to other beings and to the 

infinite intelligence of Divine Self (Universe/God). 

 

Also know that God (One Consciousness) is eternal and, as part of 

God, you are eternal. Your physical body will eventually die, but your 

consciousness is eternal. Moreover, Divine Self loves the whole of 

itself completely and loves all parts of itself (i.e., all individuals, 

physical and spiritual) equally and without reservation or judgment. 

As a result, God is totally benevolent, but also totally integrated and 

aware of the whole of Itself, physically and spiritually. You can trust in 

God and have faith that you are part of God – you only have to learn 

what that means and how to experience it. 

 

You are a Microcosm of the Universe 

 

We humans are a microcosm of the living Universe, physical 

and spiritual. The function and essential nature of the Universe 

carry down in scale to us.  

 

The preceding statement is true because consciousness (not space, 

time, and matter) is primary. We are part of the universal being, and 

the universal being is in us. Its attributes and capabilities – eternal 

being, infinite intelligence, infinite knowledge, infinite creativity, 

effortless functioning true to purpose, expansiveness, abundance, 

and infinite love for the whole – are within us, scaled by the 

relationship of universal to individual. 
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Choose to experience those attributes and capabilities of the greater 

whole, and they will come to you more easily and readily. 

 

Consciousness is the Source 

 

Universal consciousness is the primary and fundamental 

source of everything in existence, both physical and spiritual 

(matter and consciousness). Everything in the universe arises 

from thought. Thought creates.  

 

Consciousness is primary. And it is creative – the physical realm 

arises from universal consciousness, not the other way around. When 

spiritual masters talk about the world being an illusion, they are 

referring to the illusion that material objects (persons and things) are 

separate when at a quantum level and at the level of one 

consciousness, they are interconnected and part of one wholeness. 

And the spiritual masters are alluding to the mistaken belief that the 

physical realm is primary and that thoughts are less important than 

matter. The physical world is real and here for us to experience, but it 

is created by consciousness and can be changed and transformed 

through consciousness. 

 

Learn to interact with and come to know Universal Consciousness, 

especially through meditation and shifting into alpha and theta 

brainwave states. And remember, you can align with and tap into the 

Source at any time. 
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But because consciousness is primary, your thoughts, attitudes, 

desires, and states of consciousness – and more specifically, 

their clarity, strength, energy, duration, feeling, emotion, 

intention, and relationship to the greater consciousness around 

you – are major factors in determining your results in life. You 

are the creator of your life far more than you know. 

 

So choose the end results you desire and get very clear about what 

you want that to look and feel like physically and emotionally. Choose 

to be happy, and imagine how that feels, and then choose to feel 

those feelings right now. Choose to be healthier in every way, and 

imagine what that feels like, and hold those feelings right now. 

Choose to be abundant in money and all good things, and feel the 

flow of abundance coming to you, and feel the experience of all good 

things right now. 

 

And, as the old expression goes – let go and let God. Choose your 

desired result to happen, take actions to put it in motion, but let 

Universal Consciousness take care of the details. 

 

Creation is a Process of Consciousness 

 

Your thoughts create because universal consciousness 

responds to your thoughts (especially intentions) and works to 

bring them into your experience. 
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The process of conscious creation was covered in the preceding 

chapter, so I won’t expand on it here other than to emphasize the 

following point… The above statement – one of the most important 

related to the Law of Wholeness – can be taken as a commandment 

if you will:  

 

Hold intentions of what you desire, and the Universe/God will 

work with you to translate those intentions into outcomes.  

 

This is the process of co-creation, and it begins at the level of internal 

experience (i.e., feelings and being) but can progress to the level of 

external experience (i.e., doing or having something) if you hold 

intentions of what you desire with clarity. 

 

Infinite Possibilities Arise Moment to Moment 

 

Universal consciousness is creative in a process that flows from 

moment to moment, and all possibilities arise within the flow.  

 

What this says is that, at each and every moment, pure potentiality 

holds infinite possibilities until you choose, consciously or 

unconsciously, what is to unfold in that moment. Early in the 20th 

century, quantum physicists were amazed when they observed this at 

work in their experiments. But it is absolutely observed and proven to 

be true at all levels of the flow of Life.  
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Be a conscious choice maker – be creative and choose wisely. 

Consider the possibilities, and choose what you desire for the 

grandest version of yourself to be, do, and have. When you do this, 

be holistic, for you exist not as a single isolated being but as part of 

the whole of Life… Therefore, it is wise to choose the grandest vision 

for your desired self AND for your desired environment (or world) 

around you. 

 

Existence is Non-Dual 

 

Universal consciousness and physical reality are one whole. 

Everything is within and part of One Universal Consciousness, 

including all of physical reality. And One Consciousness is 

within everyone and everything. 

 

Because consciousness and matter seem so very different, we 

mentally classify them as very distinct and different things. But 

physical reality (space, time, energy, and matter) is Universal 

Consciousness expressing itself in those forms. Matter is not 

separate from consciousness – it is consciousness holding that 

particular state of energy and composed of a system of smaller forms 

of matter and energy.  

 

When you pray or state your intentions about your body or other 

people or things, think of them not as their matter or “thingness” but 

as aspects of the Universal Consciousness of which you and other 

are part. In fact, if you can feel your intentions for the whole that is 
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both you and other, it is even more effective because it relates to the 

reality of wholeness beneath the illusions of separation. 

 

Existence is Holographic 

 

Everything exists within and part of One Consciousness, 

including all of physical reality. And one consciousness exists 

within everything. The nature of one consciousness is that it is 

totally holistic in all aspects, in the parts, and in the whole. 

 

As a result of the relationships described in the statement above, the 

nature of wholeness in the Universe is holographic, which means that 

each part, in some way, contains the whole. It is holographic because 

there is One Consciousness, outside of space and time, and it is also 

the source of the non-material Universe (i.e., mind and spirit), the 

material universe, and in fact, the very fabric of space-time itself.  

 

Consciousness contains the universe, and consciousness is within 

everything in the Universe. You can, in fact, come to hold and know 

other people, the collective consciousness, the whole world, the flow 

of Life, and even God in your inner awareness. The true nature of the 

Universe is consciousness within consciousness. 

 

Think of the world as within your consciousness rather than outside of 

you. The more you take responsibility for the world within your 

consciousness, the more you will benefit in all ways. Choose love, 

health, and abundance for the collective whole, and you will 
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experience far greater love, health, and abundance than if you chose 

just for yourself.  

 

How can that be? It’s because you are always part of the greater 

whole at many different levels (body, mind, and spirit in a web of 

complex relationships), and when you take care of the whole, you 

take care of yourself and your environment (which is your very 

context of being) in far more complete and subtle ways than you 

realize in your normal level of thinking. 

 

Wholeness Contains the Holarchy of Existence 

 

Wholeness does not mean uniformity – there is a structure 

within the wholeness, and it is hierarchical such that there are 

wholes within wholes in everything and at all levels of 

existence. Consciousness and reality have depth and diversity. 

And, importantly, wholes (or holons) always have two driving 

aspects – self-assertive and integrative. Self-assertive means 

asserting and protecting the integrity of the individual self; and 

integrative means integrating with others and environment to 

enable and nurture the functioning of greater wholes. 

 

If we align our thoughts and intentions with all levels of existence and 

consciousness, we can impact the whole of existence (up, down, and 

across the holarchy). This requires a shift in consciousness from self-

centeredness to love of the whole. 
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However, it is important to understand that in our interactions with the 

world, we seem to interact with parts of the whole at a particular time 

and place. A more effective way of being is to shift to the higher 

perspective of the whole. So to create a better self, focus on all parts 

and the whole of you – body, mind, and spirit. To create a better 

marriage, focus on you and the marriage as a whole. To create a 

more successful business team, focus on you and the team as a 

whole. To create a better community, focus on you and the 

community as a whole.  

 

Knowing Depends on Level of Consciousness 

 

Wholeness is known most completely and accurately at the 

level of One Consciousness, and physical reality is best seen to 

be one whole (or, as Bohm said, one holomovement) at the 

quantum level. Both levels cannot be seen with the naked eye. 

In other words, we cannot readily see wholeness and so we 

may not believe we are part of it.  

 

The fragmentation and separation we see in the everyday physical 

realm come from limited perspective. They do not exist at higher 

levels of consciousness (with which we see ourselves as active parts 

of the greater wholes of mankind and Earth). 

 

Always try to shift your perspective to a higher level – which is that of 

the greater whole that includes yourself. If you want something for 

your spouse or partner, think in terms of the whole that is the two of 
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you together. If you want to change something in your community, 

think in terms of the collective community as a whole. If you want to 

change something in your organization, think in terms of the collective 

organization as a whole. 

 

Shifting to a higher perspective – which is always a higher level of 

consciousness if your intentions are positive and for the greater good 

of the whole – is always a shift from selfishness to less selfishness 

because your concern is for the whole. But it requires development 

and transcendence to higher states of being. And knowing, which 

means having greater awareness of yourself, others, and ultimately 

God, also requires attaining higher states of consciousness. 

 

For the good of the world and individuals, gaining higher levels of 

consciousness should be a goal of everyone who wants more for 

themselves. You cannot want more for yourself without wanting a 

better world (unless you deny all the principles of wholeness).  

 

Life is a Web of Relationships  

 

Wholeness is within One Consciousness, but for each human 

being it is the collective relationships (with self, our physical 

body, other people, God, money, love, success, and so on) and 

how we judge those relationships that determine how we feel 

about our self and our life.  
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Life, as we experience it, is in our relationships to the people, things, 

and events of our lives – and more specifically, how we interpret 

those relationships within the context of the larger world around us. If, 

for example, we see the world as abundant and our self as 

participating in that abundance, then all is good financially. But if we 

see scarcity all around us and our self struggling to have enough 

money, then it is quite the opposite story. 

 

Similarly, whether we see people as basically selfish or bad, or see 

them as caring and good, it tends to color our view of our own 

personal relationships. And whether we believe God is all-loving, or 

perhaps impersonal and indifferent, or worse a condemning Judge, it 

drastically changes our sense of how humans, and oneself in 

particular, fit within the greater scheme of things. 

 

It is very much our interpretations and judgments about our self in 

relationship to the world and everything else in our life that forms our 

beliefs and also conditions how we see and experience Life and, 

specifically, how we see and experience our own life within that 

context.  

 

Our beliefs and our interpretations about the world and its web of 

relationships are very much governed by our level of consciousness 

and our understanding of our self within the world and our state of 

wholeness at any given time. Our state of consciousness determines 

how much perspective we have about reality and about our 

relationships to it. When we have limited perspective, things can look 
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bleak, but if we can begin to see the larger picture, we can see that 

things are actually much different than we previously thought. 

 

So our understanding of what “wholeness” is and means is 

constrained by the level of consciousness that we are at, and it 

expands and changes as our spiritual development climbs stage by 

stage and level by level up the spiral of spiritual growth. At each 

higher and wider level, we awaken to a larger perspective of the 

landscape of spirit and open ourselves to greater knowing. 

 

In other words, our state of consciousness is made of our beliefs, 

thoughts, feelings, and judgments about our self, our capabilities, the 

world, and our relationships to the world. Our state of consciousness 

guides the flow of our life, expresses as part of our personality, and 

determines how happy, healthy, wealthy, and successful we are. 

 

To change what we are experiencing within our life, we must pay 

attention to our relationships and always seek to find a higher 

perspective and greater wholeness. When we do that, we will grow in 

consciousness and bring into our lives more of that which we desire 

as we continually make the choice of greater Wholeness in all 

aspects of our being. 

 

*** 
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We’ve covered a lot of intellectual ground in this section. In summary, 

here are some thoughts on key principles that help define and 

describe the Law of Wholeness: 

 

 One Consciousness is the Source of All. Thoughts create.  

The more we trust in and use the Source of all things, the more 

we will receive that which we desire. 

 

 The Universe is one whole, and through One Consciousness, 

each part contains the whole.  

The more we accept, align, and bond with the whole of Being, 

the more possibilities and pathways for a full and happy life we 

create. 

 

 By aligning our thoughts with Wholeness, we take on attributes 

of Universal Consciousness.  

The more we intend wholeness, the more we will receive 

creativity, love, expansiveness, effortless functioning, and 

abundance. 

 

 Wholeness is hierarchical, and when we work with all levels of 

existence around us, the Universe supports us more fully.  

The more we nurture the holarchy of Being (up, down, across), 

the more wholeness, happiness, love, and abundance will 

come back to us. 
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 It is our relationships – with our self, our body, other people, 

God, money, success – and how we judge those relationships 

that determine what we have and experience in Life.  

The more we align our consciousness with One Consciousness 

and adapt our relationships to higher perspectives, the more we 

will find our higher potential, greater joy, and true success. 

 

 

Come to know the law of wholeness and put it into practice in your 

life, both spiritually and practically, in your personal self, in your 

relationships, and in your business and work life.  As you do, your 

success and joy in life will grow in ways that will amaze you!  For the 

Law of Wholeness is, in effect, the Law of Success. 
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Applying the Law of Wholeness 

 

Let me give you some examples of ways to apply the law of 

wholeness in your daily life…  

 

One of the best ways of aligning with Universal Consciousness (or 

the Divine or God), is 

to hold thoughts and 

feelings and act in 

ways that express love 

and gratitude. Another 

is through prayer or 

meditation. Another is 

to imagine your self 

filled with spiritual light, the light of being or consciousness, and 

radiate it out to the world.  

 

During the activities of my day, I periodically remember to be in a 

state of wholeness, simply by saying the word “wholeness” or “Life” to 

myself as a reminder, and then consciously intending wholeness and 

feeling its healing and empowering connection to Life. And it is very 

useful and powerful to think in terms of the larger wholes around us 

rather than just within one’s self. 
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Wholeness in interpersonal relationships is expressed through 

thoughts, feelings, words, and actions that support and strengthen 

the purpose of the relationship. In marriage for example, the purpose 

is one of partnership to support each other in common and 

complementary ways, share life as a couple, and love each other. It 

requires a reduction of ego and selfishness to focus on the marriage 

instead of just on self. 

 

In a marriage, it’s very easy to get wrapped up in jobs if both partners 

work, and jobs tend to dominate life. But I’ve realized it’s important to 

remember you are two equals with different qualities that you bring to 

living together. I’ve tried to bring the sharing of life as two people who 

are equal back into the equation in my own marriage. Even the little 

home projects or activities should be a focus for sharing the 

experience of life together.  

 

In a business organization, the purpose is (or should be) to serve 

customers so well that the business has customers who give it lots of 

repeat business and revenue (from which profits can be derived). 

Participants in the business (managers and others employees) 

support the business through thinking and acting in ways that serve 

the customers in that way – giving them value that they are willing to 

pay premium dollars for. I’ve tried to do that by learning all I could 

about the business that hired me as a whole – that is, more than just 

on doing my job – and then acting to serve the business well. 
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With business teams, the purpose of the team is often to work 

together to create new products or services. It certainly needs to 

involve the customers in order to know what they value and are 

willing to pay premium dollars for. The team is most effective when 

egos are put aside, working as equals but representing many 

different skills and sets of knowledge in order to create the product or 

service capacity that will deliver value to the customers in a profitable 

way. Team managers must use ideas, words, feelings, and actions 

that promote teamwork and creation of desired results. 

 

I have been an information technology project manager for many 

years, and applying the law of wholeness greatly helped me and my 

projects to be more successful. Business projects, and IT projects in 

particular where you are building a new business capability supported 

by technology, are ideal opportunities to use the concepts of 

wholeness. The more I as a project manager could help the team 

align with the business purpose and work together with a common 

vision and collaborative efforts, the more successful we were in 

bringing the desired end results into effect. And, in doing so, I worked 

with some pretty high-performance teams. 

 

For local, regional, and national governments, their purpose is to 

serve citizens and other constituents (including businesses) by 

providing security, health, common welfare, and services at levels of 

quality and cost that are acceptable to the constituents. Governments 

need to find ways to serve the common good in reliable ways. 

Elected and other employees of the governments must put the 
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common good of the citizens first and find the means to deliver the 

expected value in services in cost effective ways.  

 

Greater collaboration and teamwork is required and is most possible 

when there is a common purpose, egos are put aside, and people 

work as equals but represent many different skills and sets of 

knowledge because diversity is required and valuable. Politicians, 

officials, and managers at all levels in governments must use ideas, 

words, feelings, and actions that promote teamwork, mutual respect, 

alignment with constituents, the creation of desired results, and 

exceptional customer service. 

 

In my own experience, the law of wholeness can be applied very 

successfully in normal life, relationships, business, business teams, 

and in many other types of organizations. Governments pose 

challenges, but the two sentences in the preceding paragraph are the 

key to them applying the law of wholeness. Many governments need 

changes that help them refocus on the common good and on 

development of teamwork, innovation, customer service, and value in 

order to be successful in serving their purpose.  

 

The use of politics based on elected representatives may be coming 

to the end of its usefulness. It certainly seems NOT to work very well 

in the United States and most other large democracies because of 

the focus on: 

 Kowtowing to the “party” instead of serving the region,  

 Hard political positions instead of higher service perspectives,  
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 Rightness/wrongness instead of shared interests, and  

 Political winning and losing rather than on serving the holistic 

good of the community, district, state, or nation.  

 

The purpose of any government should be to serve the citizens and 

constituents and ensure the healthy functioning of the physical, 

environmental, cultural, economic, and quality-of-life aspects of the 

region and its people. But, sadly, we see mostly political battling and 

a great lack of holistic thinking, leadership, and service to the 

common good. 

 

The answer to the failure of governments dominated by politics may 

be in technology-enabled democracies that allow full participation of 

the citizenry. Or it might just be rules that require the legislative body 

to focus on acting and operating more from the perspective of 

wholeness. Better yet would be a widespread shift of consciousness 

to understanding and living the ways of wholeness would dramatically 

bring about a shift to higher perspective and attention to the common 

good. But that is idealistic at this point in time. Whatever the answer 

is, governments must change in ways that enable and support the 

healthy functioning of that social unit as a whole.  

 

At the time of this writing, Pope Francis is visiting the United States, 

and he expressed a very holistic vision for America and the world to 

think about when he addressed the US Congress. “Each son or 

daughter of a given country has a mission, a personal and social 

responsibility,” he said. “Your own responsibility as members of 
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Congress is to enable this country, by your legislative activity, to grow 

as a nation.” 

 

The changes need to be based on wholeness of shared purpose 

rather than fragmentation and conflict caused by warring political 

parties, religions, special interests, etc. (And in extreme cases, 

education of the citizenry about the law of wholeness may be 

required in some form, perhaps sponsored by the religions of the 

regions. Yes, I know that in many places that would require a miracle. 

But miracles are indeed possible. In fact, I know from personal 

experience that the more strongly you expect miracles, the more they 

occur.) 

 

*** 

 

The perfect example of un-wholeness in the world can be seen in 

terrorist organizations, like ISIS and Boko Haram, and what they do 

and say. They are totally destructive, violent, evil, non-loving, and I 

would have to say “angry” people and organizations. They appear to 

be, for the most part, highly uneducated people who like to follow 

drama-prone but misguided leaders. They are not aligned with God 

because they do not have any idea of how the Universe really works 

and what the principles of One Consciousness, Wholeness, and Flow 

are. They operate at a very low level of human consciousness, and 

ignorance is to blame. 
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So that begs the question – what does “wholeness” look like in the 

world? Wholeness is in total contrast to the fragmentation and 

smallness described in the preceding paragraph. Wholeness is easy 

to spot – it always stands out as healthy, knowledgeable, open, 

adaptive, helpful, creative, constructive, unselfish, admirable, and 

(yes) holistic. Wholeness is expanded consciousness manifesting 

outward in the world. 

 

Look at Jimmy Carter and his work with Habitat for Humanity and 

other organizations. Look at families that are functional, loving with 

each other and with non-family alike, part of the community, giving of 

themselves, and generally happy. Look at pastors and church 

communities who are functional, loving with church members and 

others, part of the community, giving of themselves, and generally 

happy. Look at teachers who teach real values, healers who heal in 

many ways, and leaders who lead unselfishly with vision, knowledge, 

love, and caring for the whole, and who treat people as equals. 

 

It’s the people who are most healthy in all aspects, creative, serving 

others, appreciated, loving, knowledgeable, and enjoyable to know 

and be around that are most whole, most filled with wholeness. And 

at a collective level, I’ve seen that people who come together to 

visualize and create a common goal can be very powerful in doing 

just that, not just talking about it. Organizations and social units that 

are the most whole and holistic are likewise healthy in all aspects, 

creative, serving others, appreciated, loving, knowledgeable, and 

enjoyable to be part of. 
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From my own experience, I have learned that wholeness and the Law 

of Wholeness are ever more open, inclusive, healthy in all aspects, 

loving, and consciousness expanding. There are always new things 

to discover within its principles and within its relationships to the 

workings of the Universe, and new ways in how it can be thought 

about and applied in everyday life.  
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Law of Wholeness and Other Universal Laws 

 

There are many Universal Laws, and I believe the Law of Wholeness 

is at the top of the list – and, in fact, I could say the Law of 

Wholeness is inclusive of all other universal laws and principles. But 

you shouldn’t be surprised – such is the nature of wholeness. 

Wholeness is all encompassing and all inclusive by its very definition 

and nature. 

 

It is not my purpose to go into an analysis of universal laws here. If 

you would like to read a brief summary of some of them, please read 

my article “14 Spiritual Laws to Know and Use” on EzineArticles.com. 

I will point out, though, that the first Hermetic law – the Law of 

Mentalism – is very similar to the Law of Wholeness. Here is my 

description from the article: 

 

The Law of Mentalism – Also known as the Law of Mind or the 

Law of Spirit. The law has two aspects. The first aspect states 

that everything is mind or spirit. Everything arises out of thought 

or universal consciousness. Thought creates. The second 

aspect is that everything exists within the mind of God, and the 

mind of God exists within everything. This is the core idea of 

many mystical traditions – that there is a great unity or oneness 

with God. 
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Just remember that universal laws are man’s attempt to state great 

truths that have been observed about how the Universe works, and 

especially meaningful and important truths that we can use to 

improve our results in Life.  

 

Let me summarize a couple of currently-popular universal laws here 

for your reference and relate them to the Law of Wholeness: 

 

The Law of Attraction – What you think about most of the time 

you will attract into your life.  

 

The law of attraction works because Universal Consciousness 

responds directly to our thoughts, especially our intentions, in 

order to bring those things into our experience. Consciousness 

is creative. Thoughts create. 

 

The Law of Creation – Express your desires in thoughts, words 

(written or spoken), and especially actions to bring them into 

physical reality.  

 

This law emphasizes that action with intent is creative and is 

part of the natural process of the Universe in bringing things 

into our experience. Action promotes creation whereas intention 

without action depends totally on the actions of other people 

and things, and those may be delayed or blocked for many 

possible reasons. 
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Law of Wholeness and Seven Spiritual Choices 

 

Now the seven spiritual choices that I wrote about in Part 2 work 

because they help to bring our individual consciousness into 

alignment with universal consciousness, and they support intended 

right functioning (that is, functioning true to purpose) of the greater 

wholes of which we are part. 

 

Let me expand on this by briefly describing how each of the seven 

choices relates to the law of wholeness: 

 

Choice of Life – Making the choice of Life aligns you with the 

flow of Life which is the expression of universal consciousness 

and universal wholeness. Even subconsciously, when you 

choose Life, you will know 

and naturally begin to align 

with the open, expansive, 

abundant, creative, and 

effortless aspects of the 

wholeness of Life. The 

more you make your 

choices of alignment consciously, and feel them in your body 

and being, the more you will see results appear. 
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Choice of Awareness – Making the choice of Awareness allows 

you to become aware of what you are experiencing now, your 

intentions in response, what you experience as a new result, 

etc.  Through this process of expanding awareness, you work 

directly with One Consciousness, and you can direct the 

process of conscious creation moment to moment with greater 

awareness of your experience of life. This is possible because 

all of Life takes place within one Wholeness. 

 

Choice of Freedom – Making the choice of Freedom helps you 

remove blockages of negative (wrong) beliefs that would 

otherwise subconsciously tell the Universe “No, I really don’t 

believe I can or should experience that result. Don’t make that 

result happen for me.” Self-limiting beliefs, unreleased negative 

emotions, and other negative programming can be blocks to 

your creating the things you really desire in your life, so 

becoming free of those blocks allows greater alignment, is a 

key to success, and brings you closer to the true nature of the 

Wholeness of which you are part. 

 

Choice of Love – Making the choice of Love tells the Universe 

that you accept other people and things (which are also part of 

universal consciousness) and that you are open to and 

engaged in the flow of life with those people and things and the 

associated experiences. Love expands your consciousness and 

your union with the Universe.  Love nurtures healthy 

relationships with the greater wholes that you are part of. 
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Choice of Expression and Creation – Making the choice of 

Expression and Creation reinforces the intention to the 

Universe that you want to express yourself creatively and 

produce desired results in the flow of your life. Doing so with 

the intent to share and be of service to the world around you is 

a powerful expression of wholeness and lets you be your most 

creative self. 

 

Choice of Knowing – At one level, by making the choice of 

Knowing you can simply declare your openness to intuitive 

information and knowing what would otherwise be unknown to 

you without the wholeness of one consciousness. But at a 

deeper level, you can choose to be that which you desire. 

BEING is the most powerful form of intention. We are taught 

that we must learn and change in this order: do, have, and then 

be. But choosing to BE first is the fastest way to doing and 

having because it is the strongest form of conscious creation. 

 

Choice of Wholeness – Making the choice of Wholeness 

declares your intent to align and bond with universal wholeness 

(in both consciousness and the physical expression of 

consciousness) and to support right functioning of yourself and 

the greater wholes around you in the flow of Life. “Right 

functioning” doesn’t refer to right versus wrong (which is totally 

relative to many things and perspectives), but instead means 
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healthy functioning in all aspects and true to your purpose or to 

the purpose of the greater whole of which you are part. 

 

 

Manifesting Based on the Law of Wholeness 

 

If you have read the chapter on The Choice of Expression and 

Creation, you will recognize that the following chapter builds on its 

discussion of manifesting. I have learned that applying the law of 

wholeness and the related principle of conscious creation make 

manifesting even easier and more successful. 

 

When you want to manifest a 

desired result, you have an 

intention to produce some 

effect in your life, and then, 

by taking some action or 

actions, you bring that 

intention into being in the 

form of some result, some change. The intention may be to be a 

certain way, such as to be kinder or more successful. Or the intention 

may be to do something, such as to get a drink of water or climb a 

mountain. Or the intention may be to have something, such as to 

have more money or to have a love relationship with another person.  

 

But intention is not enough – creation requires that we take 

appropriate actions in order to produce intended results. If, for 
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example, you want to be a famous professional baseball player, you 

must play baseball, not just think about playing baseball. (You must 

also have the potential to play baseball at a professional level, but 

let’s not get too technical here.) The point is that taking action is 

important; it is required. 

 

So here I will outline the process of manifesting based on the law of 

wholeness: 

 

First, you must get clear about the results you want to create. I 

discussed this in the earlier chapter, but the key point here is that the 

clearer you are about your desired results, the more successful you 

will be in creating those results. Focus on the end results, not how the 

results will be achieved. 

 

One big reason that causes many people to fail in attempts to 

manifest is constantly changing their minds about what they want. 

Another reason is getting lost in the details of “hows”. A third reason 

is being uncertain and vague about what they really want. Take the 

time to become clear and somewhat specific, and if you really don’t 

know what you want, that may take you a while (maybe weeks or 

even months) – but figure it out. Do it. 

 

Clear intentions strongly held are more likely to produce the intended 

results than unclear intentions or intentions weakly held or intentions 

that are changed. But clear intentions strongly held will produce the 

desired results, although it can take time. You may need to learn new 
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things, and sometimes even other people may need to learn new 

things or make the right things happen in a sequence that takes time. 

Still, the more strongly you intend the result to exist NOW, the more 

rapidly the result will come into existence. 

 

And your desires must be based on a degree of realism. To be a 

famous baseball player, for example, you must be able to play 

professional baseball at a very high skill level which places specific 

restrictions on your age, fitness, baseball training and knowledge, 

baseball playing experience, etc. It can be completely in the realm of 

possibility for a high school player recruited to play baseball in 

college. But it would not be a realistic goal for a 50 year old with no 

baseball experience. 

 

Second, connect to wholeness by thinking of the world as inside your 

consciousness. Think about the people, generally since you may not 

know who they are specifically, who would be most able to help you 

create your desired results. But don’t be too restrictive – be open to 

possibilities, and let the Universe get creative for you. Intend for the 

world to be willing and able to assist you, even if the players are 

unknown to you. 

 

Third, intend the results you desire and visualize them as coming into 

being now, not at some vague time in the future. Feel your desire for 

the end results, and feel the feelings you will have when the intended 

result is produced. The bigger the creation, the more important it is to 

communicate to the field of pure potentiality through clear 
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visualization of the end result and through strong feelings about the 

quality of your desire. 

 

Did you know that you can choose to be that which you desire right 

now? If you want to be wealthy, decide to be wealthy in your inner 

consciousness. Begin to think in terms of wealth and what it would 

feel like and be like. If you want to be happy, decide to be happy in 

your inner consciousness right now. Begin to think in terms of 

happiness and what it is like; think about the good things in your life, 

even if other things you want have not yet appeared. 

 

Choosing to be the kind of person who creates the things you desire 

will help you visualize and feel your desire for the intended results. 

But, more than that, it will help you move, both sub-consciously and 

consciously, towards the desired results, and especially in your 

thoughts, choices, words, and actions. 

 

BEING is the most powerful form of holding an intention and 

directs the creative process through thoughts, feelings, words, 

and actions – as immediate commands, not simple wishes. As 

you probably know by now, choice making is powerful. Being is a 

powerful form of intention and a powerful alignment with wholeness.  

Being begins by simply choosing to be the person you wish to 

become – now and in every moment. 

 

Fourth, feel love and gratitude that your desired result is coming into 

being. When we release an intention into the field of creation, another 
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way to demonstrate your trust in the process is by being genuinely 

loving (i.e., accepting) and genuinely grateful for what you are co-

creating with the Universe. Be grateful before you know the results 

and for as long as it takes. Just as love and gratitude strengthen the 

bond between two people, they strengthen your bond with Life and 

with the higher creative intelligence. 

 

Fifth, take appropriate actions that move you towards your desired 

results. Things must happen to create changes and produce results, 

and you must play your part. In thinking about what action(s) to take, 

focus on the big picture – what the end results most obviously require 

that you do to lead you toward the end results. To win the lottery, you 

must buy a lottery ticket. To write a book, you must know what kind of 

book you want, have knowledge about the subject, develop an 

outline, and write. To get a new professional job, you must update 

your resume, apply for jobs, and post your resume on job sites online 

where recruiters can see you are looking (especially if you are out of 

work).  

 

But beware of getting lost in the myriads of details of “how”. The 

details of how can lead you astray and waste time, but worse, they 

can force you to narrow your path instead of broadening your path to 

more possibilities. Focus instead on actions that will move you 

towards end results NOW. And remember that your thoughts, 

desires, words, and actions are the tools with which you create your 

results and, more broadly, create your life.  
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The Universe arises from One Consciousness in a process that is 

responsive and co-creative to thoughts. The law of attraction says 

that what you think about most of the time will be attracted into your 

life. But understand that thoughts are at the lowest power level of the 

creative process.  

 

Intentions have more creative power than idle thoughts, especially if 

combined with strong desire and visualization of results. Words, 

written or spoken, are thoughts brought into physical being and have 

even more creative power – again especially if combined with strong 

desire and visualization of results.  

 

Actions speak far more powerfully than words. When you take action, 

you put the full force of the co-creative process to work. The Universe 

will join you in taking the right actions, with actions behind the scenes 

and going far beyond what you might even imagine. 

 

Sixth, move into a state of “oneness” with the creative power of 

universal consciousness – that is, be one with the flow of Life and the 

field of creation. Feel the oneness 

and the wholenss, don’t just think 

it. Continue to hold your intention. 

Feel your desire for the result. 

Continue to have faith in the 

process of creation. And be the 

person who has the result coming 

into being right now. 
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Remember, a very powerful way to easily move into oneness is to 

hold the intention in your heart. Your heart is your point of holistic 

connection to the Universe. You will feel your desire for the result 

more strongly, and you will feel it with greater love for yourself and 

the world around you. 

 

Seventh, surrender to the process of creation and trust that the 

process (or God if you will) is already at work creating the results you 

desire. Surrender implies detachment to the specific outcome and 

faith that the Universe is bringing that which you visualized into being. 

 

Big desires often require the correlation (to use Deepak Chopra’s 

term) of an infinite number of events, and that may take a great 

amount of time. But the intelligent living Universe also uses 

synchronicity to assist us in creating what we desire. It can bring 

immediate opportunities that we may not have thought of and ideas 

that will help us produce what we want. When those events occur, we 

must be paying attention and take appropriate action – such as 

contacting the person we thought of, studying an idea that came to 

mind, exploring the job possibility, reading the book that was loaned 

to us, responding to the ad that caught our attention so strongly, etc. 

 

You hold an intention, but do not will it. The distinction is that when 

you will something, you tend to be attached to the outcome. But when 

you have the intention and then surrender to the Universe, you 

detach from the outcome and you let Universal Intelligence handle 
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the details of how it will happen. When you surrender, you trust the 

Universe or God to bring your intention into your experience in the 

best way for you.  

 

*** 

 

What I know is that this is a powerful process. Let me give you some 

personal examples of how I have used the above process of 

manifestation to bring changes and desired results (which I view as 

miracles) into my own life. 

 

 My Wife’s Health – My wife had continuous, disabling migraines 

for many years.  She was an invalid shut in a dark bedroom 

almost all the time. I prayed for her with no result. I intended 

and visualized her being healed, but with little result. I didn’t 

know what to do.  

 

But then I began thinking of her as being healed “within me” – 

that is, within my own consciousness. She suddenly found a 

new doctor who was more helpful. Soon after that, one of the 

pharmaceutical companies discovered a medication that helps 

prevent migraines. My wife got her life back, and I got my wife 

back.  

 

Now you might say that it was a fortunate coincidence, but I 

think it was the Universe responding big time, and it depended 

on my thoughts being more holistic and centered in universal 
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consciousness.  

 

By the way, producing changes and results for others can be 

done, but the other person must want the changes too. And it is 

most easily done if you expand your conscious to take 

responsibility for them, which is essentially the same as 

bringing them and the desired changes into your 

consciousness. 

 

 Landing a New Job – My job (and those of others) were being 

eliminated as part of a departmental reorganization. 

Fortunately, I was given advance notice that it was happening. 

Initially, when I started looking for a new job I was getting very 

little results. But then two things happened: 1) I realized I was 

not connecting to wholeness in an effective way, so I began 

thinking of the world of local recruiters and hiring managers as 

within my consciousness, and 2) several synchronicities made 

me pay attention and realize that my resume needed a 

professional rewrite, and I had that done. I immediately began 

getting phone calls and interviews – with the result that I had a 

good new job lined up and waiting when my old job ended. 

 

 Money – I wanted to bring in more money to build up our 

savings account since I wanted to transition to writing, teaching, 

and coaching about the Law of Wholeness full-time at the first 

opportunity. So I began thinking about how I could do that, but I 

primarily began visualizing the end result of more money (not a 
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specific amount) and within two weeks, my wife and I were 

surprised to receive a large gift of money from her mother 

completely unsolicited. 

 

 Stress Management and Accomplishing More with Less Effort – 

I was a consulting project manager on an IT project for a client 

that became more and more complex and time consuming. I 

was working a huge number of hours to stay on top of all the 

details and coordination, I was stressed, and I wanted to 

escape. But instead I used techniques of active meditation 

(while working during the day) on being filled with wholeness 

and accomplishing more with less effort, and those were the 

results I started to experience. I expanded my thoughts of 

freedom and found that I felt more calm and free, even though 

the project was still there. And surprisingly, my sense of time 

sped up – the work seemed to get done faster and with less 

effort. I successfully completed the project and I have a 

satisfied client. 

 

I hope my description of my manifesting process, using full alignment 

with the process of conscious creation and the Law of Wholeness, 

and my own personal stories were helpful to you.  

 

For your quick reference, here are the 7 keys (steps) to manifesting 

based on the law of wholeness as I described in the process above:  
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 connect to wholeness (thinking of the world as inside your 

consciousness), 

 clarity and visualization of the end results you desire,  

 strong feelings of desire for the results – and remember being 

is the strongest expression of your desire,  

 love and gratitude for the end result that is coming into your 

life, 

 appropriate actions to move yourself forward towards your 

desired result,  

 oneness with the flow of Life and field of creation (by holding 

the intention in your heart), and 

 surrender to the creative power and infinite intelligence of the 

Creative Universe. 
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Co-Creating Changes in Your Life 

 

Hello Good Reader! I’m glad you’ve turned to this chapter, and it 

occurred to me that you might be doing it without having read the rest 

of the book. And that’s a disadvantage because all of the previous 

chapters are there to help prepare you for what this chapter is all 

about – you taking charge 

and creating your dream life!  

 

Now the immediately 

preceding chapter gives you 

quite a bit of detail about the 

process of manifesting. And it 

is time to put the process to use to begin to change your life. So, if 

you haven’t yet read the preceding chapter to learn the process, I 

would recommend doing so now. But if you are anxious to see what I 

say about changing your life, then go ahead – keep reading, but just 

know that you don’t have all the information and knowledge you need 

yet. 

 

This chapter gives you some additional tips about manifesting 

changes in your life, and it provides guidance on some common 

aspects of their lives that people often want to change. Hopefully all 

of them won’t apply to you. But, if they do, don’t despair – just start 

with a few that are most important to you. 
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And before you plunge ahead with creating the rest of your life, let me 

set some expectations for you and give you fair warning. Manifesting 

is a co-creative process. You must do your part, and there is 

learning involved about how to do your part. So don’t jump out of the 

airplane before you’ve gotten instruction on how to use the 

manifesting parachute. 

 

There are many reasons why manifesting does not seem to work 

well, or at least immediately and consistently, for many people. Some 

of the reasons were outlined in the Manifesting Based on the Law of 

Wholeness chapter: 

 

 Not being clear about what you really want. That requires taking 

time to get clear, and especially to be able to visualize and feel 

what the thing you want would be like and mean to you. 

 Not having a strong desire for the thing you think you want. If 

you want it, know why you want it, want it with emotion, feel 

what it will feel like to have it, and know that it is coming to you 

NOW. 

 Not being able to clearly hold the intention to have what you 

really want. It’s not necessary to think about it and hold the 

intention every minute of the waking day or even continuously 

for an hour. After all, you have other things to do in the living of 

life that require your attention. But if you can hold the vision, the 

feeling, and the desire for five minutes, and then come back to 
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the vision, the feeling, and the desire at other times during the 

day, that is what holding intention is. 

 Changing your mind. If you want this, and then later something 

different instead, and then something else instead – that is not 

being clear about what you want. That is starting over at every 

change of mind, and the Universe will probably wait for you to 

decide. 

 Thinking about the “hows” instead of the desired end result. A 

clearly imagined (and felt) end result is far easier for the 

Universe to work with than complicated and limiting 

specifications for how it has to come about. It’s far easier for 

you too. 

 Not being realistic about the goal (desired end result). For 

example, you may want to be beautiful and look younger. If you 

are a 50 year old woman, you can be beautiful and look young 

for your age. But you will not look like a 20 year old – nor 

should you – wear your maturity proudly and with inner beauty. 

Inner beauty always shows through, and that’s what you really 

want. Right? 

 Not taking appropriate actions. Some people have the mistaken 

idea that manifesting will happen just by holding the thought or 

the intention. Nope. Almost every manifestation requires taking 

appropriate actions. This is physical life in the physical world. 

For me, for example, the manifestation – the miracle – of writing 

this book was not that the completed book magically appeared, 

but that the energy, inspiration, ideas, and ability to stay with 

the flow for a long period did magically come to me. It 
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happened when I decided that I absolutely would write this 

book (and the sooner the better)! 

 

Other reasons for manifesting not working were mentioned 

throughout this book. But one of the biggest was discussed in the 

Choice of Freedom chapter – self-limiting or negative beliefs… 

Some examples of self-limiting beliefs are: 

 

 “I don’t deserve it”. Of course you deserve it – you are child 

of God (Infinite Intelligence), and you deserve it as much as 

any other human on the planet. 

 “I’m not worthy”. Same as above. 

 “I can’t do it”. It may be something totally new for you. You 

may need to learn new things. You may need inspiration. 

You may need guidance. But you can do it, especially if 

other people have proven it can be done, if you have a clear 

vision of what it is, and if you desire it enough. 

 “It will take too long”. Certainly it may take time. Most things 

that are worthwhile take some time. But it probably won’t 

take as long as you think. Always intend your desired end 

result NOW. The Universe hears that command and will take 

steps to speed the process up – and sometimes amazing 

miracles really do happen overnight. 

 “It won’t work”. There is the old expression to the effect that 

“If you can imagine it, it can be brought into reality”, and I 

believe that is true. But realistically, it does depend on 
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conditions. Imagining a spaceship with warp drive is a 

possibility, but that depends on developing the technology, 

and that may take centuries or millennia. But for something 

like starting a new business, where it’s one that you have 

some knowledge and related experience in, it can happen 

and you can succeed – especially if you have a clear vision, 

desire, persistence, and adaptability.  

 “I will fail”. You must believe you can manifest your desires. 

You absolutely must love yourself and believe in yourself 

and your worthiness to have what you desire. If you know 

your desire is real and the end result is realistic, then you 

must believe you will succeed. It depends, of course, on 

whether we are talking about something small or large. And 

if it is large, study it, learn about it, grow with it, until you do 

know you can succeed. Let’s be real, though, sometimes 

things outside your control can cause you to fail. But believe 

someone who knows from past experience (me), failures are 

not all bad because they teach you something, and every 

failure helps you prepare for your future success. 

 

So study the above and learn about some of the common things that 

can keep you from creating what you want in your life. These are 

helpful things to watch out for, avoid, and learn to think about 

differently. 

 

But enough with the reasons why manifesting might not work for you 

or why self-limiting beliefs might get in your way. Instead, know that 
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the Universe is infinitely intelligent, abundant, loving, and creative. 

The process of conscious creation works this way: If you do your part 

in holding the intention of what you want and taking appropriate 

action, the Universe will do its part of working with you to bring it into 

your experience.  

 

Remember that Wholeness is a fullness… It is full of the potentiality 

and creativity of pure consciousness, and through the flow of Life, it 

holds infinite possibilities. Therefore, wholeness gives you the power 

to choose and the power to change yourself and your life. 

 

The Universe serves you because you are It, and It is you. Why 

wouldn’t It help you create what both of you desire? You are self 

within Self, individual consciousness within Universal Consciousness, 

spiritual human being within Divine and Infinite Being. That is the 

wonder that is you! 

 

*** 

 

Before we go on, let me remind you that the strongest form of 

intention is to be that which you desire. For example, if you wish 

to be the best teacher in the world, begin to be that teacher right now. 

Commit to it – because you know that it will bring much good to your 

community and your future students. Feel it in your body; believe it in 

your mind; know it in your soul (which is spirit/consciousness). Then 

live true to your purpose.  
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And as you hold that intention day by day, month by month, year by 

year, you will learn to be that person. You will learn what you need to 

learn. You will instinctively do what you need to do. Being the person 

you intend to be, right from the start, forces you to become that future 

desired you. Envision your future self, and then begin to be that 

person. 

 

So what would you like to change in your life? 

 

Here are some possible life changes you might consider and some 

brief but hopefully useful and valuable suggestions for how to work 

with the Universe to make them happen. I’ve covered eight common 

scenarios for change: 

 

 Unhappy  Happy with Your Self and Your Life 

 Not Enough Money  More Money, Abundance 

 Depression  Feeling Energized about Life 

 No Love Relationship  Being with Your Soul Mate 

 No Love Relationship  Having a Partner to Love 

 Poor/Mediocre Health  Good Health, Feeling Fit 

 Loneliness  Good Times with Friends and Family 

 Unemployed  Working in a Good Job 

 

Read those that interest you, but I think you can learn something from 

all of them. 
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Unhappy  Happy with Your Self and Your Life 

 

Let me begin with the question of happiness. Your first priority for 

yourself should be to be happy most of the time. Are you?  

 

When you are unhappy with yourself or with your life, you feel 

miserable and probably aren’t much fun to be around. Nor are you 

likely to be your most productive and creative self. But if you are 

happy you feel good, life is bearable even if many other things are 

lacking, and you will naturally be more engaged in life, creative, and 

effective at what you do. 

 

Are you unhappy with your life? If so, perhaps you have set 

unreasonable conditions for your happiness. It’s actually a very 

common problem because we know, of course, that we would be 

perfectly happy with wealth, a great love relationship, financial 

freedom to do what we want, your dream job, lots of vacations, etc. 

But those perfect conditions may be a long time coming. It is far 

better to be happy now and not wait for everything to be perfect. Start 

right now… 

 

Begin by paying attention to your relationship with yourself, with Life, 

and with being happy. When you don’t pay attention to the things that 

are most important to you – your happiness and enjoyment of life – 

they quickly get lost in all the details and busyness of life. Don’t wait 

for happiness. Being happy is so important to our wellbeing and 
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to a good life, that we should choose happiness now and 

always.  

 

And what do we mean by happiness? Simply this – happiness is 

feeling good about yourself and about life generally. You feel good 

about yourself when you accept yourself and love yourself as you 

are. You know you have the potential to do great things, and that time 

is coming. But, as part of Universal Consciousness (God), you are 

totally acceptable and lovable now and always. Accept yourself now!  

 

You feel good about Life when you go with the flow of life and trust 

your Divine Self to move you in the direction of greater happiness and 

greater wholeness through service to the Whole. Accept Life now! 

 

Do not wait for this thing (the perfect job) or that thing (the perfect 

love relationship) or some other thing (enough money) to be happy. 

Instead choose to be happy now for yourself, your own wellbeing, 

and simply because you share in the Divinity of Life itself and its 

wonderfully creative flow that is filled with pure potentiality.  

 

If you have been reading this book, you know by now the importance 

of conscious choice making… You simply need to make the choice to 

be happy without placing conditions on it. Choose to feel good about 

yourself unconditionally for you are worthy of happiness now. Choose 

to feel good about Life now for, through the flow of life, you will 

accomplish your dreams. 
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Choose to be happy now, this very minute. As soon as you do, it sets 

the tone for the rest of the day. You feel good, and you expect life to 

be good. When you get up in the morning, choose to be happy for 

yourself and others, and it will empower you to enjoy the Flow of Life 

and its infinite possibilities. As soon as you include others in your 

happiness and desire happiness for them, you are thinking and acting 

holistically. It expands your state of consciousness and magnifies 

your happiness.  

 

Remind yourself periodically during the day to choose happiness for 

yourself and others, and you will immediately feel the power of 

wholeness. And every time you do, your ability to live consciously and 

creatively grows.  

 

Choose to love yourself always and to love Life always. When you do 

that, you accept yourself as you are in this moment, and you accept 

your life as it is right now. And those things bring happiness to you 

and indirectly to those around you. Being happy is the basis of living 

a great life – it empowers you to create wholeness (happiness 

expanded) within yourself and your environment. 

 

Wake up! Be happy. Feel life flowing through you and all around you. 

Feeling life is what happiness is all about. Know that you choose 

happiness right now for yourself and others, and that makes you feel 

good physically, emotionally, and spiritually. Well, doesn’t it? (It 

makes me feel good, and I don’t think I’m all that different from you – 

except that I’ve practiced making spiritual choices for a longer time.)  
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And know that choosing happiness is a spiritual choice – it is a basic 

choice, a simple choice about what’s important to you and your 

Higher Self – because when you are happy you share your happiness 

with the world. It’s contagious and expansive in nature. And that’s a 

very good thing. 

 

Not Enough Money  More Money, Abundance 

 

Everyone wants more money. It is normal and natural. Yet many 

people, often subconsciously, block themselves from having more 

money because of negative beliefs that money is bad or evil or wrong 

(especially for spiritual people). Or perhaps you believe that money is 

hard to attain, or that it won’t come to you for a thousand other 

reasons.  

 

The scarcity paradigm is very prevalent in the world. And it takes a 

higher perspective to see that the Universe truly is abundant – as 

demonstrated by Life itself in all its physical expressions and forms, 

the magic of creative consciousness, energy, ideas, money, and 

much more. New money is being created steadily because humans 

have a huge demand for new and better things, and for new and 

better services. Money flows continuously, and the flow expands and 

grows as human creativity grows. 

 

So pay special attention to your relationship with money. Come to be 

very clear that money is good for you and everyone, for it is an 
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enabler of life. It helps to see that its purpose is to support the 

expanding flow of human life AND to express appreciation for life 

received (in the form of information, services, and things). When you 

pay for something, stop and realize that you truly are grateful for that 

thing, whatever it is. Gas in your car lets you drive where you want to 

go. Cell phone service lets you communicate with family and friends. 

Cable TV lets you be informed and entertained. You get the idea. 

 

Choose to be a person who uses money to support the flow of your 

life. Feel the goodness of money. Envision it flowing to you, easily 

and continuously. Don’t get wrapped up in the details of how that will 

happen, but keep the intention, the mental picture, and the feeling of 

money flowing to you and your bank account growing as a result. 

 

Now as you become clearer about the divineness of money and why 

you appreciate it, let the intention stay strong and let your desire 

grow. Think of yourself as an abundant person who attracts money 

because you bring value to others in the form of the work you do, 

your abilities and knowledge, and the kind of person you are. What 

will happen is that opportunities for money to flow to you will begin to 

expand in your life – in the form of opportunities for better paying 

jobs, ideas for making money in your spare time, money gifts from 

family, and so on. Don’t lock in to winning the lottery as your only 

choice, but let the creative Universe help you. And don’t be surprised 

if one of your natural talents or one of your hobbies becomes a 

source of new income. 
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Also, when thinking about abundance, think in terms of having an 

abundance of all good things, not just money. Money is great, but you 

want more than that. For example: love, friends, family, happiness, 

health, work you enjoy, knowledge, accomplishment, laughter, joy, 

fun, sex, music, success… (You get the idea. Go for it!) 

 

Depression  Feeling Energized about Life 

 

On the subject of depression, I must first point out that depression 

can have physical causes, so please see your doctor and talk about 

what you are experiencing. Physical causes should be investigated 

and treated if present.  

 

But, I know for a fact that depression can be caused by psychological 

or emotional causes. Negative events in your life accumulate to 

convince you that you can’t handle the problems, that things are 

never going to get better, and worst of all that there is nowhere to turn 

and no one who loves you. These feelings especially cause 

depression if you just can’t find a way to tell anyone about your 

problems because you’re afraid you may be having some kind of 

emotional or mental breakdown and you may (undeservedly) feel 

shame with those thoughts.  

 

Sound familiar? Depression often results when you think continuously 

about past failures or all the things wrong with your life, you buy in to 

negative and self-limiting beliefs (such as those just mentioned), and 

you get stuck there (literally) because you just can’t find the energy to 
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do anything positive about it. So you hide away by yourself and sleep 

as an escape mechanism. 

 

The first step is to force yourself to break out of do-nothing mode, and 

the best way to do that is to get physical exercise – take a nice brisk 

walk out doors if the weather permits, and notice the vibrancy of 

nature and of Life unfolding. Keep walking long enough that you can 

actually feel the darkness lifting from your soul, and feel the light of 

the sun and/or of Divine Being shining in and lightening your spirit. 

Commit yourself to get physical exercise for at least 30 minutes once 

every day. Use some kind of physical exercise to get yourself going in 

the morning, and again in the evening after work to break the 

depression cycle when you are stressed out and tired. 

 

Now pay special attention to your relationship with your self and with 

the world. Know that you are part of a loving and creative God; you 

just haven’t awakened to that fact yet. You are a spiritual being here 

on Earth, at your own choosing, as individual consciousness within 

the greater Universal Consciousness. Because things haven’t gone 

the way you desire does not mean you are incapable or a failure, nor 

is the world against you – it simply means that you do not yet know 

the things you are capable of and how to create that which you 

desire. You must open to your Higher Self for guidance and learn to 

grow into the more powerful and wonderful you that will come. 

 

Choose to be a powerful and adaptive person who is capable of great 

things. Know that your Highest Self is a hidden resource that is 
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always there within you and from it you can draw on infinite 

intelligence and creativity to help you. And the Universe, Life, and this 

world are part of the wholeness of universal consciousness, and it will 

help you change in positive directions if you learn to become clear 

about what you want for yourself and to focus your intentions on 

experiencing those changes.  

 

Choose to open to the changes you desire – away from depression 

and negative beliefs and toward feeling energized and positive about 

yourself and about your life. Choose to shift to a higher perspective 

where you can begin to see that you are powerful and capable, know 

it in your soul, and feel your power and energy. Choose to experience 

wholeness of body, mind, and spirit now. Choose to experience Life 

now in all its goodness. 

 

Ask your Highest Self for answers, help, and to feel its pure love for 

yourself, for it is ever ready to give it to you if you are open to it. Know 

that the changes are already happening – go within and feel your 

energy and excitement, and feel the changes you desire coming into 

being starting right now! 

 

No Love Relationship  Being with Your Soul Mate 

 

I was fortunate in that, somehow, miraculously, my soul mate and I 

found each other in our early twenties, and that was long before I 

knew about synchronicities and manifesting. But it was certainly a 
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synchronicity and a manifestation of the best kind, and I will tell you 

the story in one of my future audio programs. 

 

Unfortunately, I know that many people haven’t found their “soul 

mate”, the partner who helps make them feel empowered, and who 

they can live with for the rest of their life. Those people are searching 

for that one other person to share the living of their life with. And I 

believe there is someone special for them, and it is not necessarily 

just anyone that they may happen to meet, like, and fall in love with. 

You can “fall in love” with many people, but a soul mate is unique. 

 

Begin to pay attention to your relationships with yourself, with Life, 

and with your purpose in Life. That means first discovering your 

purpose if you don’t already know what it is, and it may well emerge 

through spiritual exploration. Your true purpose is spiritual because it 

is based in divine consciousness and through it you will serve the 

world with talents that are unique to you. Serving your purpose will 

bring you your greatest happiness and joy and should be the intention 

you hold highest. 

 

Your calling will come to you, and you will know it for what it is – your 

purpose in Life. It may come to you upon awakening at night, as it did 

for me, as a clear message from Divine Intelligence. But, however it 

comes to you, hold the intention to know your purpose and eventually 

you will know it, and when you do, choose to be the person you need 

to be to serve that purpose. Feel the purpose, feel the person you are 

meant to become, and know that you will become that person. And let 
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that knowing, that simple expression of you with a purpose, radiate 

out into the world. 

 

That knowing of who you are in that moment and who you will 

become will set in motion events that will help you serve your 

purpose. Ask the Universe to bring to you all knowledge, things, and 

people that will help you serve your purpose – and among those 

people will be your soul mate. Know and trust that Divine Intelligence 

(God) will indeed guide you to find your soul mate, and you will know 

without a doubt when you meet that special person. 

 

And one other bit of advice: As you move forward, your purpose and 

your soul mate will become important results that you wish to have 

and serve in your life. Along the way, you will meet people whom you 

may have romantic relationships with. But you will clearly know 

whether that other person is the soul mate you are looking for.  

 

No Love Relationship  Having a Partner to Love 

 

Not everyone is necessarily looking for their perfect soul mate. They 

may simply want to find someone who is a nice person of the right 

sex, reasonably mature, fun to be with, and a good partner for you to 

be with and spend most or all your time with at your stage in life. That 

requires someone with whom you like enough and have enough in 

common that you can enjoy each other thoroughly, talk about life, 

have fun doing things together, share the normal kinds of daily life 
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things – shopping, cooking, eating, living together, taking care of your 

place, paying bills, being with friends and family, etc.  

 

And ideally, you want to be lovers with that other person, not just a 

friend (although being best friends is also great). You want the both of 

you to be totally and happily in love with the other. Right? Well, of 

course! 

 

If finding a love relationship has been difficult for you, you need to 

examine your relationships with yourself. Do you have difficulty in 

fully loving yourself? Why is that? Do you want other people to love 

you even though you don’t love you? Remember you are part of God, 

and therefore you are totally worthy of being loved and of loving 

others, and you are loved completely and unconditionally by a divine 

and infinite being.  

 

Begin by forgiving yourself completely for anything that you feel was 

or is less than your expectations of yourself. The Universal 

Consciousness does not ask or expect you to be perfect. So forgive 

yourself, appreciate yourself, and love yourself – you who are part of 

that divine and infinite being.  

 

Also examine your relationships with other people. Are you open with 

and trusting of other people, based on equality of how you view 

yourself and them? You may have been hurt, perhaps even greatly, 

by other people in any number of ways in the past. But people have a 

way of holding on to hurt and blaming their faults on those hurts and 
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on other people, and you may be one of those people. If so, it is time 

to give up the blame game and instead take responsibility for what 

you want in your life, not on what happened in the past.  

 

Ask Universal Consciousness to fill you with love and forgiveness, so 

that you can redirect it inward to forgive yourself and outward to 

forgive others. Choose right now to forgive each and every one who 

has hurt you – completely and honestly now and forever. This may be 

difficult if you’ve not yet learned and mastered forgiveness, so stay 

with it (even if takes days or weeks) until you can let go of the past. 

Don’t hang on to the hurts, which are in the past, but instead begin 

building the future you and the future life you want to start now.  

 

Envision that future life as completely fulfilling, happy, and filled to the 

brim with love. Choose that new you and that new life! Be that loving 

person beginning this instant. Know you can create the life you want. 

Feel what the love and future life will feel like for you. Imagine it and 

feel it coming into being right now – complete with the loving partner 

you are seeking! 

 

Remind yourself of your intentions multiple times each day, and know 

and trust that you are bringing them into reality. For as you hold on to 

your intentions for a better you, a better life, and a loved one, you will 

begin to change day by day and week by week into that person who 

is lovable and loving, capable of a life fully lived and of attracting a 

friend and lover. The Universe wants you to have those things too! 
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You will attract good people into your life, and among those you will 

find your love partner. 

 

Poor/Mediocre Health  Good Health, Feeling Fit 

 

As we grow older, our physical health tends to decline. We accept it 

as a natural part of aging, but we shouldn’t. Believing that our health 

will get worse as we get older is part of the problem. What you 

believe is what you will create. Poor or mediocre health affects all 

areas of our life because it is often accompanied by aches and pains 

that slow us down, distract us from being fully engaged in our work, 

negatively impacts our sex life, causes us to be more sedentary, and 

so on. 

 

Instead we must intend and expect to be healthy always because 

good health is an enabler of living life actively and joyfully, embracing 

life in all its moments, interacting with people with enthusiasm, and 

being able to respond to life’s challenges with energy, fresh 

perspective, and creativity. When we are healthy, we have a positive 

outlook, can function optimally, and are able to fully engage in Life. 

 

How can you turn yourself around from having poor or mediocre 

health and knowing it is negatively impacting your life to instead 

having good health and feeling great, capable, and powerful? 

 

Begin to pay attention to your relationship to your body and to your 

health in all aspects. If you want to be physically and mentally fit, 
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feeling great, and being your most capable and powerful, you must 

decide to live in a way that supports being healthy. The biggest 

factors in that are eating and drinking wisely, getting enough and the 

right kind of exercise, managing stress, and getting enough rest and 

sleep at night. And it all begins with deciding to be healthy and 

knowing the consequences of not maintaining healthiness – it 

negatively impacts your whole life. 

 

So choose wholeness in body, mind, and spirit and seek to nurture all 

three aspects of yourself, while balancing those aspects and 

integrating them into an optimally functionally human being. Just like 

being happy (which is mental and emotional health), being healthy 

should be a top priority in your conscious choice making. Choose to 

be happy and healthy always. As you hold that intention until it 

becomes a habit, you will take a greater interest in health, learn what 

good health really is and what promotes it, and you will become 

healthier day by day and month by month. 

 

From my own experience, I would strongly recommend walking at a 

brisk pace for at least 30 minutes daily. I am amazed every day how 

invigorated and energized I am after my walk. Actually, the result is 

very much the same as a runner’s high (and there is a distinct 

difference between what you feel after 15 minutes versus 30-45 

minutes). But it is incredibly healthy. You can complement the 

walking with other forms of exercises, of course, such as yoga, 

stretching, weights, etc. 
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Also from my own experience, I would recommend changing to a 

(mostly) vegetarian diet. The build-up of fat in the body from eating a 

lot of meat and other animal products has many negative effects. 

Eliminating the fat intake lets you manage your weight more 

effectively, lets you get higher quality nutrients from fruits and 

vegetables, and allows you to eat a better balance of whole foods 

with more trace minerals, microbiotics, and so on. Probably the most 

amazing discovery for me was that after the body begins to clean out 

the fat build-up, including from your taste buds, food tastes better and 

a good variety in your vegetarian diet is just tastier and more 

enjoyable. 

 

Of course, you will want to minimize or moderate your alcohol intake 

and especially avoid the effects (hangovers, lack of clear thinking, 

etc.) of too much alcohol. But I enjoy one beer or glass of wine with 

the evening meal, and you can too. During the day, drink plenty of 

fresh water and keep soft drinks to an absolute minimum. If you are 

like me, you might like a cup of green tea, and I enjoy peppermint tea 

in the afternoon or evening. 

 

When you feel stress that is negative, choose instead to feel peace, 

then freedom, and then your own inherent power to respond 

consciously, creatively, and abundantly. I know that sounds overly 

simplistic, but once you learn to feel those states of being in 

sequence – peace, freedom, power – you can dissipate or reduce 

stress quickly. 
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Choose to be healthy always. Know that when you hold that intention 

and act accordingly, you will get healthier and better able to deal with 

stress day by day, and you will feel healthier and more alive. Your 

improved health will benefit all areas of your life – your work, your 

play, your relationships, and your appreciation of life itself! 

 

In fact – you can choose to effectively get younger. But that requires 

you to examine and change your expectations and beliefs about 

aging. Know that you can reverse the effects of unhealthy habits, and 

get healthier, fitter, and feel and act younger. Believe me, it will 

definitely change your life for the better!  

 

Loneliness  Good Times with Friends and Family 

 

For some people, the thing they would most like to change is their 

feeling lonely and separated from other people and the world. 

Loneliness can lead to isolation, inactivity, boredom, and depression, 

and all those things compound their loneliness. Introverted or shy 

people can tend to be more susceptible to being lonely. 

 

Do you go straight from work to home, and then find yourself feeling 

increasingly lonely and blue as the evening passes? Then I think you 

need to lay out a program for yourself to keep active, give yourself a 

chance to meet and interact with other people, learn new things, do 

interesting things, have fun, and focus on yourself and the world 

around you. Find that part of you that wants to engage in life. Once 
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you begin to do it and force yourself to stay with the program, you will 

feel a shift happening and a new, more joyful you emerging. 

 

Start by paying special attention to your relationship with Life and the 

world around you. What do you enjoy doing? What are the things you 

find interesting? Do you have hobbies? What kind of people do you 

like to be around? Do you have friends? Do you have family nearby 

that you would like to be with more often? Are there new things you 

would like to learn and do – learning to play guitar, participating in 

community theatre, taking golf lessons, learning a foreign language, 

working out under guidance of a fitness coach, volunteering at a 

hospital or church, or working with a life coach? 

 

Play with these ideas – brainstorm and make lists of possibilities. And 

then begin to lay out a plan and a schedule. Maybe meet with friends 

or family at least once a week or on some regular schedule. Plan to 

attend meetings or social events that give you the chance to meet 

and interact with people on some regular schedule. Make plans to do 

things that get you out and do interesting things, and get physical 

exercise and mental stimulation, on some regular schedule. You get 

the idea! 

 

Now choose consciously and intentionally to engage in Life! Choose 

to be an interesting person who enjoys life and finds happiness in 

being with other people. Feel the joy of interacting with the world and 

learning new things. Know that you have things to offer to the world, 
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and it has endless things to offer you. Choose to embrace life and put 

your program into action. 

 

Now, don’t get me wrong, you can certainly choose to be more free-

wheeling and spontaneous. But I would strongly recommend to 

people feeling lonely and disconnected to lay out a program for 

yourself that forces you to get out, connect with people, have fun, and 

engage in life with some regularity of activities. 

 

When you follow your program (which encapsulates a vision of 

yourself spending time happily with people and enjoying life), you will 

feel life take on new meaning, you will grow, you will be happier with 

life and happier with yourself, and you will see the world in a whole 

new light. Choose Life! And you will feel yourself actively engaged in 

the world rather than separate from it. 

 

Unemployed  Working in a Good Job 

 

I am well-qualified to write about going from being unemployed to 

working in a good job, since I have done it a number of times in my 

career. I will tell you about a particularly difficult experience I had with 

that in Part 4 (which changed my life). But I have been laid off in 

downsizings, rightsizings, mergers, corporate reorganizations, and 

leveraged buyouts – and sometimes finding the next job can be a 

challenge. 
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When the period of unemployment becomes long, you get into 

financial difficulties, and even more serious and damaging, you can 

get into psychological difficulties in which your fears, negative 

thinking, and desperation work against you in finding and landing that 

much needed job. I know, I’ve been there. If you start believing that 

you won’t get the interviews or won’t get the job offers, then that is 

exactly what will happen. Changing your thinking becomes the critical 

thing to getting and keeping that great new job. 

 

So begin by paying special attention to your relationship with job 

hunting and with work. First, realize that you have skills, knowledge, 

and experience that has value to employers, and you need to get 

clear about your value. What is it that you do very well? What do you 

do better than anyone else? What can you do that will make an 

employer more successful by hiring you? 

 

Examine your beliefs about yourself and your capabilities and work to 

wipe away the negatives and self-limiting beliefs you may have 

accumulated. Come to know what you are capable of, recall every 

one of your successes in previous positions, and envision how you 

will be and what you will do when you deliver similar or even greater 

successes for a new employer. Feel what it will be like when you find 

the perfect job for you and when you will help that company by doing 

what you do. Begin to be the person who will find that perfect job and 

who will do it very well, demonstrating your value from your first day 

on the job. 
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Now you must market yourself and your capabilities (your value) to 

potential employers, and you may need help with that. One of the 

worst decisions I ever made was paying thousands of dollars to a firm 

to “market” me to recruiters and potential hiring companies, and I got 

no results. Don’t do that – you must market and sell yourself and your 

value to employers. You’re the only one who knows what you can do.  

 

But one of the best decisions I ever made was paying a few hundred 

dollars to a professional resume writer to turn my resume into a much 

more appealing marketing piece – complete with a good tag line. In 

my case, I went from getting very few responses to my resume 

posted online to getting multiple calls and emails per day. And that 

may bring responses for you too. 

 

Make sure you know yourself and your talents, and that you believe 

in the value you can bring to an employer clearly and totally. Then 

you must be able to talk about your skills, give examples of how you 

have used those skills for other companies, and be able to 

summarize the value/benefit you provided in each example. When 

you know yourself and believe in yourself, you will easily be able to 

speak about yourself and your capabilities with conviction and clarity. 

You will be totally coherent in your voice, explanations, and body 

language. And that makes a huge difference in both phone and in-

person interviews. But you must know yourself and believe in 

yourself. 
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Be the person who knows your own talents and potential and who will 

bring benefits to any company, and know you will find a job that is 

perfect for you. In your consciousness, connect to the consciousness 

of hiring managers in the city or area around you, and hold the 

intention and vision of working in the perfect job, doing great work 

and delivering great value to that employer. The clearer you are in 

your belief in yourself and in visualizing the perfect job, the more 

rapidly that job will materialize in your life.  

 

*** 

 

For whatever you want to have in your life, dream big and envision 

the end results that you desire coming to you. Begin to be the new 

you right now – and as you hold the vision and intention, whatever it 

is, you will learn the things you need to learn, you will take right 

(appropriate) actions, and you will grow into the new you and the new 

life you desire.  

 

And here is the big secret about how to change your life for the 

better… The big traps in life that almost everyone falls into that lead 

to frustration and unhappiness are these: 

 

 Lack of clarity about what you want, and 

 Reacting to life instead of embracing it and taking it where you 

want to go. 
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So, if you want to create the life you want, you need to address these 

two big life traps head on. How do you do that? 

 

1. Get very clear about what you want in life. Take your time 

exploring your ideas, but eventually get totally clear. The 

clearer you are about what you want and why, the better. 

Imagine what it would look like, and more importantly, what it 

will feel like when you bring your dream life into reality. 

2. Once you are clear about what you want, make those end 

results your goals, envision them, feel them, and get proactive 

about experiencing them firsthand in the future. Get proactive 

by 1) holding the intention to achieve your goals, 2) feeling the 

end results as if they are happening now, and 3) taking actions 

that will move you in the right direction. But remember, partner 

with the Universe – you don’t have to worry about every step 

and every little detail along the way. Focus on the end results 

and take action, and the Universe will help you in 

surprising ways! 

3. If you have gotten clear about what you want and you are being 

proactive but your results still aren’t living up to your 

expectations, you may have subconscious beliefs holding you 

back. You must explore those and if discovered lurking within 

your thinking, work on them. Or you may be stuck in a self-

limiting mental model of the world, in which case you must find 

ways to step back and begin to see the world from a higher and 

wider (and in terms of consciousness, deeper) perspective. The 

chapters on “Co-Creating Changes in Your Life” or “A Deeper 
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Look into the Law of Wholeness” may help you make the 

needed shift in perspective. 
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PART 4 – Living Consciously, Creatively, and 
Abundantly 
 

I would not be sharing my stories, techniques, and information about 

my spiritual exploration and personal changes with you if I did not 

know without the slightest doubt that this “spiritual stuff” works. Spirit 

is the essence of Being – the core and source of Life itself – and 

spirituality is getting to know Spirit, which is your Highest Self.  

 

The ultimate goal of spirituality is to develop a relationship with Divine 

Being – a relationship that allows you to know and accept yourself, to 

know and embrace God, and to participate fully in Life and the 

process of conscious creation. 

 

This “spirituality stuff” is powerful, inspiring, life changing, and what 

your human self and your Higher Self (your soul) want you to be, do, 

and have. Life is to be experienced. But when Life is embraced and 

participated in consciously, creatively, and abundantly, it is lived well. 

 

Wholeness is living life well, creating your dreams, enjoying it fully, 

and being a partner with the Universal Conscious and with the whole 

world, which is its divine expression. 
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So here in Part 4, I want to tell you more about my experience of 

spiritual exploration, discovery, and awakening, and what it has 

meant to me.  I want to tell you in a way that you can relate to and 

that you can use to change your life and achieve your own spiritual 

and practical life goals. You can live life consciously, creatively, and 

also abundantly. And I want to speed up the process for you so that is 

much shorter for you than it was for me. 

 

 

How Wholeness Develops 

 

I use the word “wholeness” in different ways in different contexts – for 

such is the nature of wholeness in all its meanings, breadth, and 

spiritual and practical complexity. Wholeness is a state of being, a 

state of awareness, a degree of unity with the world and with life, 

being healthy in all 

aspects, the process 

of becoming whole, 

the state of oneness of 

the Universe, the 

physical realm held 

within One 

Consciousness, the 

underlying energy that creates and fills Life and all of existence, and 

a synonym for the Universe/God/Divine Being. To me wholeness 

means all of those things and much more. 
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During my spiritual exploration, I was not just reading about concepts 

and ideas, I was attempting to apply what I was learning in my own 

spiritual practice, in my living my life with all its practical aspects, and 

all the while attempting to grow as a human being.  

 

If you have read Ken Wilber’s books about evolution of 

consciousness, or especially his work Integral Spirituality, then you 

will know that human development in all areas, including 

consciousness, goes through stages in which new states of being are 

experienced in a continuously iterative process. Learning and growth 

is an upward spiral, and that is what I experienced, especially over 

the last 10 years or so.  

 

When I first began, over the first 6 or 7 years, I was reading a 

diversity of books and listening to equally diverse audio programs, 

and just absorbing. Because my thinking style is an equal mix of 

analysis and synthesis, I needed to build a base of knowledge to 

draw from. 

 

For the most part, I did not identify with a particular author or spiritual 

teacher and chose not to follow just one person, one guru, or one 

school of thought. I wanted ideas from many sources. And I think that 

was a wise choice on my part. 

 

Now, as I said, I did try to apply the different ideas and techniques 

that I was studying in my life and in my spiritual practice which was 
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already well established around meditation and contemplation. When 

I was only a few years out of college I had experienced stress and 

what I called “nervousness”. And I ended up learning a form of 

transcendental meditation (from books) that worked extremely well for 

me – silently repeating the word/sound “om” – it gave me calmness 

and focus which I greatly needed. 

 

And so I began to go inward in meditation and develop spiritually. 

One of the key books that I liked to turn to frequently was The Seven 

Spiritual Laws of Success by Deepak Chopra. His seven spiritual 

laws are: 

 

 The Law of Pure Potentiality 

 The Law of Giving 

 The Law of “Karma” or Cause and Effect 

 The Law of Least Effort 

 The Law of Intention and Desire 

 The Law of Detachment 

 The Law of “Dharma” or Purpose in Life 

 

The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success is a wonderful little book that I 

would recommend to you. Over the years, I read and re-read the 

chapters often, and I contemplated the laws regularly, and in so doing 

I learned a great deal from them. His seven laws are, in my opinion, 

basic truth and contain valuable lessons about connecting with our 

spiritual nature. 
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For me, the experience of awakening to wholeness was not 

instantaneous but rather was a process of steps in which I became 

more and more aware of the wholeness of Life. The more aware I 

became of what wholeness is and means, and the more I was able to 

apply the Law of Wholeness, the more I was then able to experience 

its qualities in my life – a peace, love, expansiveness, healthiness, 

growing abundance, connection to all of Life, knowing that I have 

infinite resources within me, and especially happiness and joy. 

 

I choose Wholeness and its many aspects anew every day. 

Wholeness is expansive, and I choose to feel that expansiveness 

opening my mind and my body. Wholeness includes the infinite 

intelligence which enables galaxies, planets, and human beings to 

evolve and exist, and I choose to feel that infinite intelligence healing, 

energizing, and renewing my body, mind, and spirit. 

 

It is important to understand that wholeness – the essence of 

Life and Universal Consciousness – exists in its Divine, creative 

and infinite power everywhere in the Universe and in every one 

of us already. But we block that from our experience and knowledge 

through beliefs that we’ve acquired by growing up in a world that 

seems to be fragmented, non-holistic in almost every way, and in 

which we especially believe we are separate from God. We think we 

are merely flotsam on the River of Life rather than choosers of our 

experience in Life. So, we do have to learn to let go of or change our 

negative beliefs. 
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One key to experiencing wholeness is to CHOOSE WHOLENESS, 

open to it, welcome it. You must intend wholeness to come into your 

experience and stay. And, in order to do that, you must 1) learn that 

you can choose what you want to come into your experience, 2) learn 

or imagine what wholeness is in order to choose and visualize it, and 

3) trust in God and the continuous process of conscious creation. 

 

But a second key is to go into deep meditation and seek to connect 

with, know, and experience wholeness directly. It is much more 

powerful and will greatly speed the process because it is at the level 

of One Consciousness rather than your conscious mind. 

 

Wholeness, as I experienced it personally, gave me an ever-

increasing sense of being more integrated and creative as a human 

being and, at the same time, more aligned and united with God, with 

Life, and with the Universe as a whole. It was not an instantaneous 

awakening into a fully-developed sense of wholeness – instead it was 

a process of 

growing more 

deeply into it in a 

series of steps.  

 

But all the while, 

wholeness has 

become an ever-
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more embracing, powerful, and continuous experience in my life. It is 

no longer a fleeting state of awareness. I can choose to feel the 

presence and joy of wholeness at any time, and with practice so can 

you. 

 

One of the ways I choose to express wholeness is to be full of light 

and love that I can silently share with specific people, or with my IT 

project team, or with the whole world. By the way, spiritual light can 

be thought of as physical light, but it is also the light of Divine Being – 

pure being, awareness, and infinite intelligence – so it is always worth 

bringing into your spiritual self, your physical body, and your 

environment. 

 

Sometimes I choose to be full of light, letting my chakras flow with 

maximum energy and expanding my inner energy field and then my 

aura, which is my external body energy field.  

 

Sometimes I choose to experience “enlightenment” by becoming full 

of the light of One Consciousness and feeling it expand my whole 

physical and spiritual being. I practice feeling the expansiveness and 

awareness and I let the light steadily grow within me and around me. 

Then, knowing and feeling that I am one with Divine Being, at that 

point I often do the following exercise that I call “Healing My Self”: 

 

 I focus on my self (my core being, my body, and the immediate 

space around me) – I say the word “light” (as a trigger), and I 

choose to fill and surround myself with radiant (sometimes 
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pulsing) light. I say the word “forgiveness”, and I forgive myself 

and anyone and everyone who ever hurt me. I say the word 

“love”, and I love myself and I feel God’s love. I say the word 

“healing”, and I am filled with the healing of infinite intelligence 

in body, emotions, mind, and spirit. And lastly I say the word 

“wholeness”, and I fill my self with wholeness; I expand to be 

one with Life; I expand to be one with mankind and collective 

human consciousness; and I expand to be one with God, the 

One Consciousness.  

 

I would recommend doing this exercise as a way of experiencing and 

developing wholeness within yourself, and especially the ability to 

shift your awareness from small self to greater Self. 

 

I believe that, with practice, wholeness will become a valuable and 

powerful experience and influence in your life – especially if you 

embrace Life, practice the seven spiritual choices, and practice 

expanding the aspects of wholeness, including the law of wholeness, 

in your life each day. 

 

Wholeness manifests itself in a person’s life as: 

 

 A greater sense of integration and balance as a being who 

consists of body, mind, and spirit 

 A greater sense of being part of something much larger than 

just you as an individual human being – part of something that 

is Divine, filled with creative Life, and eternal 
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 A growing love for yourself, family and friends, and for the 

whole of Life 

 Improved health that comes from a growing desire to function at 

your optimum, which in turn comes from knowing yourself to be 

a person with a purpose to serve others in this world using your 

unique talents 

 A stronger and clearer sense of knowing what you want in Life 

and, as you grow in alignment and unity with the Universe, 

steady growth in happiness and personal success (by that, I 

mean in the experience of what success means to you) 

 Being and engaging in the flow of life more actively with greater 

purpose, vision of where you are going, and joie de vivre 

 A greater and more natural participation in the abundance of 

the Universe 

 Peace of mind and happiness  

 

 

Changes in My Life 

  

Let me back up just a bit and give you a cautionary warning. Learning 

to experience wholeness and to awaken spiritually takes time and 

coming to understand how to develop your individual consciousness 

and take it to higher levels.  

 

In my case, by 2006 I had been studying spirituality for a long time, 

but I had not yet had the breakthrough that I was longing for in 
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experiencing wholeness to any lasting degree in my life. I had had 

short-lived ah-ha moments of insight and some powerful but short 

periods of knowing and feeling change happening. And yes, I had 

learned a great deal that I could draw on, and I knew I had grown 

spiritually. But an awakening to permanent change had not yet 

happened for me. 

 

In retrospect, this was because my learning and understanding was 

primarily conceptual. I had not yet learned the critical lesson that 

breakthrough change comes with feeling and experiencing the 

change rather than thinking about the change. As a result, what I did 

put into practice was very much an up and down kind of thing – with 

“knowing” and demonstrating certain changes (like being aware of the 

present moment) for short periods and eventually forgetting that thing 

while I focused on something else. 

 

Nor had I learned the greater lesson that you must choose to be that 

new quality, whatever it is, strongly and intentionally and with clarity 

and conviction that the desired change will be permanent. 

 

So when I lost my job in October 2006 as part of a large corporate 

layoff and was still unemployed nine months later, I was in a very bad 

time of my life. I had received a fairly good severance package, but 

by July 2007, my wife and I were in financial difficulty. At first I had 

gotten interviews, but didn’t get a job offer. Then it became harder 

and harder to get the in-person interviews, and still no job offers.  
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As time went on, I was increasingly stressed and anxious and pretty 

much continuously tense. I felt powerless and very much afraid of a 

continued inability to find a job. Paying the bills was becoming 

increasingly difficult. I couldn’t sleep, and I really didn’t know what to 

do to turn things around. It got very bad for me physically, mentally, 

and emotionally even though I was trying to hold myself and my life 

together. 

 

And then I received a mailer piece about a product called Effortless 

Abundance. It was about connecting with the Infinite Intelligence of 

the Universe, overcoming self-imposed limitations, and manifesting 

change – specifically wealth creation. In studying the advertisement 

and information about the product, I suddenly realized that I had not 

really turned to my spiritual resources, and especially the Source of 

all creation, very effectively.  

 

So I ordered the product, and in a short time of studying the videos 

and audios that were included, it clicked in my mind that I really must 

begin to relate to the Universe differently in order to tap into my real 

power. I began to apply what was taught in the material, and my 

sense of self began to change as I realized I have untapped 

resources within myself (specifically within my consciousness which 

is part of Universal Consciousness). 

 

Now I had heard of the Law of Attraction and manifesting before, but I 

had not really paid much attention to it or studied it. But from my 

knowledge of spirituality at that point in time, I was able to quickly 
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understand the material – especially the “inner” aspects of working 

with the Universe – and I was able to begin to apply it almost 

immediately. 

 

That doesn’t mean that I was able to suddenly land a new job right 

away. I had a lot of accumulated negative beliefs and thought 

patterns by then that I was not good enough and that a job was very 

hard to get. Clearing my self-limiting beliefs was a necessary first 

step. 

 

I needed first to begin to change my self-limiting beliefs, and I did. I 

slowly but steadily began to change my thinking about myself. I re-

evaluated what I had done previously in my career, and I realized I 

was a very good IT project manager. I just needed to forget my self-

doubts and communicate my history of successes to hiring managers 

in job interviews with complete confidence and congruence. 

 

*** 

 

Now during this same timeframe, I had a couple of profound spiritual 

experiences which I want to share with you here because they 

affected my life in positive ways, so pardon my diversion. I think it 

helps to further explain some of the changes I was going through. 

 

First, I heard of the Oneness Blessing that was spreading around the 

world, and I was intrigued by what I heard about it and wanted to 

learn more. I read a book called Awakening Into Oneness, by Arjuna 
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Ardagh, which documents the phenomenon that came out of 

southern India. The Oneness Blessing (also called “deeksha”) is said 

to be a “powerful transfer of energy to elicit the realization of unitive 

consciousness”. By mid 2007, the Oneness Blessing had already 

been received by millions of people worldwide. The book was 

objective in describing the reports of enlightenment resulting from the 

blessing, some of which seemed valid and believable, but many of 

which were clearly undeserved and overstated claims. 

 

But I wanted to experience the Oneness Blessing myself and sought 

out a deeksha giver who had been trained at the Oneness University 

in India, and one evening I drove from my home in the Denver area to 

Boulder to receive the blessing. There was a small group of 5 or 6 of 

us who met at the deeksha giver’s home, and my experience was 

remarkable. There was a preliminary period taking us into a peaceful, 

meditative trance state, and then it was my turn to receive the 

blessing. She placed her hands on the crown of my head and a 

powerful flow of energy, much stronger and warmer than I expected, 

flowed into my head, down into my neck and shoulders, and into my 

whole body, but especially filling my chest, and settling around my 

heart. But it didn’t end there… 

 

After the blessing, the deeksha giver asked us to meditate on what 

we were feeling. For me, it was much like a dream that felt very, very 

real. The originators of the Oneness Blessing, Sri Baghavan and his 

wife Sri Amma, were suddenly there in the room with me. Sri 

Baghavan was sending more energy into the crown of my head, and 
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Sri Amma placed her hands on my heart area, and I felt peaceful, 

loved, and enlightened – filled with light and knowing. They told me 

that I was needed to become a teacher of wholeness.  

 

Then they left, and I “saw” for the first time the vast sea of awareness 

which is One Consciousness. It was more of a visual representation 

of it that I saw as a kind of Indra’s Net with an endless web of 

diamonds (that I took to be each an intelligent being) reflecting the 

light in complex holographic patterns. I felt the oneness, divine 

energy, and wholeness of Divine Being. I will never forget it. (None of 

the others who received the blessing there that night described 

anything remotely like what I described to them and what I have 

summarized here briefly for you.) 

 

Now the feeling of enlightenment that I felt, which was a much 

stronger sense of being one with and more aware of Divine Being, 

combined with a feeling a heightened spiritual energy, only lasted a 

day or two following that memorable evening. But that spiritual 

experience was different than all of my previous spiritual experiences 

(of satori and receiving messages from God/Universe). It was more 

prolonged, involved other spiritual beings within the field of One 

Consciousness, and left me with more of a sense of awakening and 

of “opening” to more to come. The experience of wholeness began to 

grow in me much more rapidly following that event. 

 

Later that fall, the second spiritual “event”, of a much different sort, 

occurred when I first heard about the Conversations with God books 
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by Neale Donald Walsch and subsequently read the first of the 

books. I was surprised to learn that book one of the series had 

already been out more than 10 years, because I had not previously 

heard of it, but I was quick to buy it because I wanted to see what it 

said. And when I read the first book, I was taken aback and 

powerfully moved by what was said in those conversations.  

 

There was absolutely no question in my mind that this was indeed the 

word of God. I KNEW it to be so. My intuition for what is (i.e., truth) 

was much more developed by that point, and I could feel it and know 

it at a deep intuitive, integral, emotional, and especially spiritual level. 

And most remarkable of all, for the most part God confirmed and 

expanded on my understanding of God and Universe that had come 

out of my own spiritual explorations in which I had absorbed the 

knowledge shared in the writings of many teachers, both spiritual and 

practical.  

 

It was especially profoundly enlightening to know that God could 

speak to us through a book in modern times and modern language, 

and that he desires to teach us about the nature of God, Universe, 

and Man. The format of His/Her conversation with Neale is very 

natural and real. And it is very clear to me that no human could make 

up that conversation; God’s side of the conversation was far too 

perceptive and knowing, intelligent at a very deep level, able to make 

the greatest mysteries simple for all to understand, even though 

contrary to so many prevalent spiritual ideas about God and man’s 

relationship to the Divine. I was blown away by reading the first book, 
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and I go back to it periodically when I want to remind myself what 

God said in that long-running conversation. 

 

*** 

 

With that as an expanded context, I can come back to the situation I 

was in at the time – looking for a job and trying to get rid of my self-

limiting beliefs. But I must add, I was changed by those events. I felt 

spiritually expanded and was having new ideas about who and what I 

am and what I can become. Simply put – spiritual events happen for 

a reason – they are meant to expand your consciousness and let you 

see yourself and the world in a whole new light. And that was a shift I 

needed dearly and as a result of those events in my life, I was more 

open to new possibilities and more rapid change. 

 

Out of the blue, in a great example of synchronicity, an old co-worker 

at a previous company who had started his own staffing company 

happened to see my resume online and contacted me. We met (in a 

screening interview), and I subsequently interviewed at a great 

company for a job that sounded like it might be a good fit for me. The 

interview with the hiring manager went VERY well, and in fact the job 

was a perfect fit for me. I got the job and was very happy with it for 

the next four years. 

 

At about the same time that I started that new job, I had an inspiration 

during my morning meditation walks which became my “seven 
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spiritual choices” that you read about in Part 2. And the seven 

choices became my primary spiritual practice.  

 

Making conscious choices for specific spiritual skills and/or states of 

being (for example, embracing life, awareness, freedom, love, 

creative action, knowing, and wholeness) began to change the way I 

experienced life. And it was in large part because I focused on 

experiencing those specific states of being. For example, the 

more I practiced awareness (being aware), the more I learned about 

awareness from doing it, and the more aware I became of what I was 

experiencing through my internal feelings and my senses. 

 

Health was an important part of the changes in my life too. About a 

dozen years ago, I started walking in the mornings before going to 

work. And I have kept that up, although for several years, I let my 

work demands shorten the length of my walks. But recently I have 

returned to 1-2 mile walks at a fairly brisk pace, and I feel great – 

totally re-invigorated and renewed, which is a wonderful way to start 

the day. And most of the time, I walk 7 days a week. 

 

About six years ago, after studying how diet affects long-term health, 

I decided to change to a vegetarian diet. The first few years I kept my 

diet strictly vegetarian and close to vegan, although I allowed myself 

some cheese and eggs, but since then I do also eat some meat but 

very little. I try to eat “whole” foods, such as salads, vegetables, and 

fruits as much as possible. I believe it is a much healthier diet than I 

ate in all the years before, and tastier as well, since vegetarian meals 
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and recipes focus on more use of spices and more diversity of 

vegetables and fruits. But more importantly, I feel great! And at my 

annual physical exam, my doctor always comments that I am 

healthier and more fit than 99% of his patients. 

 

In my career, I have continued to work as a successful information 

technology project manager. I wrote Seven Spiritual Choices for 

Success and began to publish it as an ebook. Later, I wrote an initial 

version of the Law of Wholeness User’s Guide with the intent of 

publishing it as an ebook as well.  

 

After considering changing careers to be a wholeness and personal 

success coach, I realized that: 1) I still had much more to learn about 

wholeness in certain areas, 2) I needed to better organize my 

thoughts and presentation of the material in order to teach and coach 

others on that subject, and 3) I really wanted to complete a book on 

the subject of wholeness and publish it in printed format in addition to 

ebook format.  

 

So while I have been writing this book, I have continued to work as an 

IT project manager, and I enjoy the work, am successful at it, and find 

it satisfying. But my desire has grown to change careers soon to 

writing, teaching, and coaching on the subject of wholeness full time. 

And I am confident that it will happen when the time is exactly right. 

 

For a number of years, I have also paid attention to learning other 

knowledge and skills that I will need to be a professional writer and 
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speaker, to do web-based information publishing and marketing, and 

to do personal and professional coaching to individuals via webinars 

and in-person. I know that I am ready to advance to a whole new 

career with greater income potential and greater opportunities to 

make a positive difference in the world. 

 

More and more I have also learned to manifest desired changes more 

readily and quickly, but I have focused on what I view as important in 

my own personal success – which is based heavily on personal 

happiness, learning, spiritual wisdom, family, making music, peace of 

mind, relationship to God, joy, and an abundance of all good things. 

During the last few years while steadily expanding my experience of 

wholeness and preparing for a career transition, I have continued to 

make enough income (6 figures) to feel financially comfortable. 

 

I know that I can soon begin providing substantially more value to 

others as a teacher and coach, and that is what I strongly desire to do 

and I know that is my purpose. I expect to also steadily grow my 

income as I increase my value to the world, but I want to do that only 

based on true value given to as many people as possible. 

 

But I will summarize this chapter by saying that I had to go through 

some rough times in order to look at Life differently and to turn to my 

inner (Divine) resources. Since then, my life has changed in very 

good ways. I am deeply blessed. And I wish you to be blessed in the 

same way. 
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Awakening 

 

To awaken means to reach higher states of consciousness. At a very 

practical level, you can awaken to new ideas and greater insights and 

understanding of yourself and the world around you. But, more 

importantly, at a spiritual level you can awaken to knowing and 

experiencing the fact 

that you are part of the 

one consciousness 

and wholeness that is 

God. A full awakening, 

or enlightenment, 

occurs when the 

experience (and awareness) of oneness with world and God 

becomes continuous. 

 

When you begin to experience wholeness in yourself, it is an 

awakening – an awakening to the wholeness that was already there 

for you to reclaim. You awaken to the experience of self-integration, 

oneness with One Universal Consciousness (God), and oneness with 

the whole of Life and with mankind – for me it was in that order, but it 

may be different for you. And my awakening to ever greater 

wholeness has been stepwise in a rising spiral in which each circle of 

awakening takes me higher (in spiritual skill and knowledge) and 
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wider (in breadth and diversity of its application of experience). It 

comes more quickly if you choose to be awakened now. 

 

First, you begin to experience wholeness. Next you awaken to more 

wholeness. Then you awaken more and experience it more 

profoundly. Et cetera. For me, in each transcendence, it was a 

greater opening to the experience of Life, a greater knowing of more 

of the wholeness of existence, and a greater embrace of Life. When 

you embrace Life, it embraces you. And when you embrace God, 

God embraces you. 

 

The more I embraced Life in this process of spiritual growth, the less I 

viewed life as a series of difficulties and struggles as I had before, but 

instead I now began to know that Life is a flow of choices. It is also a 

flow of opportunities to share in the infinitely creative process and in 

the experience of what results. I now see that flow of choices as 

“Life’s grand adventure” – partnering with God so that God can 

experience what we have created together. 

 

As one example of this change of perspective, for a long time 

(multiple years) I struggled with being too tired when I came home 

from a demanding job as a project manager to do much writing. But I 

knew that writing a book about wholeness was my first step to 

bringing my purpose into being. And you cannot just think a book into 

existence. The law of attraction might bring one job opportunities and 

learning opportunities, but the creation of a book requires that 

someone think about the ideas and stories, organize the thoughts 
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and content, and sit down and write the words, put them into a 

readable sequence, and keep making the book better until it is 

eventually completed and shared. 

 

What happened is that as I learned more about wholeness and 

experienced it more and more fully in the process of awakening, I 

found more and more inspiration, energy, motivation, and purpose 

flowing through me. My desire to serve my purpose (sharing 

wholeness with the world) has grown stronger and stronger, and I 

have used that to organize my days and give myself the ability to sit 

down, focus, and write.  

 

I channel my spiritual energy, and now I get up before 5:00 am, start 

the day with a high-energy walk during which I do meditation and 

contemplation. When I have inspired ideas to include in or improve 

sections of the book, I jot them now to review later. Inspiration comes 

to me often, and I know that comes from One Consciousness. And 

now I can write or edit for 1 to 2 hours most evenings, while I listen to 

empowering music, and on the weekends I write in blocks of 2-4 

hours fit in between household chores and other activities.  

 

But I also pay attention to my life as a whole – spending time with 

family, doing home repairs if needed or other projects, having some 

fun with grandkids, making music with my son-in-law, working late on 

the job if necessary, etc. And I stay aware of my states of body, mind, 

and spirit… If I need to take a night off from writing and instead just 

relax or go to bed early, that’s what I do.  
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If I am directed by an inner knowing to seek out a certain book or 

audio program – whether it is one I’ve read/listened to previously or 

one I’ve never seen before – I take time to find the book/audio and 

look or listen for the message it has for me. If it captures and holds 

my attention, I may take time to study the whole thing, of I may do a 

quick scan and just pay attention to the particular information/idea 

that is there waiting for me. 

 

I would say that my life now has a flow to it that is awesome! I have 

awakened to the fact that I don’t have to do everything the hard way – 

I have the Universe full of infinite intelligence, knowledge, love, and 

creativity that I can call on instantly, and I do! 

 

Sometimes I choose to be full of divine grace that fills me with peace 

and love, gives me the answers, inspiration, and energy I need, and 

lets me accomplish the task at hand with least effort. Recently, divine 

grace – in a flash of transcendence and integration – became a 

clearer and stronger presence of the Divine within me. And by the 

way, that was not the Divine suddenly awarding me with more 

attention, for God is always attentive and present. Rather, it was me 

learning to stay more open, be more receptive to, and more trusting 

in the vast awareness, never-ending love, and infinite creativity of the 

One Consciousness. 

 

I know the Universe is right there to reassure me, guide and assist 

me, or fill me with healing energy or knowing, and it only takes the 
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simplest recognition of what I need on my part to let it in. After all, I 

am the Universe (One Consciousness) experiencing life as a 

human being. And every day I experience and appreciate that fact 

more deeply. 

 

Quite often I choose to be full of light, letting my chakras flow with 

maximum energy and expanding my inner energy field and then my 

aura, which is my external body energy field. I expand the light and 

let it fill and expand my whole physical and spiritual being. And then, 

knowing and feeling that I am one with Divine Being, I do the Healing 

My Self exercise described in the earlier section on “How Wholeness 

Develops”. Upon doing it, I often continue in similar vein to heal my 

family, community, mankind, and world in what I call the “Healing the 

World” exercise in which you can focus your healing on whatever you 

choose, for example: 

 

 I focus on my home and family – I say the word “light”, and I fill 

my home and family with radiant light. I say the word 

“forgiveness” and I allow my family to receive forgiveness and 

to forgive anyone and everyone who ever hurt them. I say the 

word “love”, and I allow my family to love themselves and feel 

my love and God’s love. I say the word “healing”, and I allow 

my family to be filled with the healing of infinite intelligence in 

body, emotions, mind, and spirit. And lastly I say the word 

“wholeness”, and I fill my family with wholeness that expands to 

embrace Life, mankind, and One Consciousness (God). 
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 I focus on my neighborhood/community – I say the word “light”, 

and I fill my neighborhood and the people living there with 

radiant light. I say the word “forgiveness” and I allow my 

neighbors to receive forgiveness and to forgive anyone and 

everyone who ever hurt them. I say the word “love”, and I allow 

my neighbors to love themselves and feel my love and God’s 

love. I say the word “healing”, and I allow my neighbors to be 

filled with the healing of infinite intelligence in body, emotions, 

mind, and spirit. And I say the word “wholeness”, and I fill my 

neighborhood and neighbors with wholeness that expands to 

embrace Life, mankind, and One Consciousness (God). 

 I focus on the world – I say the word “light”, and I fill the world 

and all human beings with radiant light. I say the word 

“forgiveness” and I allow all human beings to receive 

forgiveness and to forgive anyone and everyone who ever hurt 

them. I say the word “love”, and I allow the world and all human 

beings to love themselves and feel my love and God’s love. I 

say the word “healing”, and I allow the world and all human 

beings to be filled with the healing of infinite intelligence in 

body, emotions, mind, and spirit. And lastly I say the word 

“wholeness”, and I fill the world and all human beings with 

wholeness that expands to embrace Life, mankind, and One 

Consciousness (God). 

 

You may notice that forgiveness is an important part of the above 

exercise. I did not devote a chapter or even a section of the book to it, 

but it is important. If you want to grow spiritually and awaken to the 
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wonderful experience of wholeness, you must learn to forgive quickly 

and do so readily and often. If you make a mistake of any kind, don’t 

fret about it and beat yourself up – forgive yourself immediately, 

forget, and go on with life. If someone upsets you or makes you 

angry, forgive them immediately and go on with life. Remember, to 

forgive is to let go of negative thoughts, beliefs, and memories. Just 

think of them and then let them go. The ability to forgive quickly and 

readily (without debate or hesitation) is a key marker or measure of 

your spiritual development. 

 

Gratitude is another spiritual choice that you should make often – 

many times per day. Be grateful for being alive. Give thanks for all 

good things in your life. Be filled with gratitude for Life. Thank other 

people for the smallest thing they do for you. Be grateful for Divinity, 

and know that all human beings – no matter their current state of 

consciousness, development, and behavior – are part of One 

Consciousness, just as you are. Everything exists within it, and one 

consciousness exists within everything. Be grateful – in advance – 

when manifesting or praying for anything, small and large, for without 

the Source of all Things being there to respond in the process of 

conscious creation, nothing would happen. 

 

And one other point… Growing spiritually and awakening into 

wholeness is a process, an upward expanding spiral. You must first 

get to the point that you can forgive yourself, love yourself, and heal 

yourself before you can forgive, love, and heal others. So in the 

“Healing the World” exercise above if you are having any difficulty in 
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forgiving others or loving the world, do the Healing Your Self exercise 

first, every day, and master it. Then when you are ready focus on 

home and family and master it. Then focus on neighborhood or 

community and master that. And when you are ready, heal the world.  

 

When you can fully focus on loving and healing the whole world, you 

can know that you are achieving spiritual wisdom. And when you can 

live it, you are expanding in wholeness and gaining mastery. 

 

In its most developed form, wholeness can mean enlightenment – the 

continuous knowing that you are the source energy of the Universe 

and the experience of being one with the Whole of Life (God). 

Enlightenment is opening up and letting the Universe/God in with all 

of its creative power and the infinite possibilities of the Flow of Life. 

 

I wouldn’t say I have reached that most developed, perfect state of 

being by any means, but I would say that I am awakened to 

wholeness and working my way up to higher states. I expect the 

awakening process to continue and wholeness to grow ever stronger 

within me, and I believe you can experience that too. 

 

With awakening comes the ability to get to know One Consciousness 

directly – the ultimate goal of spirituality. At first you sense God’s 

presence, or perhaps even gain the ability to talk with God (share in 

universal consciousness) momentarily or for short periods. But as 

awakening into wholeness continues to grow within you, Divine 

presence and the ability to hear what Divine presence is saying to 
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you also grows. Again, I am speaking from my own experience, but I 

have every reason to believe that you can have a similar experience 

by telling the Universe that is what you want.  

 

Choose to awaken fully now, and the more you do so while in deep 

meditation, the more quickly it will happen for you. 

 

*** 

 

 

 

The subtitle of this book is “How to Live Consciously, Creatively, and 

Abundantly”, and that’s what Part 4 is about. The next three sections 

attempt to bring some closure to what it means to use these three 

aspects of embracing life. Embracing Life is really about aligning with 

and engaging Universal Consciousness in a way that lets you plug 

into its awesome power of infinite intelligence, infinite creativity, and 

infinite love. When you do that, you participate in Infinite Being. 

 

 

Living Consciously 

 

The Seven Spiritual Choices, the process of conscious creation, and 

the process of awakening are all about living more consciously. When 

you practice them, you force yourself to pay more attention to key 

areas of your life and to choose consciously what you want. I hope 
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you have already begun to apply conscious choice making in your 

daily life. 

 

The Seven Spiritual Choices are a fantastic praxis for being and 

living. Praxis is not about the theory of life, although you must have 

some knowledge in order to make wise choices. But rather, it is about 

the experience of life moment to moment – it is what you are feeling, 

and what you desire to be and to feel now and in the future. 

 

And that is especially why the seven choices begin with the choices 

of Life and Awareness. The Choice of Life forces you to pay attention 

to life in you and all around you and where you are going in the flow. 

It is not so much where life is taking you – it should be the other way 

around… When you make conscious choices you are taking your life 

where you want to go. 

 

The Choice of Awareness forces you to pay attention to what you are 

experiencing in this moment, and the next moment, and the next. And 

if you extend your thoughts to what you want for the future, you can 

begin to make choices for the future. Make choices and begin to 

experience (imagine, visualize, and begin to be) who you want to be 

and the life you want to have. 

 

There is another very important point to living consciously… 

Remember, you are not just a body. You have a body in order to 

experience life in the physical realm. But you are spiritual being with 
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individual consciousness who has chosen to have a body and to 

experience life on Earth.  

 

Living consciously means to attend to all parts of you – body, mind, 

and spirit – and to your being part of a larger existence, a greater 

infinite Being. Making the Choice of Knowing can help you remember 

that you are part of the whole of Life, that you are individual 

consciousness within Universal Consciousness. When you know you 

are part of a larger whole, one with God, and make the choice of 

Wholeness, you choose for the larger Whole and can begin to 

experience that wholeness. It brings an expansion of You, who you 

are, and of Life itself. 

 

 

Living Creatively 

 

How can you live creatively? I would say that it is not really about 

thinking in terms of “How can I be creative” or “What can I do next 

that is creative and make other people say ‘Wow’?” Although those 

could be thoughts that come up. 

 

Instead, I would suggest in the natural flow of life, in the process of 

conscious choice making, you remember that Pure Potentiality is 

always present when you open to the moment to moment Flow of 

Life. Pure potentiality is what exists before you make your choice. It 

may not seem like there are infinite possibilities, but the more you 
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open to uncertainty and the co-creative process and the infinite 

intelligence behind it, the more possibilities there actually are.  

 

If you choose a large end goal, such as to have financial wealth for 

example, and you imagine the scope of infinite possibilities of how 

that might be expressed, there are indeed infinite possibilities for how 

wealth can come into your life and how you might live with your 

wealth. However, as soon as you begin to choose means goals, that 

is, specifics about how you will achieve financial wealth, you rapidly 

begin to narrow the possibilities. So it is best to choose and hold end 

goals – the things you really want in your life without the “hows” of 

how to bring about or cause the effects that you desire. 

 

In the Seven Spiritual Choices, there are also the choices of Freedom 

and Expression & Creation that you can make to help you live 

creatively and powerfully. The Choice of Freedom directs you to 

choose to eliminate self-imposed limitations in your belief system. As 

you identify beliefs that might be holding you back, such as “you are 

unworthy of financial success”, you can recognize that, as a part of 

God, you are equally worthy to all other human beings because God 

would never make some parts of Herself (or Himself) “more worthy” 

than other parts because that would not fit, in fact would simply not 

be possible, with what Wholeness and One Consciousness are. 

 

And the Choice of Expression & Creation is about participating 

actively and fully in the process of conscious creation. That means 

choosing to express yourself as who you really are or who you 
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choose to be in the grandest version of yourself. That means 

choosing to know that if you hold intentions to create something in 

your life, the Universe will work with you to bring it into your 

experience to the degree that you are clear about what you want, 

hold the feeling of experiencing it, and are grateful for it (in other 

words, you truly desire to have it).  

 

You and One Consciousness co-create your experience of Life – your 

job is to think, feel, and act on that which you desire to experience, 

and God’s job is to help you bring it into existence because you could 

not do it alone and because both of you desire to share in the 

experience. 

 

To know that you are constantly and continuously participating in the 

co-creative process – partnering with God to create what you want to 

experience – is simply awe-inspiring, limit shattering, and life 

changing! The more you come to accept the process of conscious 

creation, the more your life will change and the more joy you will 

experience. 

 

Living abundantly is using the co-creative process to choose an 

abundance of all good things – not just money, but love, health, 

happiness, joy, laughter, fun, beauty, peace of mind, and every other 

thing that you want more of in your life. Choose the good things, 

especially happiness and love, and always and share your 

happiness, love, and the light of Being Alive with those around you. 
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When you do, your love and happiness will expand and grow 

stronger. 

 

In fact, there can come a time in your life when you know that you are 

not just “living your life”, but more wonderously, you are participating 

in Life’s grand adventures – not just one adventure, but one after 

another. When you come to that realization, you will understand what 

it means to waken to wholeness – for in that moment, you will 

experience Wholeness and the Unfolding of Life in all of its magic and 

wonder. 

 

The more awakened you are to Wholeness, the more simply you can 

co-create your desires with the Universe/God because you eliminate 

more of the barriers between you and God. Open yourself up to the 

Divine, and let your dreams and grand adventures come into 

existence by knowing that God is your ultimate Partner – pure 

consciousness waiting at your command. 

 

With that in mind, let me give you my simple process that I use daily 

to center myself and move myself toward the big end results that I 

want to create in my life. You can use this quite easily at any time, but 

it might be helpful to use it to get your day off to a powerful start.  

 

5-Minute Conscious Co-Creation (do at least daily) 

 

Get quiet, focus, and be an unlimited co-creator in partnership with 

the Universe (God): 
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1. Choose light and love. Let yourself be surrounded by and filled 

with the light and love of Divine Being. In that light and love, 

feel deep peace, but also know that infinite creativity is there for 

you at the asking. Open yourself to giving and receiving in the 

Flow of Life. Radiate light and love outward to the world. 

2. Choose Wholeness. Know that you are one with Life, the world, 

and One Consciousness which is the source of all things. Feel 

yourself becoming one with the Universe, its energy and spirit 

filling you. Open to wholeness by opening your heart which is 

your point of holistic connection to the Universe. Feel the 

Wholeness of Life and within it the field of pure potentiality 

where all possibilities exist. 

3. Choose your desired big end results. For each big end result 

you want, use a sequence of: visualizing it, feeling your desire 

and what it will mean to you, and being grateful. (Hold your 

intention, the feelings about experiencing the results, and your 

gratitude in your heart.) This process is totally conscious, 

creative, and holistic. For example, in my case, I always choose 

3 big things this way: 

 Perfect happiness – I visualize what perfect happiness is 

for me, I feel my desire for it, and I feel it coming into my 

experience now. My intention and gratitude are heartfelt, 

and I share my happiness with others. 

 Perfect health – I imagine what perfect health is for me, I 

feel my desire for it, and I feel it coming into my 
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experience now. My intention and gratitude are heartfelt, 

and I share health and healing with others.  

 Perfect abundance of money and all good things – I 

picture what perfect abundance is for me, I feel my desire 

for it, and I feel it coming into my experience now. My 

intention and gratitude are heartfelt, and I share my 

abundance with others. 

 (My above desired end results are pretty much all 

inclusive because they are broad, but sometimes I 

choose more specific things that I am thinking about and 

desiring at the time. You can do the same.) 

 

Of course, you must take actions that move you toward your goals, 

but it begins with visualizing and choosing your desired end results. 

The more clearly you visualize and the more strongly you feel your 

results coming into your experience, the more rapidly it will happen 

for you. 

 

Enjoy the act of conscious co-creation! 

 

Living Abundantly 

 

To live abundantly requires that, at a deep level, you break free of the 

scarcity paradigm and instead you live moment to moment in the 

abundance paradigm. It means that you know and experience the 
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wholeness and abundance of the Universe – not theoretically, but 

firsthand.  

 

And that requires that you engage in the flow of Life and become one 

with the Universe, its infinite intelligence, and its continuous creativity. 

When you reach that level of awakening, you will make conscious 

choices and behave accordingly. You will experience the abundance 

of all good things because you know it is possible for you and you 

choose to have that experience. 

 

In its fullest form, to live abundantly also means that you live 

holistically by making conscious choices for the benefit of the larger 

wholes of which you are part. Why? Because in reality you can never 

act just for “you” independently of anything else. Everything you think 

and do impacts the world around you, and the world around you 

likewise impacts you. Your “self” is part of your “Self” which is Infinite 

Being. You are always part of the whole of Life.  

 

Awakening to wholeness means becoming aware of this wonderful 

fact and acting accordingly – that is what “holistically” means. And 

because abundance is a natural aspect of wholeness, awakening to 

wholeness is awakening to the ongoing experience of abundance 

which is what “living abundantly” means. Wholeness is abundance. 

 

In the Seven Spiritual Choices, the choices of Life, Love, and 

Wholeness lead you to the experience of living abundantly. Making 

the choice of Wholeness daily, and then in everything you do, will 
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lead you to an awakening to abundance. Similarly, when you choose 

Life, daily and then moment to moment, you choose the abundance 

that Life holds in its infinite possibilities.  

 

When you make the Choice of Love, you choose to accept and 

participate in the flow (and abundance) of life all around you. To 

choose Love, you must open to what is. If you open fully to Life in the 

process, you will choose to accept all of Life and engage in the 

process of Life which is creative, holistic, and abundant in its very 

nature. Choosing Love allows you, and more importantly enables 

you, to embrace Life and live your life more fully and abundantly. 

 

Now you might say “well those are wonderful words, but what does it 

really mean?” And I can only answer this way… Practice the choices 

of Life, Love, and Wholeness, and allow your resulting experience to 

grow. Choose love in larger and greater ways in your life, and let it 

expand. See what happens in your life (which I expect will be similar 

to what happened in mine). As you do, you will come to know that 

you can love Life as a whole, and when you do you will expand in 

consciousness. You will be a different person – bigger in spirit, more 

loving, more loved, happier, and in all likelihood, more personally 

successful (in the ways that you define success). 

 

When you make the Choice of Wholeness, you must pay attention to 

the social and environmental wholes of which you are part and 

choose accordingly. Examples of social wholes are marriage or 

couplehood, family, team, organization, business, community, nation, 
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and mankind. Examples of environmental wholes are your immediate 

environment, home, office, community environment, the ecospheres 

around you, and the Earth as a whole. You are never independent of 

your social and environmental wholes. You as a human being exist 

completely within those contexts at all times.  

 

Choose to make yourself and your life better by choosing to make 

“You”, which includes your contexts (the environment and social units 

around you), better. Do that in your thoughts, intentions, words, and 

actions. Do that with Love, because love means acceptance, caring 

for, and acting on behalf of the objects of your love. 

 

When the message at the end of the book’s Introduction – Bring 

wholeness to everything you do, and you will be rewarded with 

abundance, inspiration, and joy – came to me, it was more than nice 

words; it was a promise from the Universe, for that is the way the 

creative Universe works. The Universe (God) is totally holistic, loving, 

and abundant by nature, and the process of conscious creation is 

likewise holistic, loving, and abundant.  

 

So live life abundantly and make choices for yourself that include the 

greater wholes of which you are part. You will be rewarded in ways 

that go beyond what you can imagine. As you practice this kind of 

wholeness, you will awaken to your Higher Self which is your Soul, 

which is not and never has been separate from God, the Universal 

Being. And remember that you create and experience your life 
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through the Flow of Life, and God experiences Life through you. That 

is the miracle of Wholeness. 

 

Realize that you grow into awakening (greater consciousness) and 

wholeness in stages, moving up the spiral of spiritual development 

step by step. As you become more holistic in your consciousness and 

in the way you live, you will begin to change not just you, but also 

others and the world around you.  

 

And collective human development will follow suit, although more 

slowly at least through the initial stages. It requires greater numbers 

to reach the beginning and higher levels of awakening to wholeness 

in order to make a difference to the world. Understanding wholeness 

conceptually is a starting point, and that can help. But as more and 

more people experience what wholeness truly is, it will expand more 

rapidly, because people will have a much stronger desire for real 

wholeness – not just within themselves but in more and more of the 

world around them.  

 

Eventually, we can change the world, and we will. LET’S START 

NOW! 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Awakening to Wholeness describes how I personally was guided to 

wholeness and a spiritual awakening, and how you can use the same 

fundamental principles and the same techniques – such as conscious 

choice making, the Seven Spiritual Choices, the Law of Wholeness, 

and manifesting – for greater happiness and success in your life. 

When you bring those kind of choices into existence in your self and 

in your experience of Life, you too will eventually awaken to 

wholeness. 

 

Don’t stop after having read this book. Go back and re-read, study, 

learn, and put what you’ve learned to practice. Putting these ideas 

and lessons into practice is the only way to learn what they can do for 

you. Remember to feel and experience what you have chosen to 

experience, be what you have chosen to be. 

 

Let me break this down into four different things that you can do to 

make all the difference in your life: 

 

 First, study the universal principles, the process of conscious 

creation, and the law of wholeness and come to understand 1) 

how the Universe works and 2) its wondrous potentiality and 

infinite possibilities.  
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 Second, use conscious choice making and associated 

techniques, especially the Seven Spiritual Choices, each and 

every day to change your response to things that come up in 

the course of daily life.  

 Third, use the Law of Wholeness, including the manifesting 

technique spelled out in the Law of Wholeness User’s Guide for 

big and small desires that you want to bring into your reality. 

 Fourth, think about and practice living consciously, creatively, 

and abundantly. There is magic in their combination, so expect 

miracles! 

 

The combination of these four methods or areas of focus will enable 

you to experience the grandeur of life and to awaken to wholeness. 

As you do, your life is sure to change in remarkable ways! 

 

Through spiritual change within, we can change both our inner 

world and our outer world in positive, creative, and constructive 

ways. Be a 

bringer of wise 

and abundant 

change into the 

world. 

 

Remember, your 

choices, whether 

made consciously 

or unconsciously, play a big role in both your spiritual life and your 
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practical daily life. The seven spiritual choices and law of wholeness 

relate to our success in both areas. Make your choices consciously 

and whole heartedly. 

 

I hope you have learned much that is new and useful about how the 

Universe works, and especially conscious choice making, to bring 

greater benefit to yourself, the people around you, and the world as a 

whole. In particular, I hope you have learned about wholeness, for it 

is not well understood, but it is powerful. Once wholeness is 

understood and applied, it is transformative in many, many ways. 

Practice wholeness in all of its aspects – spiritual and practical. And 

collectively, through wholeness we have the power to change the 

world. 

 

One word of caution… I recommend that you NOT try to keep all of 

the techniques in this book, or even all of the seven choices and 

ideas for applying them, in your mind at one time. That is simply too 

much for anyone’s mind to handle comfortably.  

 

Instead, think about the choices and techniques individually, whether 

using an organized plan to think about or study one of the choices for 

success per day or per week or by simply thinking about a particular 

choice or technique as it happens to come up in your meditation or 

when triggered by a thought during the day. 

 

And if you ever do feel that you are thinking too much and stuck in 

mental process, return to your senses (your five senses, that is), 
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engage in the direct experience of Life, and get physical – laugh, 

walk, make music, dance – for those things will take you back to the 

fullness and flow of Life all around you.  

 

Be alive, feel alive! Feel the flow of life in your body. See the magical 

beingness in all living things. See life and all its bustle and beauty, 

and see the wonder in its very existence. Be Life itself, one with the 

world and the flow of human life, one with the unfolding and majesty 

of the whole Universe. Be part of Life’s grand adventure. 

 

And so I choose to end this book with the following powerful advice:  

 

Miracles begin to happen when you learn to embrace 

Life and when you learn to expect miracles. 

 

The experience of wholeness comes from being one 

with Life, being fully in the flow of your life, and 

directing its flow to realize your highest goals. 

 

The lessons in this book, when practiced daily, will help you see this 

advice as a worthy goal that will eventually become your reality. 

Beyond that, I pray that mankind learns to awaken to wholeness for it 

will greatly change the world to the betterment of individuals like you 

and I, and for all the world as a whole. 
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May you know wholeness that grows day by day and fills you with 

unlimited abundance, inspiration whenever you ask for it, and 

unending joy! 

 

Thank you for reading this book.  

 


